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The mangrove swamps and its creek system are truly masterpieces of nature’s 
ecological engineering. The circulation of water in riverine mangrove swamps is 
expected to be influenced by the mangrove roots, which in turn affect the transport of 
nutrients, pollutants and sediments in these systems. An investigation into the 
geometrical and material characteristics of mangrove roots, including pneumatophores 
and prop roots was performed first in this study to improve our understanding of 
physical processes in mangrove ecosystems. Field studies were carried out in mangrove 
areas along the coastlines of Singapore. The geometrical and material properties of 
mangrove pneumatophores and prop roots were assessed through the use of 
photogrammetric methods and structural tests in laboratory. It was found that for both 
mangrove roots in a normal tidal environment, they can be regarded as rigid structures 
under riverine hydrodynamic loadings based on resonance and deflection calculations. 
Four sets of flume experiments for pneumatophores were conducted, including (1) 
current flow through emergent pneumatophore models; (2) depth-limited flow over 
submerged pneumatophore models; (3) deep water flow over submerged models and 
(4) direct drag force measurements of emergent pneumatophore clusters. The double-
averaged measurements of velocities and velocity fluctuations were obtained through 
the area-temporal-averaging from PIV data and temporal-averaging from ADV data at 
the representative measurement points. Under certain experimental conditions for the 
flow through emergent pneumatophores (1), it was found that a transverse standing 
wave pattern was set up in the flume when this phenomenon is not observed in the field. 
This standing wave was studied and the phase-averaging method was proposed to 
eliminate the wave influence in main current flow. In the experiment scenario (2) and 
(3), the pneumatophores influence to current flow over an entire tidal period was 
simulated by changing the submergence of water flow over pneumatophore models. It 
is found that the velocity and turbulence parameters are spatial dependent deep inside 
the roots, but they are homogenous everywhere if the flow submergence is large. In the 
experiment scenario (4), drag coefficients were obtained and compared with different 
simulated arrangements of pneumatophore clusters in a mangrove environment using 




For mangrove prop roots, a stream ordering scheme was employed in order to 
construct the physical models used in the flume experiments. The models were 
downscaled based on field observations with changing porosity values ranging from 
0.96 to 0.98 with depth. Flume experiments were performed and measurements of flow 
velocities were made using ADV. The results indicate that the prop roots provide more 
blockage effect than pneumatophore models on the main current flow and cause 
complex secondary flows. The turbulence energy is generated by the combination of 
wake and shear, and the water flow through prop roots is highly three-dimensional and 
non-homogenous. A force balance analysis was performed in the nearly uniform flow 
region to investigate the flow resistance caused by the prop root models. The Chezy 
roughness coefficient was found to be around 10 and the drag coefficient was found to 
be 1.2-1.8 in the fully developed uniform flow, which agrees with reported field studies 
in mangrove swamps. 
Finally, Delft3D based on double-averaging scheme was adapted. The model-
predicted profiles for mean velocity and turbulent kinetic energy were calibrated and 
compared with flume experimental data. The user-defined horizontal and vertical 
background eddy viscosities were adjusted to give good predictions of mean velocity 
and turbulent kinetic energy profiles. For the mangrove pneumatophore models, the 
prediction of mean velocity structures and turbulence characteristics in deep submerged 
pneumatophores condition is better than those found in shallow submerged situation, 
since the wake layer does not exist. For the prop root models, numerical model provides 
a satisfactory prediction for the mean flow structure. However it is limited in the 
simulation of turbulent structure as the model based on porous media assumption 










Roman symbols  
A cross sectional area of mangrove roots/rectangular flumes 
AP projected area of mangrove root cluster 
a wave amplitude 
B width of rectangular flumes 
C Chezy roughness coefficient 
CD drag coefficient 
CL lift coefficient 
c wave phase celerity 
D diameter of cylinders in physical mangrove roots model 
Dbh diameter at breast height of tree trunk 
Dr external diameter of Rhizophora stylosa root (inclusive of bark) 
Ds external diameter of Sonneratia alba root (inclusive of bark) 
Dsw diameter of woody core of Sonneratia alba root 
d the zero plane displacement of the logarithmic profile 
E Young’s modulus/modulus of elasticity 
FD drag force 
FL lift force 
Fr Froude number 
f friction factor/frequency of vibration  
fs forcing frequency in vortex induced vibration 
fn natural frequency in vortex induced vibration 
g gravital acceleration=9.81 m2/s 
H wave height 
h water depth 
I second axial moment of area about neutral axis 
k mangrove roots height/ wave number 
kn equivalent Nikuradse sand grain roughness 
kr mangrove prop root system height 
ks dimension of a physical roughness element 
L length of a prop root/ height of a pneumatophore/wave length 
Le establishment length for uniform flow 




l0 initial length of root sample before tensile/bending tests 
M mass flux 
ME number of aluminum rods attached to suspended drag plate 
m spatial density of mangrove roots 
N        number of model cylinders per one row in flume 
NS measurement sample size 
n Manning’s roughness coefficient/ wave oscillation mode 
P applied loadings in root structural tests 
p pressure of fluid 
Q flow rate 
R regression coefficient 
Re Reynolds number 
RB branching ratio of prop roots in stream ordering scheme 
RD diameter ratio of prop roots in stream ordering scheme 
S centerline spacing between model roots in one row/ energy slope 
S0 flume bottom slope 
St Strouhal number 
T centerline spacing between rows of model roots/ wave period 
U local mean streamwise velocity 
UQ bulk velocity in x-direction/mean streamwise velocity in flume 
u instantaneous velocity in the streamwise x-direction 
          uꞌ turbulent velocity fluctuation in x-direction 
u* streamwise shear velocity 
V mean transverse velocity in flume 
v instantaneous velocity in the transverse y-direction 
          vꞌ turbulent velocity fluctuation in y-direction 
W mean vertical velocity in flume 
Wr geometrical width of the prop root system 
w instantaneous velocity in the vertical z-direction 
       wꞌ turbulent velocity fluctuation in z-direction 
x coordinate direction of the current  
y direction orthogonal to current and parallel to the flume bottom 
z  elevation from the flume bed 
z0 roughness length from the log-profile analysis 
     ∀ volume of a control volume/total volume 
           ∀m volume occupied by mangrove roots 







Greek symbols  
𝛼 constant in the first-mode vibration equation 
𝛽 coefficient in fluid momentum equation  
𝛿 deflection of mangrove roots/current boundary layer thickness 
𝜀 engineering strain/dissipation rate of turbulence 
𝜅 von Karman’s constant=0.4 
𝜎 tensile stress/wave frequency 
𝜓 a physical variable 
?̅? time averaged physical variable 
𝜓′ fluctuation of a physical variable from its time averaged value 
𝜓′′ deviation of a physical variable from its volume averaged value 
𝜈 kinematic viscosity 
𝜈𝑡 turbulent eddy viscosity  
𝜂 water surface elevation 
𝜃 porosity  
𝜌 mass density of mangrove roots/water 
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INTRODUCTION TO MANGROVE 
HYDRODYNAMICS AND THE PRESENT STUDY 
1.1 General Description of Mangrove Hydrodynamics 
Mangroves, defined as an assemblage of trees and shrubs that grows in the edge, 
with one foot on land and one in the water. These botanical amphibians occupy a zone 
in the intertidal areas of rivers, estuaries, deltas and lagoons in tropical regions, yet the 
forests mangroves formed are the most biologically complex ecosystem on earth 
(National Geographic Magazine, 2007). Mangrove forests cover approximately 75% 
of the world’s tropical coastal area, and they are significant as a source of food and 
wood, a form of coastal protection and a vital component of the natural environment. 
However, since the late 19th century, mangrove forests around the globe have been 
damaged due to human activities (Spalding et al., 1997), and their degradation threatens 
the mangrove ecosystems sustainability worldwide.  
Calls for mangroves conservation gained a significant hearing following the 2004 
Indian Ocean tsunami, because mangrove forests functioned as natural barriers, 
dissipating wave energy, mitigating property damage and perhaps saving lives. The 
study in Cuddalore District in Ramil Nadu, India, after the tsunami showed that areas 
with mangroves and tree shelterbelts were significantly less damaged than other areas  
(Danielsen et al., 2005). Where natural mangrove forests were well conserved or where 
there were wide mangrove belts, the damage from tsunami was reduced. Other threats 
to coastal zones have also emerged in recent years, including global warming and sea 
level rise. It is believed for a long time that the planted mangrove belts or protected 
mangrove forest may help mitigate those consequences. This notion is supported by 
evidence that soil accretion rates in mangrove swamps are keeping pace with mean sea-
level rise currently (Alongi, 2008). 
However, oceanographers, physical scientists and engineers have not been 




conservation before 1983 (Mazda et al., 2007). There have been numerous studies on 
the physiology, biology, socio-economics as well as management of mangrove forests. 
Nevertheless, there have not been much which focus on the physical processes and 
hydrodynamics in mangroves. The first study of physical processes in mangroves was 
probably that of Wolanski et al. (1980), and they proposed a mathematical model for 
the movement of water and sediments in Coral Creek, a tidal creek surrounded by 
thickly vegetated mangrove swamps in Hinchinbrook Island, Australia. Since then, a 
steady stream of publications on the hydrodynamics and physical processes in 
mangrove ecosystem has emerged, and many phenomena and mechanisms of 
mangrove hydrodynamics have been paid attention to. However, there remains 
considerable work to be undertaken, such as the influence of the geometrical and 
material properties of mangrove roots on the hydrodynamics within tidal creeks, the 
associated flow turbulences which affect the movement of suspended material in the 
main stream and in the mangrove areas as well as the eco-environment that is vital to 
the living organisms, the flora and fauna. Such detail measurements are extremely 
difficult to mount in the field in the light of soft ground and changing tidal conditions. 
Controlled experiment in the laboratory for a simulated mangrove environment is an 
alternative to a better understanding of the complex hydrodynamic phenomena in such 
an environment. 
In view of above issues, the interdisciplinary study in this thesis focuses on the 
mangrove roots physical properties and their influence to tidal driven current flow, 
using both state-of-art experimental methods in laboratory and numerical simulation. 
The objective and research questions of the present study are given in Section 1.3 and 
1.4 in this Chapter 1, but prior to that, the literature review of past studies on mangrove 
hydrodynamics and flow through vegetation are presented. This introduction section 
concludes with a statement made by an editor from National Geographic Magazine: 
 
“At the intersection of land and sea, mangrove forests support a wealth of life, from 




From the article: Mangroves 





1.2 Literature Review 
1.2.1 Field observations 
(1) Mangroves distribution, species and topography 
Mangrove forests are distributed in the inter-tidal region between the sea and the 
land in the tropical and subtropical regions of the world between approximately 30°N 
and 30°S latitude. Their global distribution is believed to be delimited by major ocean 
currents and the 20°C isotherm of seawater in winter (Alongi, 2008). The common 
characteristic which they all possess is their tolerance to salt and brackish waters. The 
highest concentrations of mangrove species are found in Southeast Asia and Australia. 
More than 40% of the estimated eighteen million hectares of mangrove forest in the 
world are found in Asia (Figure 1-1). 
As a group, mangroves cannot be defined too narrowly since there are over 70 
species from 14 families, including palm, hibiscus, holly, plumbago, legumes, myrtle 
and acanthus (Kennedy Warne, National Geographic Magazine, 2007). Mangroves 
range from prostrate shrubs to 60 meters high timber trees and they are most prolific in 
Southeast Asia. In this study, two mangrove species, Rhizophora stylosa and 
Sonneratia alba were surveyed and studied using physical experiments and numerical 
simulations. These two species are common in the coastal and riverine landscape in 
Malaysia, Singapore, and other Southeast Asian countries. These two mangrove genera 
Rhizophora and Sonneratia can be distinguished from each other based on their root 
systems (Figure 1-2). Only prop roots (or so-called stilt roots) found in Rhizophora and 
pneumatophores found in Sonneratia are investigated and modeled in this research, 
which are also the two most common mangrove root types found in Southeast Asia. 
Prop roots are branched and originate from the main trunk, while pneumatophores of 
Sonneratia genus are visible erect lateral braches originate from the horizontal cable 
roots which grow underground. The pneumatophores are more cone-like and spaced at 
more or less regular intervals along the primary root cable (Figure 1-3). The different 
species under each genus of mangroves can be further distinguished from their flowers, 
leaves and fruits, which are beyond the scope of this study. 
Mangrove forest is a distinct saline woodland or shrubland habitat characterized by 
deposition of coastal sediments (often with high organic content) and thrives in areas 
with low wave activity. Lugo and Snedaker (1974) identified six types of mangrove 
forest by considering both topography and hydrodynamics. Cintron and Novelli (1984) 
further simplified their classification into three types just based on topographic features: 




riverine-type mangrove forest is considered. This forest type is defined as floodplains 
along rivers or tidal creeks; the mangrove swamp is inundated during high tides and 
exposed during low tide. Such forests are influenced with the incursion of large 
amounts of freshwater bringing with it fluvial nutrients, thus making the system highly 
productive with trees growing taller (up to 30-35m). The largest mangrove trees and 
the highest trees density, as well as the highest density of mangrove roots are generally 
found in such forest types (Wolanski, 2007). The riverine-type mangrove forest 
consists of relatively straight-trunked mangrove trees, and both type of roots, prop roots 
and pneumatophores can be observed (Lugo and Snedaker, 1974).  
 
 




                     (a)                                        (b)                                          (c) 
Figure 1-2 Photographs of mangrove pneumatophores (a), taken at Berlayer Creek, 
Singapore, knee roots (b), by Paul Marek, taken in Australia and prop roots (c), taken 






Figure 1-3 Pneumatophores on cable roots radiating from a single Sonneratia alba, 
penetrating through the tidal mudflat in Malaysia's Bako National Park (Photograph by 
Tim Laman, National Geographic, Feb 2007). 
 
(2) Studies on physical properties of mangrove roots 
The mangrove tree is a complex combination of roots (pneumatophores or prop 
roots), trunk, branches and leaves. Its configuration changes from the bottom to its leaf 
canopy. As mangrove prop roots and pneumatophores are found in the genera of 
Rhizophora and Sonneratia respectively, they are the most representative feature of 
mangroves in Southeast Asia. Prop roots are branched, looping aerial roots which arise 
from the main trunk or lower branches of the Rhizophora genus. It is believed that the 
number of prop roots and the complexity of their structure are response to the intensity 
of wind and wave stresses (Vos, 2004). Pneumatophores, found in Avicennia and 
Sonneratia, are erect lateral branches of the horizontal cable roots, which grow 
underground. The roots belonging to Avicennia are pencil-like (Tomlinson, 1986), 
while pneumatophores belonging to Sonneratia genus have a cone-shaped appearance 
(Zhang et al., 2012), and are also known as ‘conical peg roots’. 
In previous studies on geometrical properties of mangrove roots, Wolanski et al. 
(1980) took photographs of Rhizophora sp. prop roots, and made two-dimensional 
sketches of these roots. The fraction of cross-sectional area between two trees that was 
blocked by prop roots was estimated from these sketches. They found that the blocked 
area decreased rapidly with elevation. Mazda et al. (1997) obtained field measurements 
of the number of mangrove trunks, prop roots (in Rhizophora stylosa), pneumatophores 




heights and prop root system widths. The porosity of mangrove roots was computed 
based on the submerged root volume to the total defined volume. Krauss et al. (2003) 
investigated three different mangrove root types in the Federated States of Micronesia, 
namely: mangrove Rhizophora stylosa prop roots, Bruguiera gymnorrhiza root knees 
and Sonneratia alba pneumatophores. The mean number of roots, root areas and 
individual root diameter of the three root types were recorded in order to study the 
differential rates of vertical accretion for these root types. 
 summarized the detailed geometrical characteristics of erect mangrove Sonneratia 
alba pneumatophores at Vinh Quang coast in northern Vietnam, and their field 
observation was used to determine the wave reduction due to the drag force of 
pneumatophores. Accurate assessments of mangrove root structure density at the site-
scale are lacking, especially in Southeast Asia. Jachowski et al. (2013) assessed tree 
biomass and species diversity within a 151 ha mangrove ecosystem on the Andaman 
Coast of Thailand, their field measurements derived a whole-site tree density of 1313 
trees ha-1. 
In previous research on mangrove material properties, Rumbold and Snedaker 
(1994) measured the mass density of Rhizophora mangle. They found that the green 
wood of the mangrove trunk has a higher density than water, but dry mangrove wood 
with a lower density floats in seawater. The densities of mangrove woods were also 
reported by Saenger (2002). He showed that mangrove woods are generally dense so 
that they have seasonable resistance to marine deterioration. The material properties of 
Rhizophora mangle and Sonneratia sp. tree trunks were recorded by Chudnoff (1984) 
with detailed information on moisture content, modulus of elasticity, drying, shrinkage 
and durability. In the literature of botany, biomechanics of other tree roots may be used 
as references for studying mangrove roots. Hathaway and Penny (1975) tested the root 
strengths of populous and salix clones. The root biomechanics and responses to flexure 
of Acer saccharum (Niklas, 1999), cherry tree (Zoltán, 2003) and English ivy (Melzer 
et al., 2012) were also investigated through laboratory tests and computer calculations. 
However, few studies have been undertaken to determine the stiffness and flexural 
rigidity of mangrove roots. The stiff assumption was assumed without validation by 





(3) Field studies of mangrove hydrodynamics 
It is believed the mangroves play an important role of ecosystems in disaster risk 
reduction and coastal defense (Lacambra et al., 2013). Intertidal wetlands such as 
mangroves provide numerous significant ecological functions, though they are in rapid 
decline. Many field studies focused on wave attenuation in mangroves and habitats as 
a function of a mangrove’s long-term sustainability have been conducted in the fringe 
mangrove forests (Friess et al., 2012; LG et al., 2014). In fringe mangrove swamps, 
NUS researchers, Webb et al. (2013), used the high-precision Rod Surface-Elevation 
Table–Marker Horizon (RSET-MH) method to monitor the mangroves response to sea 
level rise, and they found mangrove root systems slow water and trap sediment. 
In tide-dominated riverine mangrove forests, the hydrodynamics are also modified 
because of the presence of mangrove roots. Current speeds are decelerated and the 
directions of flow are altered in deep mangrove forests. Field studies in Coral Creek, 
Hinchinbrook Island, Australia, offered important information of velocity magnitudes, 
which showed that velocities in the main creek were as high as 100 cm/s; however, 
velocities of less than 10 cm/s were found in mangroves (Wolanski et al., 1980). 
Wolanski (1992) also reported that within heavily vegetated swamps which were 50 m 
away from the main creek, the peak tidal velocities were less than 7 cm/s. Similar 
observations were reported by Katherisan (2003) on tidal flows in the Vellar Estuary 
in southeastern coast of India. The tidal velocities within the mangrove swamps were 
roughly 9 cm/s compared to non-mangrove bank areas where the velocities were 
between 18-20 cm/s. More reported field studies on current velocities in the mangrove 
environment are summarized in Table 1-1. 
The flow in riverine-type mangrove forests consists of creek and swamp water. 
Creek water enters or exits the creek and swamp water floods and ebbs over the banks 
during each tidal period. The current flow inside mangrove swamps close to the creek 
is predominantly parallel to the creek (Kobashi and Mazda, 2005; Wolanski et al., 
1980). It is highly likely that dense mangrove roots had the effect of decreasing flow 
velocities and changing the flow directions. This conjecture confirmed by Mazda et al. 
(2005)when they found that deep within the mangrove swamps, the flow direction was 
no longer parallel to main creek flow, and instead was determined by the water surface 







Table 1-1 Summary of field data of current velocities in the riverine-type mangrove 
forests. 





Furukawa et al. 
(1997) 





Tuff Crater, New Zealand 
0.4     (flood) 
0.6     (ebb) 
- 




0.5     (flood) 




Klong Ngao, Thailand 
0.4     (flood) 
0.8     (ebb) 
- 




1.2     (flood) 





Figure 1-4 Schematic plan view of the current flow directions and hydrodynamics in 
a riverine-type mangrove forest (Mazda et al., 2005). 
 
In tide-dominated estuaries or rivers, mangroves may not be regarded merely as 
obstructions to the flow movement, but rather as means to stabilize banks and channels 
(Nagelkerken et al., 2010). This innovative idea implies that, in addition to the mean 
flow velocities, the characterizations of turbulent structures and suspended material 
transport in vegetated environment also need to be concerned (López and García, 2001). 
Most previous field studies on mangrove hydrodynamics indicate the complex 




friction dominated. Furukawa et al. (1997) in the first place studied currents and 
sediment transport in mangrove forest at Middle Creek, Cairns, Australia. They found 
that the mangrove obstacles generate not only a complex two-dimensional currents, but 
also jets, eddies, roots-scale turbulence and stagnation regions. A high value of the 
Manning’s friction coefficient n=0.10 was derived in the dense mangrove vegetation 
region. Mazda et al. (1997) applied the momentum equation to obtain a force balance 
between the water surface slope and drag force in pristine mangrove swamps, and they 
found the drag coefficient of prop roots degreased with increased values of the 
Reynolds number. The drag coefficient changes from its maximum value of 10.0 at 
small value of Re<1×104 to 0.4 at high Reynolds number value (Re>5×104). However, 
due to the complexity of field environments and water movements in real mangrove 
swamps and the difficult terrain, detailed hydrodynamic measurements in flow and 
turbulent structures had not been attempted. 
 
1.2.2 Flume experiments 
(1) Flow resistance in vegetated flow 
Aquatic vegetation, including mangroves, provides a wide range of ecosystem 
services. In rivers, aquatic vegetation was considered only as a extra source of flow 
resistance historically, thus it was usually removed to enhance flow conveyance in 
order to reduce flood (Nepf, 2012a). Therefore, the earlier studies of vegetated flow 
focused on the flow resistance characteristics due to the presence of vegetation. 
Klaassen and Van Der Zwaard (1974) pioneered an investiagtion in determining 
the roughness coefficients of floodplains vegetated with hedges and orchards. They 
found that the Chezy coefficient of the floodplain is mainly influenced by the average 
spacing between the hedgerows, the spatial density of trees and the water depth over 
the river floodplain. Pitot tubes were used in their experiments. Fathi-Maghadam and 
Kouwen (1997) modeled the resistance to water flow for emergent and non-rigid 
vegetation using individual pine and cedar tree saplings. A system of load cells was 
designed to measure instantaneously drag force of the specimen, hence allowing the 
water flow resistance to be quantified. The calculated Manning’s n=0.10-0.20 value 
from their experimental results showed that the variation of n was merely due to the 
increase in the spatial density of the vegetation. Wu et al. (1999) investigated the 
variation of vegetative roughness coefficient under different water flow depths, 
including emergent and submerged vegetation. Horsehair mattress was used in their 




Laboratory in Richmond Field Station, California, was slope-adjustable, and 1.2 m 
wide and 305 m long, which was ideal for resistance measurements using the energy 
slope method. Their results showed that the roughness coefficient reduces if the water 
depth is increasing under both emergent and submerged flows. The Manning’s n was 
used in their study in denoting the roughness coefficient and it was found to be 0.05 to 
0.60 depending on water depth. 
Besides the conventional approaches, such as Chezy and Manning’s coefficients, 
some recent approaches are based on parameters that reflect geometrical properties of 
the vegetation, including vegetation height k, spatial density m, diameter of plant stems 
D and the drag coefficient CD. For simplicity, the bottom roughness is usually ignored 
in most (semi-) empirical and theoretically derived roughness formulae. Huthoff et al. 
(2007) compared several popular vegetation roughness descriptions, including the 
work from Klopstra et al. (1997), Baptist et al. (2007) and Huthoff et al. (2007), that 
are functions of flow and plant characteristics. All those descriptions gave reasonable 
fit to flume experimental data. However, those models showed significant deviations 
when extrapolating to large water depths with extreme discharges, i.e., flood conditions. 
This could be a worrying conclusion, since river models are functioned to set safety 
standards and such significant uncertainties are not wanted. 
 
(2) Mean flow structure in vegetated flow 
Nowdays, as noted previously, it is believed that vegetation provides ecological 
services which make it an integral part of river and coastal system (Nepf, 2012a). Thus, 
the hydrodynamics study of vegetation has become interwoven with biology, fluvial 
geomorphology and geochemistry, rather than a strictly hydraulic perspective. More 
attentions have been paid into velocity field and turbulent structure in vegetated flow. 
Flow and turbulent structure at different scales can be relevant to different procesess. 
For example, the retention or release of mineral sediments or seeds from a vegetation 
depends on the flow structure at the vegetation scale (Zong and Nepf, 2011). 
Furthermore, some spatial heterogeneity in canopy-scale parameters, such as mangrove 
roots, can produce complex flow patterns and water circulations. In a mangrove 
riverine forest, when the main creek provide most the flow conveyance, the mangrove 
roots provide most of the ecosystem functions, including organics and sediment 
trapping. 
The velocity within a submerged vegetation has range of behaviour depending on 




Three classes of canopy flow can be distinguished (Figure 1-5): deeply submerged or 
unconfined vegetation, (h>>5k), shallow submerged vegetation (1<h/k<5), emergent 
vegetation (h/k≤1). In the deeply submerged vegetation, vegetation layer delays the 
flow velocity in the deep part of river. However, because of the large submergence 
(h/k), the vegetation does not influence the velocity near the free surface. When the 
water level is high enough, the velocity becomes a logarithmic profile over the depth. 
The effect from vegetation can be regarded as a rough surface at such a large 
submergence, and therefore can be approximated by a constant Manning coefficient 
(Galema, 2009). 
However, most submerged aquatic canopies occur in the range of shallow 
submergence (1<h/k<5) (Nepf, 2012b), for which both potential gradients and turbulent 
stress are significant in driving flow over the vegetation. This degree of submergence 
is also encountered with the mangrove root system. For emergent vegetation (h/k≤1), 
flow is only driven by the potential gradients and mean velocity sufficiently far away 
from the bed is uniform (Figure 1-5). Near the local bed, the velocity is slow down due 
to bed roughness, while the rest velocity can be a constant over water depth (Baptist et 
al., 2007) due to vegetation drag, which depends only on the geometry of vegetation. 
 
 
                   (a)                                         (b)                                           (c) 
Figure 1-5 Flow velocity profiles for (a) deeply submerged vegetation; (b) shallow 
submerged vegetation and (c) emergent vegetation. 
 
The shallow submerged vegetation is considered with a medium submergence 
(1<h/k<5). The vegetation geometry is defined by the scale of individual stems and the 
number of these elements per unit bed area (m). If a community of individual plants 
being simplified as uniform cylindrical shapes is considered, those elements have a 
charateristic diameter of D. The average spacing between elements is defined as S, then 
the spatial density can be desribed by the solid volume fraction occupied by vegetation 
elements, ∀m/∀, or the porosity, 𝜃 = (1 − ∀m/∀). Note that diameter D and spacing 
S can vary spatially and specifically over the height of a mangrove root system. The 




Two limitis of flow pattern can be observed depending on the relative importance 
of the vegetation drag and bed drag in a shallow subemerged vegetation. If the 
vegetated drag is small compared with the bed drag, then the velocity follows a 
turbulent boundary-layer profile. The vegetation is part of the bed roughness and this 
is the sparse canopy limit (mkD<<0.1) (Figure 1-6a). Alternatively, in the transitional 
canopy limit (mkD≈0.1), the canopy drag is larger than the bed drag, and thus a 
discontinuity in drag at the canopy top generates a strong shear layer, including an 
inflection point near the top of canopy (Figure 1-6b). In addition, if the canopy is dense 
enough (mkD≥0.23, Figure 1-6c), the bed is shielded from the canopy-scale turbulence. 
Stem-scale turbulence (or wake turbulence) can be generated throughout certain water 
depth from the bed to free surface (Nepf, 2012b).  
According to the field studies, aquatic canopies exhibit a wide range of geometry. 
Marsh grasses are relatively spares with diameters of 0.1 to 1 cm, and a porostiy θ of 
0.990 to 0.999 (Lightbody and Nepf, 2006a). Seagrasses can be denser, and have a 
porosity of 0.99-0.90 (Luhar et al., 2008). However, it is noted that the submerged 
grasses tend to have a blade geometry (width is larger than its thickness) rather than 
rounded stems. Mangroves are among the dense canopies, with mean trunk diameters 
of 4 to 9 cm and porosity of 0.850-0.950 for Rhizophora sp. (Furukawa et al., 1997; 
Mazda et al., 1997). 
 
 
Figure 1-6 Streamwise velocity profiles and dominant turbulence scales are shown for 
(a) a sparse canopy (mkD<<0.1), (b) a transitional canopy (mkD≈0.1), and (c) a dense 
canopy (mkD≥0.23), where k is the submerged canopy height. For mkD≥0.1, a region 
of strong shear at the top of the canopy generates canopy-scale turbulence. Stem-scale 
turbulence is generated within the canopy (Nepf, 2012a). 
 
In this thesis, mangrove roots are found to be relatively dense (mkD>0.1) according 
to our field studies in both emergent (h/k≤1) and shallow submerged conditions 
(1<h/k<5). If the coordinates x and z are respectively parallel and normal to the bed, 




w corresponds to the coordinates x, y, z, respectively. The velocity component can be 
resovled into two parts, namely time-averaged velocities (or mean velocities) 𝑢, 𝑣,  𝑤 
(or U, V, W) and instantaneous velocity fluctuations (uꞌ, vꞌ, wꞌ). These instantaneous 
components indicate the strength of the Reynolds stress and turbulent kinetic energy 
which will be discussed later.  
In recent years, a number of researchers have attempted to describe the entire 
velocity profile covering the entire vegetated flow region, i.e. not only within the 
vegetation but also above it e.g., (Cheng et al. (2012); Lightbody and Nepf (2006b); 
Nikora et al. (2013a); Poggi et al. (2004)). Overall, the existing formulations which 
were developed can be subdivided into two main methods: (i) concept of a single-
profile approach, and (ii) concept of segmented profiles approach. The feature of the 
segmented profile is that the entire flow is subdivided into distinct regions where 
different physical concepts are applied to describe the velocity structure. For example, 
a popular approach proposed by Nezu and Sanjou (2008), divided the flow into three 
different flow zones: an zone within the vegetation, a mixing layer zone at the interface 
between the vegetation and free flow above it, a logarithmic law zone far above the 
vegetation.  
The most commonly used single-profile concepts that are applied to give velocity 
profiles of vegetated channels are the boundary layer concept. Sufficiently far above a 













                                            (1.1) 
where κ=0.4 is the von Kármán constant. d is the zero plane displacement of the 
logarithmic profile and z0 is the equivalent bed roughness height. The two parameters 
depend on vegetation geometry. The parameter u* is the friction velocity which is 
estimated to be: 
0.5
* [ ( )]u gS h k                                              (1.2) 
with k as the height of vegetation and S as the energy slope (Murphy et al., 2007). 
However, if the submergence of vegetation is small, the following estimator is more 
accurate compared to using the vegetation height k (Nepf, 2012a): 
0.5




The displacement value zm in Eq. (1.3) can be determined by the penetration length 
scale, which is the distance over which turbulent stress penetrates into the vegetation 
from its top. 
 
(3) Turbulent structure in vegetated flow 
So far, most Reynolds stress profiles have been obtained using point measurements, 
these made with ADVs (Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter) and LDVs (Laser Doppler 
Velocimeter). Of particular significance is the observed maximum Reynolds stress very 
near the top of the vegetation (z=k), which is also the elevation of the inflection point 
in the mean streamwise velocity profile (Nepf and Vivoni, 2000; Nezu and Sanjou, 
2008). It was also noted that in some dense canopies, there is a sharp decrease in the 
Reynolds stress inside the canopy layer. This is caused by the drag due to vegetation 
elements (Nezu and Sanjou, 2008) and is  dependent on vegetation geometry. Therefore, 
the momentum transfer from the free stream towards the bed is obstructed by the 
presence of vegetation, which leads to strong mixing within the shear layer at the 
canopy top (Figure 1-6). 
The mean stream field and turbulence structure within a model plant canopy was 
first studied by Raupach et al. (1986). Streamwise and vertical velocity components 
were recorded with a special three-hot-wire anemoeter designed for optimum 
performance in wind flows of high turbulence intensity, similar to the water flow over 
vegetation cases reported by Nepf and Vivoni (2000), López and García (2001), Poggi 
et al. (2004) and Okamoto and Nezu (2009). Their general findings on turbulence 
structure can be summarized as: (1) The presence of a canopy or of vegetation modifies 
the turbulent kinetic energy balance since extra turbulence production is generated in 
the shear layer at the top of canopy and in the wake zone between canopy elements. (2) 
In the turbulent energy budget, the magnitudes of wake production and shear 
production were dependent on canopy geometries, i.e. the spatial density (m) and 
dimensions of canopy elements (D, k). (3) Turbulent tranport is a major loss, 
accounting for about one-third of the local production near the top of the canopy in the 
turbulent energy budget. However, turbulent transport is the main source of turbulent 
kinetic energy inside the canopy. 
 
(4) Laboratory experiments using mangrove model 
To date few laboratory studies have been conducted to understand the influence of 




similarity by reducing the scale of vertical configurations of these complex trees in the 
laboratory (Mazda et al., 2007).  
Struve (2003) investigated the influence of mangroves on flow hydrodynamics in 
a flume using dowels, which were fitted with bent extensions to simulate Rhizophora 
sp. roots. They found that the most important factors influencing flow velocity are the 
tree diameters and tree spatial density. However, their physical model is questionable 
since the complex prop roots were simulated as uniform rigid dowels, which may lead 
to the unrealistic flow measurement results. Harada et al. (2002) carried out 
experimental studies to investigate the use of Rhizophora mangrove trees to reduce the 
strength of tsunamis. Their mangrove model consisted of three parts: root, trunk and 
leaf system. The root and leaf systems were made of permeable porous sheet and the 
mangrove trunk was made of plastic, thus the vertical variation of porosity values in 
mangroves from 0.964 to 0.973 was achieved ingeniously. They found that the water 
level, flow velocity and hydraulic force from tsunami can be reduced efficiently behind 
artificial permeable mangroves.  
Husrin et al. (2012) also investigated the hydraulic performance of a mangrove 
forest subject to tsunami in a wave flume using parameterized tree models. They started 
experiments with a fabrication of a “real” tree model made of hardened clay, exactly 
based on the shape of a real Rhizophora sp. tree which was a rigorous scaled model. 
However, a “simplified” tree model consisting of groups of cylinders with the same 
porosity as the “real” tree model were constructed and tested in flume later by varying 
root spatial density (m). It was a compromised approach due to the difficulty in 
fabrication of “real” mangrove tree models and to explain the test results as those tree 
geometries was random. Unlike the results obtained by Harada et al. (2002), their study 
provided physical evidence that mangrove forest subject to tsunami like solitary wave 
higher than the mangrove roots may not give sufficient damping. 
 
1.2.3 Numerical studies 
(1) Earlier numerical models for mangrove swamps 
The hydrodynamics of mangrove swamps is not easy to model numerically, since 
mangrove swamps comprise intertidal areas, which are exposed and dry at low tides 
and become partially submerged and fully submerged at high tides. Wolanski et al. 
(1980) computed the tidal flow in a riverine-type mangrove forest, and investigated the 
movement of water and sediments in Coral Creek, Australia. They combined two cell 




creek. Mazda et al. (1995) modeled the dynamics of a tidal estuary, which was a 
riverine-type mangrove forest system, to study the tidal asymmetry of the current. The 
depth-averaged momentum equation was used and the continuity equation was 
modified to simulate the existence of mangrove swamps. The asymmetry of a tidal flow 
was studied using their 2D numerical mesh models with a simple morphology. 
However, the above numerical experiments employed only two-dimensional models 
and the vertical variations of velocity, i.e., velocity profiles, were neglected. Constant 
drag force and viscous force were used over water depth, which may not be accurate 
for simulating the hydrodynamics in mangrove roots.  
 
(2) Porous media model using double averaging 
The water flow through mangrove roots is strongly three-dimensional. However, 
the three-dimensional numerical model is still too complex and computational power-
consuming for large-scale hydrodynamic simulations involving large expanses of 
mangrove forests, such as Johor River (122.7 km long), Malaysia. An operation of 
horizontal or spatial averaging is therefore popular in such theories (Raupach and Shaw, 
1982), and the so-called double averaging idea was adopted in many numerical models, 
including Delft3D-FLOW (Uittenbogaard, 2003), NewTank (Chen, 2010; Liu, 2007) 
and models proposed by Finnigan (2000); López and García (2001) and King et al. 
(2012). 
The formulas and contents in this section are based on the horizontal averaging 
approach proposed by Raupach and Shaw (1982) for atmospheric flows over plant 
canopies which were then adapted to vegetated open channel flows. Two averaging 
schemes were presented to obtain a set of 1D conservation equations. In the first 
scheme (or so-called scheme I), the formulae describing the instantaneous flow field 
are horizontally averaged over a plane large enough so that the variations of vegetation 
structure and turbulent scale can be eliminated. In the second horizontal averaging 
scheme (or so-called scheme II) proposed by Raupach and Shaw (1982), the 3D water 
flow structure is first locally time-averaged, filter parameter fluctuations due to the 
turbulence, and then averaged horizontally over a plane large enough only to eliminate 
all the variations from the vegetation structure. The second horizontal averaging 
scheme (scheme II) is adopted in our analysis of experiment data since the extent of 
spatial filter in the first scheme (scheme I) is much larger than in the second scheme 
(López and García, 2001). It is rarely possible in the laboratory or field settings to 
average over such a large enough horizontal slab area to smooth over the heterogeneity 




II (temporal-area-averaging, i.e. double averaging) are more appropriate for analyzing 
experimental measurements and coding numerical models. 
The governing equations that are reviewed and adopted in this study are based on 
double-averaging scheme II, in which a scalar field 𝜓, such as streamwise velocity 






                                          (1.4) 
where notes that 𝜓 is the scalar field defined in the fluid but not at points occupied by 
canopy elements, and A is the area occupied by fluid of an averaged region R of the x-
y horizontal plane. In the following descriptions of equations, the overbars indicate 
temporal averages and angle brackets refer to averages over a horizontal plane. Double 
and single primes indicate horizontal area and temporal fluctuations from their 
corresponding mean values, respectively.  
Based on above double-averaging definitions, the following equalities are easily 
obtained: 
i i i                                                (1.5) 
i i i                                                   (1.6) 
i i i                                                   (1.7) 
In Eq.(1.5), Eq. (1.6) and Eq. (1.7), the subscripts i=1, 2, 3, for the three-dimensional 
problem. For simplicity, if we consider a steady, uniform open channel flow where x is 
the streamwise coordinate and z is the elevation above the bed. Let u represent the 
instantaneous streamwise velocity component. Eq. (1.5) indicates that, in a flow field 
area, the velocity u at any point at time t is a sum of the time-averaged velocity ?̅? at 
that point and a fluctuating velocity uꞌ at that point. Eq. (1.6) refers to the velocity at 
any point at time t is also a sum of the area-averaged velocity at time t and a spatial 
fluctuation velocity ?̅?′′ at time t. Eq. (1.7) indicates that the time-averaged velocity ?̅? 
at any point in that domain is a sum of double-averaged velocity 〈?̅?〉 and a time-
averaged spatial fluctuating velocity ?̅?′′ in that domain.  
In principle, in order to validate the numerical scheme, the obtained experimental 
results, such as 〈?̅?〉, 〈?̅?〉 as functions of elevation z, should be horizontally averaged 
over a large enough flow area. However, almost all the velocity data were obtained at 
a few points or locations in flow fields in the previous studies due to the limitation of 




Liu et al., 2008; Murphy, 2006; Nepf and Vivoni, 2000). Experimentalists have to be 
usually forced to assume that flow properties measured at one point are equal to the 
those of the horizontally averaged flow field (Raupach and Shaw, 1982). Besides, there 
is disagreement as to which measurement point can be the most representative point to 
get the horizontal averaged flow field. Those problems mentioned above will be studied 
using the PIV horizontal averaging measurement results. The detailed double-averaged 
momentum and turbulence equations will be discussed together with the experimental 
results in Chapter 4. 
 
1.3 Objective 
(1) Research gaps 
While most field works discussed in the previous section have been conducted to 
study the mangroves and the hydrodynamics in mangrove swamps, there are glaring 
lacks of detailed velocity profile and turbulent structure in their observed data due to 
the considerably difficulty in mangrove field measurements. Therefore, the adopted 
strategy for further advancement in mangrove hydrodynamics research is to study the 
mangrove roots conditions in the field and reproduce them in the laboratory for more 
controlled experiments.  
To our best knowledge, so far there are a few research gaps on mangrove roots and 
laboratory mangrove hydrodynamics studies, and these gaps are: 
i. Many field works were taken on mangrove trees, forest types and biomass 
studies, seldom study taken on mangrove roots. The geometrical and material 
properties of mangrove roots have never been reported in literature. 
ii. In flume experimental studies on current flow over uniform rigid cylinders (i.e. 
pneumatophores), experimentalists are usually forced to assume that the flow 
properties measured at one location are equal to those of the horizontal 
averaged flow field. It is not solid to use only point measurements to validate 
numerical models which adopt the horizontal averaging scheme. 
iii. The drag coefficient of a single rigid cylinder is well-known, while the drag 
coefficients of a cluster of rigid cylinders (i.e. pneumatophores clusters) with 
different arrays are still unknown. 
iv. Many flume experiments have been conducted using rigid cylinders, however, 
the ideas derived from cylinders array are seldom applied to a more complex 




v. Many flume experimental results of current flow through rigid cylinders in 
open channel are reported. However, how the free surface interacts with the 
cylinder array and how significant the surface oscillation is are seldom studied 
in the previous work. 
 
(2) Objective 
In view of the aforementioned research gaps, the present investigation on mangrove 
roots and their influence to current flow was initiated to achieve the objective, which 
is formulated as: 
To investigate the geometrical and material characteristics of mangrove roots 
(pneumatophores and prop roots) through field studies, reproduce those roots in the 
laboratory for more controlled experiments. To get insight in the double-averaged flow 
properties and the mangrove roots resistance to current flow both experimentally and 
numerically. 
 
(3) Significance and confining research 
The conclusion and results of present research may guide the physical modeling of 
mangrove roots in coast, estuary and river. Researchers who are working on sediment 
and pollutant transport in mangrove swamps may benefit from the double-averaged 
velocity and shear stress results presented in this thesis. Numerical modelers can refer 
to the drag coefficients results of mangrove roots and use them directly. The double-
averaged flow properties will be a solid validation for numerical models. 
It is noted that the mangrove field research presented in this study was mainly 
conducted for Singapore coasts and estuaries. However, with recent industrialization 
and urban development in Singapore, estuarine and tidal habitats have been badly 
affected by the encroachment of land reclamation and construction of dams across 
estuaries to form reservoirs. Mangrove forest cover has been reduced from an estimated 
13.0% in the 1820’s to only 0.5% of the total land area and it is now found only in 
small patches in the northern part of the Singapore main island and on Pulau Tekong 
and Pulau Ubin (Hsiang, 2000). Therefore, the field surveyed mangrove forests in this 
study may be no longer complete ecosystems, and the studied mangrove trees may be 
short and sparse compared to the large natural mangrove forests in Malaysia and 





1.4 Research Questions and Thesis Structure 
In this study, five research questions can be formulated to reach the objective stated 
in the previous section. These questions form the basis for the structure of this thesis. 
Each research question is elaborated herein and the corresponding chapters discussing 
the question are given as well. 
 
(1) What are the spatial densities and geometries of mangrove pneumatophores 
and prop roots found in Southeast Asia? Are the roots rigid enough under the normal 
tidal hydrodynamic loadings? How do we model the complex prop roots in the 
laboratory and numerical model? Is there any geometric pattern the prop roots grow? 
In Chapter 2, the geometrical and material properties of the two types of mangrove 
roots - pneumatophores and prop roots are studied, which are predominant in Southeast 
Asia. Laboratory structural tests are conducted to ascertain if the two types of mangrove 
roots behave fairly rigidly under normal tidal hydrodynamic loadings otherwise a 
hydro-elastic model has to be adopted. The results reported in Chapter 2 on geometrical 
and material properties of mangrove roots will guide the roots simulations in physical 
experiments and numerical simulation. 
 
(2) Experimentalists are usually forced to assume that flow properties measured at 
one location are equal to those of the horizontally averaged vegetated flow field. Is 
there any way to innovate in experimental methodology and try to get the horizontally 
averaged flow properties measurements? What is the spatial variation between the 
horizontally averaged measurements and the point measurements? 
In Chapter 3, the flume experimental setup to get the horizontally averaged flow 
properties in pneumatophores vegetated flow is introduced. The experiment results of 
horizontally averaged flow characteristics, including mean velocities, Reynolds stress 
profiles and turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) budgets, are reported in Chapter 4. The 
spatial variations of the point measurements is also discussed. 
 
(3) Because of the presence of mangrove pneumatophores, the flow resistance, i.e. 
drag coefficient, is a significant influence to current flow. The drag coefficient is a vital 
input value for numerical model and only can be obtained through experiments. What 
are the drag coefficients for clusters of pneumatophores, with different array patterns 




The drag coefficients of seven different types of clusters of pneumatophores are 
determined using direct force measurements. The drag plate is designed and introduced 
in Chapter 3. The variations in drag coefficient values of pneumatophores clusters with 
different arrays (grid and staggered), spatial densities and number of roots are reported 
and discussed in the last section of Chapter 4. 
 
(4) What is the typical model for mangrove prop roots? What are the approximate 
horizontally averaged mean velocity, Reynolds stress and turbulent kinetic energy 
profiles within such complex roughness model? What is the drag coefficient for prop 
roots? Do prop roots have similar influence to current flow as pneumatophores? 
A typical mangrove prop root model is built up and the flume experiment on flow 
through complex prop root models is conducted. The mean velocity, Reynolds stress 
and turbulent structures of flow within such a complex roughness model are reported. 
The flow resistance of mangrove prop root model is obtained using the momentum 
balance and validated against the field observation. The results and discussions on prop 
roots are given in Chapter 5. 
 
(5) Dleft3D is widely used for river hydrodynamic and morphodynamic modeling 
in large-scale. The double averaging scheme (i.e. horizontally averaging scheme) is 
adapted in Delft3D for simulation of flow over vegetation. How does the model perform 
in simulating channel flow through pneumatophores and prop roots? 
The Delft3D simulation results are validated against several sets of experimental 
results using the horizontally averaging method. The numerical validations in Chapter 
6 cover the conditions of flow over emergent pneumatophores, shallow submerged 
pneumatophores, deep submerged pneumatophores and emergent prop roots. 
 
Figure 1-7 shows the thesis structure and main contents for each chapter. There are 
two parallel storylines in this thesis to study mangrove pneumatophores and prop roots 
systems and investigate their corresponding influence to current flow. In the main body 
of this thesis, each chapter has chapter conclusion that make clear what is the main 
findings about the results and how the findings advance our ability to understand flow 
through mangrove pneumatophores, prop roots and similar vegetated flows. In that case, 
only a brief overall conclusion will be given in Chapter 7 in order to avoid the repetition 







Figure 1-7 Two parallel storylines in studying mangrove pneumatophores and prop 










GEOMETRICAL AND MATERIAL PROPERTIES 
OF PNEUMATOPHORES AND PROP ROOTS 
2.1 Study Methods of Pneumatophores 
2.1.1 Site description 
The study was conducted at Berlayer Creek (1°15'N, 103°48'E) in Singapore. The 
5.61 ha Berlayer Creek in the south of Singapore is a mangrove-lined channel with 
fourteen known mangrove species (Singapore National Parks). Near the entrance to the 
Berlayer Creek, Sonneratia alba with their conical peg roots is predominant. The 
climate at site is characterized by uniform temperature, high humidity and abundant 
rainfall. The average temperature is between 25 ℃ and 31 ℃, with a mean annual 
rainfall of 2,340 mm/year (National Environment Agency, Singapore).  
Field studies were conducted over a two year period in the low intertidal areas 
during low spring tides. The spring tidal amplitude is about 3.0 m and the seaward 
mangrove roots study zone is inundated twice daily. A 50 m2 zone populated by 
pneumatophores was chosen at Berlayer Creek (Figure 2-1). The selected location was 
on a natural topographic side of the creek and connected to the water during low tide. 
A total of five mangrove trees were studied to determine the geometrical properties of 
pneumatophores of the Sonneratia alba. These five trees were labeled by the “Tree 
Number” (i.e. T1). Twenty-two quadrates between trees or along the creek edge were 
surveyed and each area was labeled by the “Square Number” (eg. S1 denotes square 
area along creek edge, M1 denotes square area in between of two trees). The five trees 
















Figure 2-1 (c) Plan view of five surveyed Sonneratia alba with their pneumatophores 
(dots) in Berlayer Creek (1°15'N, 103°48'E), Singapore, during a spring low tide. The 
digits in brackets indicate the spatial density i.e. the number of pneumatophores/m2 
within the quadrate. The entire area is covered with pneumatophores, and the small 
dots in the figure are only for illustration purpose. They do not indicate the actual 
positions and number of pneumatophores. (d) Photograph of Berlayer Creek in 
Singapore is taken from the river mouth. 
 
2.1.2 Photogrammetry 
The photogrammetry was adopted to determine the geometrical properties of the 
root system of pneumatophores. The roots and trunks of those Sonneratia alba were 
marked with liquid paper dots (Figure 2-2), which act as feature points and targets for 
photogrammetry. Special panels, coded with red retro-reflective targets, were placed 
on the ground horizontally to function as coordinate targets. Measuring tapes were also 
placed near the roots to provide scaling information. The camera Nikon D5000 was 
first calibrated to ensure that the photogrammetric measurement was accurate, before 
a series of photographs (about 4-5) of the trunk and roots were taken from different 
directions to cover a 120° region around the surveyed objective. Later these 
photographs were further processed via a photogrammetric software iWitness Version 
II (DeChant Consulting Service - DCS Inc, USA). The two-dimensional coordinates of 
the markers and feature points in photos were subsequently converted into three-
dimensional coordinates, allowing for the three-dimensional geometrical information 




At the study site, six quadrates each with area of about 1 m2 were established 
radially around every surveyed Sonneratia alba tree (Figure 2-1). Each quadrate 
formed an equilateral triangle area approximately, which was suitable for the camera 
field of view. Within each surveyed quadrate, the number of pneumatophores with 
height greater than 5 cm was counted from the photographs. The area of each quadrate 
was computed through its three-dimensional model, hence allowing the spatial density 
(ms) of Sonneratia alba pneumatophores within each quadrate to be obtained. Within 
the study zone, over four hundred mangrove pneumatophores exceeding 5 cm in height 
were randomly selected from the mangrove site, and their diameters and heights were 
measured using photogrammetric method and manual measurements. Detailed 
diameter measurements were taken at 3-4 cm intervals from the base to the tip of each 
pneumatophore. At each cross section, two readings were taken at orthogonal 
orientations to compute an average value for the diameter.  
The cable roots emanate horizontally from the trunk and develop pneumatophores 
which protrude above the ground at somewhat regular intervals. The height of a 
mangrove pneumatophore is defined as the above-ground length in this field study. 
Dahdouh-Guebas et al. (2007) noted that there was little variation in the below-ground 
length of Avicennia marina pneumatophore in Kenyan mangrove swamps near Gazi, 
and we also observed this in the field by digging out several cable roots. An average 
value of 8 cm for the belowground length could be added to each above-ground length 
measurement in order to obtain the total pneumatophore length for the surveyed 
Sonneratia alba roots. This study was conducted on the side of creek bank with a gentle 
slope, such that the elevation difference was fairly small (<10 cm). There were no 
topographic changes or depressions within the surveyed area, thus the effect of 
topography on the mangrove root system was neglected. Local variations in the spatial 
density and height of the pneumatophores were attributed to tree spatial density and 






                                      (a)                                                            (b) 
Figure 2-2 (a) Photogrammetric application for surveying mangrove pneumatophores 
in a mangrove site. Picture shows two quadrates around a Sonneratia alba, square 
panels were used for building three-dimensional coordinates. (b) A Sonneratia alba 
with its pneumatophores, the tree was about 5 m away from Berlayer Creek waterline 
during a low tide. 
 
2.1.3 Material tests 
(1) Sampling of pneumatophores 
A hundred pneumatophore samples were further harvested near the surveyed five 
Sonneratia alba from the field for mechanical tests in the laboratory. The samples were 
cut from the exposed portions of their root systems with a chain saw and those with a 
height of about 25 cm were selected. Once these root specimens were removed from 
their trees, they were wrapped in moist cloth and kept in zip lock plastic bags. Back in 
the laboratory, each root was cut transversely with a band saw into segments with 
different lengths. Because of the length requirement (20 cm) for tensile and bending 
tests of using Shimadzu machine, each pneumatophore sample was trimmed into 20 
cm segments. The geometries and dimensions of the segments, such as diameters of 
entire roots and thickness of bark, were also measured with calipers (±0.02 mm). 
For the structural tests, the Sonneratia alba root samples were trimmed, and their 
bark was removed to produce a clean woody surface. The strain gauges (TML FLA-5-
11, 5 mm gauge length) were glued to the woody surface. Care was taken to ensure 
each of the strain gauges was aligned with the longitudinal axis of fiber of the specimen. 
However, variations in pneumatophore root diameter along the root length in each 






(2) Moisture content and mass density 
Pneumatophore samples were presoaked in clean water to prevent water absorption 
by the porous root structure. A 100 mL measuring cylinder with 0.5 mL precision was 
used to obtain the volume of the samples. The results of the volume measurement were 
checked with geometric calculations. The weights of fresh root specimens were read 
from a Mettler Toledo AE 260 balance with an accuracy of 0.0001 g. The mass density 
of an entire prop root was determined using the ratio of mass to volume. Since the 
woody part would contribute most to the root stiffness, its mass density was also found 
with a pycnometer, which is an apparatus commonly used to find the specific gravity 
of soil solids.  
Moisture content, or gravimetric water content, defined as the ratio of water mass 
in mangrove root to the total mass of fresh root, was investigated. Entire mangrove 
pneumatophore specimens were baked in a 105 °C oven for more than 24 hours to 
evaporate the water. The root samples were considered dry when the weights of the 
specimens were constant.  
 
 
                       (a)                                         (b)                                              (c) 
Figure 2-3 (a) Shimadzu machine with its control panel. (b) A Sonneratia alba root 
sample was under tension and wires were connected to the strain gauges. (c) A 
Sonneratia alba root sample was in its bending test. The cylinder in the bottom was the 
point transducer to detect the vertical deflection. 
 
(3) Tensile tests 
The Young’s modulus was obtained from the standard tensile tests using fifty 
pneumatophore samples with their barks removed since these do not contribute to the 
strength. Zoltán (2003) carried out tensile tests on cherry tree roots at a crosshead speed 
of 50 mm/min using the Instron testing machine. As the pneumatophores were smaller 
than cherry tree roots in dimension, and it is necessary to obtain more data points in the 
linear portion of the stress-strain curve, our tests were carried out on a Shimadzu 




digitally recorded and the strain was measured using two TML strain gauges (FLA-5-
11) glued onto the woody surface (Figure 2-3 b). The elongation of the gauge section 
was used to compute the engineering strain ε, using the following equation: ε= (l-l0)/l0, 
where l is the final length of gauge and l0 is the initial gauge length. The measured force 
was used to compute the stress σ, using the formula: σ=P/A, where A is the cross-
sectional area of the root sample. The Young’s modulus E was obtained from the linear 
portion of the stress-strain curve (Figure 2-4 a). 
 
 
                                    (a)                                                                 (b)                        
Figure 2-4 Young’s modulus in tensile test (a) and modulus of elasticity in bending 
test (b) were computed from the linear portions of stress-strain curves for root tests. 
The linear portions were obtained using the least squares fit. 
 
(4). Bending tests 
A bending test set up was also used to check the validity of the tensile test. The 
modulus of elasticity from bending was measured by horizontally suspending root 
samples between two vertical supports, loading them at their mid length l/2 (m) with a 
concentrated force P (N), and measuring the resulting vertical deflection δ (mm). The 
deflection δ was recorded digitally with a TML transducer (CDP-25M) (Figure 2-3 c). 
E from bending tests was computed using the formula E=Pl3/48δI, where I is the second 
axial moment of area at the forcing cross section (circular cross section for 
pneumatophore). The concentrated loading force was also generated and recorded by 
the Shimadzu testing machine. Each sample was tested with different loads to ensure 
that E was in the elastic range of behavior for mangrove roots. The modulus E was 







(5) Moments of area 
The stiffness of a linear elastic system is defined as the ratio of force to its 
deflection. The deflection is measured at the point of force application and in the 
direction of the force (Neild and Wood, 1999). In the cases of roots that bend to a 
curved shape when a moment is applied, this flexural rigidity is described as: 
                                  (2.1) 
where E is Young’s modulus, obtained from the above mechanical tests. The E value 
for mangrove roots is assumed to be homogeneous in above Eq. (2.1). I is the second 
moment of area about the neutral axis at the root cross section.  
We observe that the pneumatophore has a solid structure (Figure 2-5b). The two 
layers include: (1) the bark which is relatively soft and (2) woody core which is hard. 
We assume that only the hard woody core in the pneumatophore contribute to the 
flexural strength of the entire root. Therefore, the Sonneratia alba pneumatophore 
transverse geometries were approximated as circles.  
 
  
                     (a)                                                                     (b) 
Figure 2-5 (a) Cross-sectional view of two prop roots with three layers, namely: (1) 
bark, (2) woody annular ring, (3) inner marrow. (b) Cross-sectional view of three 
pneumatophores with two layers, namely: (1) bark, (2) woody core. Dr, Drw and Drm 
refer to the diameters of entire prop root, woody ring and inner marrow respectively, 
and Ds and Dsw are the diameters of entire pneumatophore and its woody core, 
respectively. 
 
2.1.4 Rigidity determination 
From a structural mechanics viewpoint, the natural frequency of a pneumatophore 
may be akin to that of a truncated conical cantilever beam fixed vertically and is 
computed using the cantilever formula. As shown in Figure 2-6, L is the length of a 
truncated cone. Dt and Db are the diameters of woody core at the tip and the base of the 
pneumatophore. The diameter of the root cross-section is assumed to evolve linearly 







density and viscosity of the water is also omitted in our current study. The system of 
assumed truncated conical cantilever beam is considered as a continuous system in 
which the beam mass is considered as uniform distributed along with the stiffness of 
the beam. Yan et al. (2013) developed a similar truncated conical beam model to study 
the vibration behavior of a rat whisker and they showed that the natural frequency of a 
truncated conical beam is inversely proportional to the square root of the mass density. 
The equation of natural frequency fn of the truncated conical cantilever beam, under the 
boundary conditions of one fixed end (the pneumatophore base) and one free end (the 
pneumatophore tip), can be written as: 
                                            (2.2) 
where E is the modulus of elasticity from root bending tests, ρ is the mass density of 
the pneumatophore woody core. Db refers to the diameter of the woody core at root 
base and we assume Db=Dsw. α1 is the frequency coefficient for the first mode of 
vibration, which only depends on the ratio of the diameters at the two ends of the 
pneumatophore. The frequency coefficient α1 is given by a regression function (Yan et 
al., 2013) with regression coefficient R2=0.9999 as: 
   (2.3) 
where Dt refers to the diameter of woody core at the pneumatophore tip. It is noted that 
if Dt /Db =1.0, the pneumatophore is modeled as a cylinder cantilever beam. On the 
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Figure 2-6 A conical pneumatophore sample (left) harvested from the field, and a 
truncated cone (right) for modeling pneumatophore with specified geometrical 
parameters (not to scale). 
 
The deflection of the tip of the pneumatophore δmax is computed on the basis of a 
vertical cylindrical cantilever beam subject to uniform hydrodynamic loading. The 
vertical cylindrical cantilever beam is treated as a continuous system with uniformly 
distributed mass and stiffness, i.e. ρ and E are constants along it. The hydrodynamic 
load is simplified as a uniform loading and the tip deflection is given by: 
                                                (2.4) 
where p is the uniform loading acting on the root, E is the modulus of elasticity from 
bending tests, I is the bending moment of inertia, and L is the entire height of the 
pneumatophore. The woody core diameter Dsw is used in the computations for the 
deflection since the soft bark is assumed to have no contribution to the root stiffness. 
The drag and lift forces are derived and later substituted into the beam deflection 
formula Eq. (2.4). The lift and drag coefficients were obtained from standard graphs 
based on Reynolds number. The equations for calculating drag and lift force are: 
                                          (2.5) 
                                          (2.6) 
where CD is the drag coefficient, DS is the entire diameter of the pneumatophore, U is 
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2.2 Results of Pneumatophores 
2.2.1 Spatial distribution 
The spatial density ms, i.e. number of pneumatophores per m2 from the field study 
at Berlayer Creek is shown in Figure 2-7. The spatial density of roots around the tree 
trunk has a mean value of 110 roots/m2, while for those areas away from the tree trunk, 
the spatial density becomes smaller with a mean value of 87 roots/m2, due to the lateral 
cable roots growing radially from their trunk. The spatial density of Sonneratia alba 
pneumatophores found in our study is in agreement with previous surveys. The spatial 
density of Avicennia sp. pneumatophores ranges from 40 to 340 roots/m2 (Andrea C, 
2006; Burchett et al., 1998; Harty and Cheng, 2003; Young and Harvey, 1996) and for 
Sonneratia sp. the spatial density is approximately 131 roots/m2 (Mazda et al., 2006). 
One-way analysis of variance (one-way ANOVA) is performed to compare the 
spatial densities of pneumatophores within the surveyed five trees. It is found that these 
five Sonneratia sp. trees have significant differences in their mean spatial densities (ms) 
of pneumatophores with F=3.84>f0.05,4,25=2.76 (P-value=0.014<α=0.05). Based on 
Fisher multiple comparisons methods, Trees 1 and 3 (Grouping A) have higher spatial 
densities of pneumatophores around them compared to the other three trees, T2, T4 and 
T5 (Grouping B) (Figure 2-7). Trees that do not share a grouping letter (A or B) are 
significantly different. During fieldtrips, Trees 1 and 3 were found to be more mature 
judging from their larger trunk diameters (about 20 - 30% larger). 
 
 
Figure 2-7 Spatial density of pneumatophores in surveyed areas in Berlayer Creek, 
Singapore. T - trees of Sonneratia alba, S - quadrates along creek edge and M - 
quadrates between trees. Column height refers to the mean value of roots spatial density 




2.2.2 Geometrical properties 
The pneumatophore height is defined as the length between the tip of root to the 
ground level. With the aid of photogrammetry, the height information for all roots 
located within the surveyed areas were obtained and shown in Figure 2-8. The 
pneumatophores around each tree trunk have mean heights ranging from 9 to 14 cm. 
For roots located along the low water line of the creek, the mean heights are about 15 
cm. Most of the taller roots (>300 mm) are found in area S, along the creek edge, where 
the period of tidal inundation is longer.  
 
Figure 2-8 Heights of mangrove pneumatophores in the surveyed areas in Berlayer 
Creek, Singapore. T - trees of Sonneratia alba, S - quadrates along creek edge and M 
– quadrates between trees. The horizontal dash lines indicate the range of root mean 
heights in the surveyed areas. 
 
The cross-sectional diameter of a pneumatophore was measured using vernier 
calipers along the entire root length and the result based on 50 harvested root samples 
is shown in Figure 2-9. From the graph, the diameters of pneumatophores change 
almost linearly along its height near the root base, and become more pointed towards 
the tip. The variation in diameters proves that Sonneratia genus have a cone-shaped 
appearance, which is different from the uniform ‘pencil-like’ pneumatophores found in 
Avicennia genus. Since the dimensions for pneumatophores are small compared to the 
mangrove tree trunks, it is not necessary to scale the variation of root diameter 
according to hydraulic similarity during hydraulic laboratory experiments. Although a 
conical shape resembling the real diameter variation of Sonneratia alba root may 
provide for a better representation than the cylindrical shape with a constant diameter, 
the variation in Sonneratia pneumatophore diameter is not expected to profoundly 




model the aquatic vegetation in laboratory experiments and numerical simulations, 
because cylinder is much easier to be fabricated than cone. 
The moisture content within a single pneumatophore shows that the root tip has the 
highest moisture content, and the moisture content decreases towards the base. The 
mean moisture content drops from 68% at root tip to 58% at root base. This is expected 
since the root tip is the youngest portion and a younger root segment will have higher 
moisture content than a mature root segment. However, with such a high value of 
moisture content in the pneumatophore tip, it is hard to determine whether the tip is 
still rigid under riverine hydrodynamic loadings. We are unable to measure Young’s 
modulus and bending strength for such a short and thin root segment, thus the flexural 
rigidity EI could not be determined. The only known information is that the flexural 
rigidity of the root tip is expected to be smaller than the rest section of the 
pneumatophore. However, the length of root tip is only 10 - 20% of the entire root 
length, and the root tip is expected to encounter a small hydrodynamic force due to its 
small diameter. 
Figure 2-9 also shows the moisture content within a single prop root. Prop root has 
a uniform distributed moisture content, which is smaller than the pneumatophore. This 
indicates that prop root might be woodier or stiffer than pneumatophore, which will be 
proved in the later section.  
 
Figure 2-9 Root diameter and moisture content variations along pneumatophore height 
and prop root length. Filled dots: diameter and moisture measurements of 
pneumatophore at eight different vertical positions along root height, from base (0.0) 
to root tip (1.0). Error bar indicates the standard deviation based on 50 samples. Empty 
dots: diameter and moisture measurements of prop root at different positions along root 
length, from one side grown from trunk (0.0) to the side anchored in ground (1.0). Error 




2.2.3 Material properties  
The mass densities, moisture content, Young’s modulus (from tensile tests and 
three-point bending tests) and bending strength of Sonneratia alba pneumatophores are 
summarized in Table 2-1. The averaged bulk density of the entire pneumatophore is 
about 660 kg/m3, while the woody core has a smaller density of approximately 520 
kg/m3. Rumbold and Snedaker (1994) found that dry wood densities for the main trunks 
of mangrove Avicennia germinans and Laguncularia racemosa are 868 and 759 kg/m3 
respectively. From earlier studies on samples drawn from the main trunks, the 
Sonneratia alba have smaller mass densities compared to Avicennia or Rhizophora 
(Saenger, 2002). Panshin (1932) reported the density of the dry Sonneratia alba trunk 
is approximately 600 kg/m3. This value of trunk is slightly larger than the densities of 
pneumatophores tabulated in Table 2-1, which we may attribute to the different 
functions of roots and trunks. We also note that the bark has a higher density (800 
kg/m3) due to its larger moisture content.  
The modulus of elasticity is less frequently measured in tree roots (Mafian et al., 
2009). Zoltán (2003)conducted structural tests on roots of cherry trees to obtain their 
elastic properties, and his result shows the modulus of elasticity from bending tests is 
400 MPa, which is double of values of Young’s modulus of cherry tree roots from 
tensile tests (around 220 MPa). Commandeur and Pyles (1991) collected samples of 
live Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii Franco) roots in Oregon Coast Range and 
tested their modulus of elasticity. They found the Young’s modulus is about 503 MPa. 
Our tests results suggest the mean Young’s modulus of the Sonneratia alba roots (760 
MPa – 810 MPa) is slightly higher, indicating that mangrove pneumatophores are 






Table 2-1 Summary of mass densities, moisture content, Young’s Modulus (tensile and 
bending tests) and three-points bending strength for prop root and pneumatophore 
samples. 






















Mean ± StDev 
911 ± 45 875±10 704 ± 30 53.8 ± 5.6 17.2± 3.1 5.8 ± 1.7 83.0±11.9 


















Mean ± StDev 
662 ± 23 524 ±34 832 ± 67 63.5 ± 1.1 0.81 ± 0.21 0.76 ± 0.09 29.9±4.4 
Sample size 50 50 50 8 
1 Prop root specimens were Rhizophora stylosa, collected from Berlayer Creek and Kranji Natural Trail, 
Singapore. 
2 The density was obtained using a pycometer. 
3 Pneumatophore specimens were Sonneratia alba, collected from Berlayer Creek, Singapore. 
4 The bark density was estimated from calculation. 
 
2.2.4 Rigidity of pneumatophores under hydrodynamic loadings 
(1) VIV (vortex-induced-vibration) 
The geometrical and material characteristics of pneumatophores allow for the 
assessment of ‘rigidity’ of the root system under tidal hydrodynamic forces. The natural 
frequency of a pneumatophore may be akin to that of a truncated conical cantilever 
beam vertically and is computed using the cantilever formula. The forcing frequency 
arising from vortex shedding is determined on the basis of the overall diameter Ds of 
the pneumatophore (woody core, bark, including mud and epiphytic biomass that may 
be attached to it) subjected to a conservative uniform velocity U of 0.1 m/s (Wolanski 
et al., 1980). Furukawa et al. (1997) conducted current velocity measurements in 
Middle Creek, Cairns, Australia, and their results indicated the mangrove swamp flow 
velocities were only 0.05 m/s. Similar observations were given by Katherisan (2003) 
when observing water flow in the Vellar Estuary in southeastern coast of India and 
found that the tidal velocities within the mangrove swamps were roughly 0.09 m/s 
compared to non-mangrove bank areas where the velocities were between 0.18-0.20 
m/s. Therefore, the range of normal swamp velocity during a tidal period can be 
determined as 0.05 m/s to 0.15 m/s. The mean diameter of pneumatophores can vary 
from 0.8 cm to 2.4 cm. It has been established in the literature that when a uniform 




at a frequency fs given by Eq. (2.7) giving rise to a lateral force on the cylinder with the 
same frequency. The Reynolds number (defined as Re=UDs/ν, ν is the kinematic 
viscosity of the fluid) falls within the range of 400 to 3600 for the pneumatophore 
dimensions and expected flow in the swamp. From Figure 2-10, the Strouhal number 
St corresponding to the abovementioned range of Reynolds numbers Re is roughly 
equal to 0.20. The forcing frequency fs is calculated based on Eq. (2.7) with φ(Re)≈0 in 
our Reynolds number range (Figure 2-10): 
                                      (2.7) 
 
 
Figure 2-10 Relationship between Strouhal number (St) and Reynolds number for 
circular cylinders (Re). Data is from Lienhard (1966) and Achenbach and Heinecke 
(1981). Graph from MIT Open Courseware. 
 
Natural frequency of the pneumatophore can be computed based on Eq. (2.2) using 
the geometrical and material properties of roots. E is the modulus of elasticity from the 
bending tests and E=800 MPa, ρ is the mass density of pneumatophore woody core and 
ρ=520 kg/m3. The first mode frequency coefficient α1 varies from its maximum value 
of 0.6938 for a cone with Dt /Db=0.0 to the minimum value of 0.2815 for a cylinder 
with Dt /Db =1.0 based on Eq. (2.3). 
The computations of VIV (vortex-induced vibration) for a typical Sonneratia alba 
pneumatophore sample in the field (root height L=20 cm, woody core diameter at base 
Db=6 mm, entire root diameter with bark Ds=8 mm and current velocity U=0.2 m/s) is 
conducted. A quick calculation check shows that the natural frequency fn for a 
pneumatophore with a cylindrical shape is 26 Hz using Eq. (2.2). This is much larger 
than the highest forcing frequency of 6 Hz found from Eq. (2.7). Further, the natural 









frequency for a pneumatophore with a conical shape with a taper ratio of 67:1 (2L/D) 
is 62 Hz.  
In a detailed study on the vortex shedding for a uniform flow past a conical cylinder 
with different taper ratios from 576:1 to 72:1 and down to 18:1, Jagadeesh (2009) found 
that for the 72:1 taper ratio, the onset of vortex shedding at a Reynolds number Re=50 
was approximately equal to Re=48 for a uniform cylinder. Higher onset Reynolds 
numbers of 54 and 63 were found for 36:1 and 18:1 tapers respectively. He also 
observed that the spanwise variation of vortex shedding frequency with modulation of 
the frequency depends on the free stream velocity and the severity of the taper and 
could be expressed in terms of the local Strouhal number. Most importantly, Jagadeesh 
(2009) concluded that vortex shedding for uniform flow past a cone is self-similar 
which implies independence of the length (L) of the cone or in our context, the height 
of the pneumatophore. For the 72:1 cone, Jagadeesh reported that where the spanwise 
variation of vortex shedding is concerned, the major difference with cones having mild 
tapers of 576:1 and 288:1 is that the frequency of vortex shedding towards the thinner 
end of the cone is higher (by only several percentage points) than the rest of the cone 
and in agreement with shedding laws. This suggests that for the lack of a prediction 
formula for the shedding frequency for a cone, we shall assume that, where shedding 
frequency is concerned, the cone with 66:1 taper (a typical pneumatophore shape) may 
be represented by a cylinder with a diameter Ds (diameter including bark). 
Furthermore, if it is assumed that the “mean diameter” D=(Ds+Db)/2, the ratio 
between the forcing frequency fs and the natural frequency fn of a pneumatophore 
(conical shape with taped ratio of 2L/D) may be found using on Eq. (2.2) and Eq. (2.7) 
as follows: 
                 (2.8) 
It is noted that the frequency coefficient α1 equals to 0.6938 for a cone in Eq. (2.8). 
The curves of Eq. (2.8) as a function of L/D (the ratio of root height and “mean 
diameter”) in mangrove swamps with different approaching current velocities are 
plotted in Figure 2-11. If the ratio equals to 1.0 which means the periodic force whose 
frequency is equal to the natural frequency of a pneumatophore, even the small 
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pneumatophores with L/D<40, the vortex-induced-vibration is not likely to happen, 
even in a flooded swamp (U>1.0 m/s). However, if the pneumatophores are tall and 
thin (L/D>40), velocities higher than 1.0 m/s may induce a resonance condition and the 
pneumatophores are expected to vibrate in the water flow. When this happens, the 
stiffness assumption is no longer valid in simulating mangrove roots hydrodynamics 
 
 
Figure 2-11 The ratio of forcing frequency fs to the natural frequency fn of sample 
pneumatophore (assumed to be a conical cantilever with homogenous material 
distribution) under different current velocity. Resonance line refers to the ratio of 1.0 
between natural frequency and forcing frequency, which means the resonance occur. 
 
(2) Deflection 
For the deflection of the tip of the pneumatophore under hydrodynamic loading, 
Eq. (2.5) and Eq. (2.6) were used for calculating the drag force and lift force. It is noted 
that the drag force is always larger than the lift force since the drag coefficient is larger 
than the lift coefficient, and these two forces are perpendicular to one another. 
Therefore, only drag force was used as the uniform distributed loading for checking 
pneumatophore tip deflection. For a 20 cm high pneumatophore sample with a uniform 
woody core diameter of 6 mm, the tip deflection is about 0.75 mm (δ/L=267) under a 
conservative uniform current velocity of 0.2 m/s. Hence, the roots can be regarded as 
‘stiff’ under the influence of riverine hydrodynamic forces. However, it is noted that 
the above calculations are based on the cylindrical cantilever beam theory, and the mass 
and stiffness are assumed to be distributed uniformly along the root. In the real 




modulus) may change along the root length, thus the pneumatophore tip deflection may 
be larger than predicted. 
 
2.3 Study Methods of Prop Roots 
2.3.1 Geometrical properties 
The field study of mangrove prop roots was conducted in Berlayer Creek (1°15'N, 
103°48'E), Pasir Ris Park (01°22'N, 103°57'E) and Kranji Natural Trail (1°26'N, 
103°43'E) in Singapore. All the three sites have the uniform temperature, abundant 
rainfall and high humidity. Field studies were conducted in the low intertidal areas 
during spring low tides. Twenty single and young mangrove Rhizophora stylosa were 
surveyed separately. Clusters of old or mature Rhizophora stylosa with complex 
interlacing prop root systems were not studied due to the limitations in employing 
photogrammetry. The prop roots and trunks were marked with liquid paper dots, which 
act as targets for photogrammetry. The same photogrammetry procedure (refer to 
Section 2.1.2, Photogrammetry) was applied for surveying mangrove prop roots, hence 
allowing for three-dimensional model of a Rhizophora stylosa prop root system to be 
constructed (Figure 2-12). After the tree model being constructed, the geometrical 
information, such as prop root number, lengths, and diameters at any cross sections and 
root curvatures, were easily computed.  
For each tree, the prop roots were first classified into different ordering groups, 
based on the stream ordering method (Strahler, 1952). The ordering system begins from 
an end of a prop root which is either anchored on the ground or suspended in the air 
near the ground, and the root segment is designated as order 1. The junction of two 
prop roots of the same order m forms a higher order root segment m+1. The junction of 
two roots of unequal order creates a segment having an order equal to that of the higher 
order prop root. It was observed that the diameter of a single prop root varied along its 
length, so the diameter of each prop root was averaged based on six readings at different 
locations along the root. The photogrammetric measurements were validated by 
comparing with manual measurements performed using vernier calipers. For a random 
selection of six prop roots, a mean absolute difference of 0.74 mm (±3%, with the 
manual measurement as reference) and a maximum difference of 4.70 mm (±15%) 
associated with the biggest root was observed between the two methods. The 







                                   (a)                                                               (b) 
Figure 2-12 (a) Photogrammetric triangulation, XYZ coordinates determined from 
intersecting rays; (b) A single young Rhizophora stylosa with markers and feature 
points. Dots on prop roots: markers or feature points; retracting ruler: scaling purpose; 
two square panels on ground: coordinates construction (Zhang et al., 2012). 
 
2.3.2 Material properties 
The stiffness of Rhizophora sp. prop roots is crucial in determining their rigidity 
under certain hydrodynamic loadings. The cross-section of the prop root showed a soft 
outer bark, a woody annular section with a soft inner core (Figure 2-5a). It is assumed 
that only the hard woody annular section contributes to the strength of the entire prop 
root.  
The mass density of an entire prop root were computed by obtaining ratio of mass 
to volume. Since the woody annular ring of root cross section contributes most to the 
root stiffness, its mass density was also studied using a pycnometer. Moisture content, 
or gravimetric water content, defined as the ratio of water mass in prop root to the total 
mass of fresh root, was also investigated. Young’s modulus was obtained from the 
same standard tensile tests using 20 prop root samples with the bark removed. The 
same three-point bending test set up as for pneumatophores was also employed to 






2.4 Results of Prop Roots  
2.4.1 Geometrical properties of prop roots 
The diameter at breast height (Dbh) has been widely implemented to determine the 
age of a mangrove tree. In this study, the average Dbh of Rhizophora stylosa trees is 6 
- 8 cm. These trees are classified as young (Husrin and Oumeraci, 2009). The canopy 
of mangroves is not included in this study since it is not submerged during normal tide 
condition. The geometrical parameters: height of prop root system kr, tree trunk 
diameter at breast height Dbh, width of prop root systems Wr, diameters Dr1, Dr2 and Dr3 
for prop roots at root ordering 1, ordering 2 and ordering 3, respectively, were 
computed using photogrammetry based on twenty prop root systems (Figure 2-13a). 
The obtained Dbh of tree trunks and average diameters ?̅? of prop roots are similar to 
other field measurements of Rhizophora stylosa in Nakama-Gawa, Japan (Dbh=5.7 cm 
and ?̅?=3.6 cm) and Coral Creek, Australia (Dbh=8.6 cm and ?̅?=3.7 cm) (Mazda et al., 
1997). However, there is a significant difference in the number of prop roots per tree 
trunk between values of 25 (in this study) and 152 (in Coral Creek, Australia), which 
leads to different porosity values in both studies. 
The porosity θ (θ=1-∀m/∀), defined as the ratio of water volume (∀-∀m) to the total 
volume ∀, is the most widely used parameter for the study of vegetation since it can 
show the effects of complex structures in varying water depths. The porosity may vary 
in different locations inside the mangrove swamps. The average porosity of twenty 
prop roots is shown in Figure 2-14a. The total volume is the volume formed by the 
vertical projection from the footprint made by the root system at ground level to the 
free surface as shown in Figure 2-14b. Note that the porosity value in this study area is 
smaller than the porosity values (θ=0.950-0.850 for Rhizophora sp. trees) obtained by 
Mazda et al. (1997) in largely pristine mangrove swamps in Nakama-Gawa, Japan. The 
mangrove swamps in Japan have trees that are socialized into clusters and are old with 
a large number of thick prop roots. 
A characteristic width for the footprint of a prop root system is obtained from the 
square root of its footprint area, i.e. 𝑊𝑟 = √𝐴. Wr is defined as the geometrical width 
of the prop root system. A square area with width Wr equilibrates to the footprint area 
of the prop root system, and thus they have the same value of porosity θ. Comparison 
between widths (Wr) and heights of twenty prop root systems (kr) are shown in Figure 
2-13b. The roughly linear relationship between these two parameters can be observed. 
This indicates that the height of the prop root system can be assumed to be the same as 





                    (a)                                                                   (b) 
Figure 2-13 (a) Dimensions (average values) of prop root heights and diameters 
computed based on twenty young Rhizophora stylosa in Singapore. Tree drawing is 
from Elizabeth Farnsworth (with permission); (b) Relationship between height (kr) and 
width (Wr) of prop root system. Solid line indicates kr=Wr. Symbols: kr, height of 
submerged prop root system; Wr, width of root system; Dbh, diameter of trunk at breast 
height; Dr1, diameter of roots at ordering 1; Dr2, diameter of roots at ordering 2; Dr3, 
diameter of roots at ordering 3. 
 
  
                                   (a)                                                                (b) 
Figure 2-14  (a) Porosity θ (average values with standard deviation) of prop root 
systems computed based on field measurements, compared with porosity of artificial 
root model used in later flume experiments (in Chapter 5). (b) The top views of two 
Rhizophora stylosa prop root systems footprint. The total volume is defined as ∀. 
 
According to our field observations, the geometries are non-uniform for a single 
Rhizophora stylosa prop root just as previous Sonneratia alba pneumatophore. The 
variations in diameter and moisture content of prop roots are shown in Figure 2-9. The 
cross-sectional diameter of prop root where it is anchored in the ground (0.8 at y 
coordinate in Figure 2-9), is generally larger than the diameter at the cross section 
where it is connected to the main trunk (0.0 at y coordinate in Figure 2-9). The largest 
relative difference is about 30%. Diameter gradually decreases as it moves up a prop 
root but increases slightly as it approaches the tree trunk. This variation, has an absolute 
difference of 2.73 cm between the largest and smallest diameters in a single prop root, 




Husrin and Oumeraci (2009) conducted wave attenuation experiments using mangrove 
tree model with complex root systems in a flume. Their model was analogue to 
prototype prop roots with a scale of 1:20. Fatimah et al. (2008)fabricated the 
Rhizophora sp. root models using a scale of 1:10 while a scale of 1:7.5 was used by 
Zhang et al. (2015) for the prop root model in a current flume experiment. Based on 
hydraulic similarity, we infer that the artificial prop root model needs to tolerate a 
variation of less than 3 mm in diameter, which is fairly small in fabrication. Therefore, 
a constant diameter (Dr) was applied for prop roots in physical and numerical models 
of the Rhizophora stylosa mangrove tree. In addition, there is no significant variation 
in moisture content along the prop root length (Figure 2-9). 
 
2.4.2 Prop root ordering and modeling method 
A stream ordering scheme modified by Strahler (1952) was employed to improve 
our understanding of the prop root system. Stream ordering method has been used for 
describing networks of rivers, bronchial tree and pulmonary arteries bile ducts in the 
liver and botanical tree branches (McMahon and Kronauer, 1976). The rules are: The 
ordering system begins from an end of a prop root which is either anchored on the 
ground or suspended in the air, and the root segment is designated as order 1. The 
junction of two prop roots of the same order m forms a higher order root segment m+1. 
The junction of two roots of unequal order creates a segment having an order equal to 
that of the higher order prop root. An example of this scheme is shown in Figure 2-15 
for a Rhizophora stylosa prop root system surveyed in Berlayer Creek, Singapore. This 




                                 (a)                                                               (b) 
Figure 2-15 The principle of Strahler (1952) ordering scheme applied to a surveyed 
Rhizophora stylosa prop root system. (a) Photo of a Rhizophora stylosa tree with the 




Based on botany study, trees develop their branching structures as the result of 
interacting processes of bifurcation, growth (in both length and diameter) and death. 
McMahon and Kronauer (1976) showed extensive evidence that the branching pattern 
within any tree species is approximately stationary, which suggested that the structure 
of a tree is self-similar and independent of its age. A comparison of two trees with 
different sizes under the same physiologic condition, or two trees grown at different 
regions with the same size, should lead to the same statistical branching rules. The 
equations for branching and diameter ratios are (Järvelä, 2004): 
                                                                                                 (2.9) 
                                            (2.10) 
where N is the number of segments at a particular order. RB describes the ratio that the 
number of prop roots (Nm+1) at high order m+1 is supported by the number of prop roots 
(Nm) at lower order m. RD describes the relative difference between prop roots diameters 
D at different orders. These two ratios are independent of Rhizophora stylosa tree age 
and size. Values of RB and RD for various species of trees and the Rhizophora stylosa 
prop root system are presented in Table 2-2. 
 
Table 2-2 Values of branch ratio RB and diameter ratio RD for different species of 











RB RD Source of data 




size=1 for each 
group 
Quercus alba White oak 
3325 9.6 4.4 4.37 1.88 
2630 8.4 2.8 4.11 1.84 
Populus 
tremuloides 
Poplar 1945 19.0 5.4 4.22 1.86 
Prunus 
pennsylvanica 









24±71 6.52 1.3 2.85±0.531 1.25±0.121 
In this study, 
No. of trees=20 
1 The value is shown as Mean±StDev for twenty trees. 





















Based on root ordering and porosity investigations, a simple method is proposed to 
generate a mangrove prop root system. The age of a Rhizophora sp. is required as the 
only input parameter and is used to derive the Dbh, diameter at breast height of tree 
trunk. The Dbh is a standard parameter for expressing the diameter of the trunk or bole 
of a standing tree and provides a gauge to estimate the tree age. Moreover, Dbh is one 
of the most commonly used parameter in dendrometry and reliable in estimation of the 
age of trees, given that the diameter Dbh increment is the only, constant non-reversible 
feature of tree growth (White, 1998). The average annual radial increment of Dbh was 
found by Verheyden et al. (2004) for estimating mangrove Rhizophora mucronata age 
assuming a constant growth rate of 1.6 mm/year in Dbh. The indistinct growth rings in 
Rhizophora mucronata were found to be independent of site-specific environmental 
conditions in two mangrove swamps along the Kenyan coast. Dang (2001) measured 
the trunk Dbh of Rhizophora apiculata from 3 to 34 years old and showed that the 
growth of the Dbh is linear with tree age, at least for the first 30 years. 
Therefore, the Dbh can be obtained through the linear relationship with mangrove 
tree age. The mangrove prop root system height (kr) is related to Dbh and the local tidal 
amplitude. Thus the height kr can be assumed to be the same as the submerged water 
depth during high tide. Based on field observations and measurements in this study, the 
geometrical width (Wr) of the prop root system is roughly the same order of magnitude 
as its height kr (Figure 2-13b). Thus for each tree, we may assume the prop root system 
Wr is equal to its root system height kr. 
Then a single prop root can be generated artificially from either the trunk or the 
higher order roots, such that its curvature is realistic to the real prop root. During the 
generation of prop root system, the prop root branching ratio (RB) and diameter ratio 
(RD) must be satisfied since they are age-independent parameters. If these two ratios 
are not satisfied, the prop root generation process has to be repeated. Finally, the 
porosity (θ) must be within the field observed realistic range listed in Table 2-3. For an 
old Rhizophora tree with a complex and interlacing prop root system, it will have a 
high porosity value; while a smaller porosity value will indicate a younger tree with a 









Table 2-3 Summary of the procedure and criteria to generate an artificial Rhizophora 
sp. prop root system. 
Geometries of prop root system Methods Source of literature 
Input parameter Age Random Varies from 1-40 years 
Parameters  
(age related) 
Dbh of trunk Decided from age 
Dang (2001), Verheyden et al. 
(2004), tide table Height (kr) 
Decided from age and tidal 
elevation 
Width (Wr) Wr = kr In this study 
Prop roots generation  
Randomly grow from trunk or roots, must satisfy the 
requirements below. 
Parameters  
(independent of age) 
Curvature Follow real prop root  
Braching ratio (RB) 2.3<RB<3.4 
In this study 




0.850<θ<0.985, follow the 
profile curve 
Mazda et al. (1997), Zhang et 
al. (2013), and in this study 
 
2.4.3 Material properties of prop roots 
The mass densities of Rhizophora stylosa prop roots are summarized in Table 2-1. 
Prop roots have a density of 911 kg/m3 which is much higher than the mass density of 
the pneumatophores. The woody ring with marrow has the smallest mass density, and 
this suggests prop roots are hollow with an inner porous material. Since the mass 
density of the woody ring of Rhizophora stylosa root is quite close to the density of 
water, thus there are negligible differences between fresh and dry mass densities 
(defined as dry weight per fresh volume ) of prop roots. The fresh mass density of prop 
root obtained in this study is about 10-15% smaller than the dry mass density of 
Rhizophora sp. trunk wood recorded by Panshin (1932) and Saenger (2002). 
The measured Young’s modulus and modulus from bending test of Rhizophora 
stylosa root samples are summarized in Table 2-1. During the laboratory tests, we 
observed that the Rhizophora stylosa prop root has the same fiber characteristic as 
bamboo. Torres et al. (2007) reported tensile Young’s modulus of 13.69± 1.76 GPa for 
bamboo Guadua angustifolia specimens, and this value is of the same order as modulus 
values obtained for our mangrove prop roots. For bamboo specimens, the average 
circumferential Young’s modulus is 1.69 ± 0.13 GPa. Therefore the values obtained 
from the diametric compression tests are about only 12% of the longitudinal modulus. 
The difference in modulus values under loadings applied along different orientations is 
also found in mangrove prop roots. For prop roots, the ratio of bending and tensile test 
is about 30%, and this suggests the Rhizophora stylosa root is a highly anisotropic 




The bending strength obtained in three point bending tests is roughly 83 MPa for 
prop root specimen. This value is about 20 - 30% smaller compared to the bending 
strength (100 MPa - 180 MPa) measured for Rhizophora mangle trunk reported by 
Chudnoff (1984). However, we were unable to determine the tension strength since the 
slip of prop roots always occurred earlier than its failure during tensile tests. The 
flexural strength or bending strength would be the same as the tensile strength if the 
material is homogeneous, while prop roots have been shown to be non-homogeneous. 
Most materials have defects in them which cause concentrated stresses locally, 
inducing a localized weakness. The flexural strength is controlled by the strength of the 
intact fibers. In the case that the material is subjected to only tensile forces, then all the 
fibers in the material are at the same stress and failure will initiate when the weakest 
fiber reaches its limiting tensile stress. Therefore, it is common that flexural strengths 
are higher than tensile strengths for the same materials. The tensile strength thus can 
be assumed to be half of its bending strength value (about 40 MPa) based on previous 
tests results on red mangrove and perepat trunks (Chudnoff, 1984), roots of Douglas-
fir, populus and salix clones (Commandeur and Pyles, 1991; Gartner, 1994; Hathaway 
and Penny, 1975). 
 
2.5 Chapter Conclusion 
(1) Mangrove pneumatophores properties 
Geometries of mangrove pneumatophores were mainly investigated using the 
photogrammetric method. Field surveys were conducted on mangrove Sonneratia alba 
pneumatophores found along the coastlines of Singapore. The pneumatophores at 
Berlayer Creek, Singapore, have a mean spatial density of about 100 roots/m2, and their 
height, diameter and spatial density diminish away from the main trunk. The moisture 
content in a single pneumatophore increases from 58% (base of root) to 68% (tip of 
root). However, the root tip is soft and contributes to approximately 10% of the total 
root length. Hence, the hydro-elastic behaviour of the root tip is generally not taken 
into account in hydraulic physical and numerical modelling of pneumatophores.  
The Young’s modulus of pneumatophores was found to be roughly 800 MPa using 
both tensile and three-point bending tests. This value is much smaller compared to 
those belonging to the Sonneratia alba trunk (10 GPa), and is a little larger compared 
to those of other lateral plant roots (200 MPa-800 MPa). The material tests results 
indicate that each pneumatophore should have a high resistance to bending under 




resonance is not likely to happen under normal periodic shedding frequencies in the 
mangrove swamp, since the natural frequency of a cylindrical pneumatophore (about 
26 Hz) or a conical pneumatophore (about 65 Hz) is an order-of-magnitude larger than 
the frequency of vortex shedding for flow past a rigid cylindrical pneumatophore (2 
Hz–10 Hz) or past a rigid conical pneumatophore (≈10 Hz). Furthermore, with such a 
small deflection (less than 1.0 mm) at the root tip, it is reasonable to assume its rigidity 
in hydraulic laboratory experiments and numerical simulations. 
 
(2) Mangrove prop roots properties 
The geometrical properties (prop root system height, width, porosity, curvature, 
length and diameter) of twenty young Rhizophora stylosa prop root systems were 
obtained at three different sites in Singapore. It was found that the prop roots have 
branching ratio RB equals 2.3-3.4 and diameter ratio RD equals 1.1-1.4, which might be 
independent of their ages and local environment. Young prop root systems have a 
variable vertical porosity ranging from 0.970 (base) to 0.985 (top). The minimum 
porosity value is roughly 0.850, and was found in mature and interlacing root systems. 
A step-by-step method to generate an artificial mangrove prop root model has been 
demonstrated for the first time, which is based on analysis of their geometrical 
properties, using the girth diameter of the tree trunk at breast height as the only input 
parameter.  
Mangrove prop roots have an even higher Young’s modulus of roughly 15 GPa, 
which is on the same order of magnitude as values found with bamboo. The bending 
strength of prop roots is about 83 MPa, which is much larger than the soil shear stress 
values measured in mangrove swamps. This indicates that the prop root system is a 
massive and rigid structure. Most failure modes of Rhizophora sp. prop roots are 









EXPERIMENTAL SERIES, SETUP AND METHODS 
The geometrical and material properties of mangrove roots, pneumatophores and 
prop roots, have been studied in the previous chapter, hence allowing for the accurate 
physical root models to be fabricated and used in the laboratory. As mentioned before, 
the hydrodynamics in mangrove roots system, and the associated flow turbulences 
which affect the movements of sediment and pollutant, are extremely difficult to be 
measured in the field in the light of muddy ground and changing flow conditions. 
Controlled experiments in the laboratory flumes, using quasi-steady flow with different 
submergences over simulated mangrove root models, are alternatives to better study 
the complex hydrodynamics in such an environment.  
 
3.1 Summary of Experiments 
This chapter details all the flume experiments preparations and setups in this study. 
The current flow over mangrove roots experiments were conducted using two current 
flumes (Figure 3-1), one located at the National University of Singapore (in Chapter 4 
and Chapter 5) and the other one located at the Sichuan University (in Chapter 4). The 
flumes were selected according to their availabilities of instruments. For instance, there 
was no available PIV system in NUS Hydraulic Laboratory, thus the flume experiments 
using PIV system only could be conducted in SCU. Efforts were done to qualify both 
NUS and SCU current flumes. The evaluations of the abilities of NUS and SCU flumes 
to produce reasonable turbulent channel flow are reported in Appendix A and Appendix 
B respectively.  
Two types of mangrove roots were simulated in the experiments: pneumatophores 
models (in Chapter 4) and prop roots models (in Chapter 5). Pure steady currents were 
generated in flume tests. In order to clearly spell out the experimental scenarios, Table 
3-1 with details in flow conditions, measurement methods and model types are listed 
for reference.  
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The identification codes for all the experimental scenarios in this thesis follow the 
rules as: G-flow over gravels bed, E-flow over emergent mangrove pneumatophores 
model, S-flow over submerged pneumatophores model, P-flow over emergent prop 
roots model, C-experiments on pneumatophores model using PIV measurements and 
F- the direct measurements for drag force. The different water depths (h) and the bulk 
current velocities (UQ) are identified as two numbers behind the capital letter. For 
instance, P1.2 represents the experimental scenario of flow through prop roots under 
the first water depth value and the second current velocity value. 
Given the large number of flume experiments studying current flows through rigid 
cylinder rod arrays that have been reported in the literature, only the experiment results 
using new methodology (the experiment scenarios C1.1-C3.0 double averaged flow 
properties results and F1.1-F3.1 the direct drag force measurements of clusters of rods) 
and the new complex roughness models (experiment scenario P1.1–P3.2 typical prop 
root models) are discussed in this thesis. Therefore, the results of experiment scenarios, 
G1.0-G3.0 flow over gravels, E1.1-E1.3 flow over emergent pneumatophores and S1.0-
S4.0 flow over submerged pneumatophores (refer to Table 3-1), are not reported in this 
thesis. However, the data of these three sets of experiments are still important as they 
describe the flow structures through pneumatophores with different submergences, and 





(a) Exp. G 
 
 
(b) Exp. E 
 
 
(c) Exp. S 
 
 
(d) Exp. P 
 
 
(e) Exp. C  
Figure 3-1 Sketches for all the current flume experimental scenarios in this study: flow 
over (a) uniform gravels bed in NUS; (b) emergent pneumatophore models in NUS; (c) 
submerged pneumatophore models in NUS; (d) prop roots models in NUS; (e) PMMA 
(polymethyl methacrylate) pneumatophore models in SCU using PIV measurements. 
Sketches are not drawn in scales. 
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Table 3-1 Summary of all the flume experiments (in both NUS and SCU) for flow over gravels, mangrove pneumatophores model (emergent and submerged) 
and mangrove prop roots model. 
 
 
















C1.1 10.0 6 LLS
C1.2 15.0 N.A.
C2.0 1.25 25 8 LLS
C3.0 1.50 30 10 LLS
F1.1 5.00 Grid
F1.2 7.07 Staggered
F1.3 3.13 1600 Grid
F2.1 5.00 Staggered
F2.1 3.54
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3.2 NUS Current Flume, Equipment and Instrumentation 
3.2.1 NUS current flume and setups 
Physical experiments were performed in the current flume at the National 
University of Singapore (Figure 3-2). The glass flume has a dimension of 12 m ×0.6 m 
×0.6 m and the smooth inlet conditions were created using honeycombs and PVC pipe 
straighteners to eliminate large-scale turbulence and secondary currents. Flow rates 
were monitored using an electromagnetic flowmeter with measuring accuracy of ± 0.2% 
- 0.5%. The flow depth can be adjusted using a tail gate at the outlet of flume to give 
different water depths (h), which can be checked against direct measurements at the 
flume sidewall.  
Referring to Figure 3-3, three types of roughness models were successively placed 
in a ‘vegetation region’ (x=3 m to x=9 m) which covered a 6 m long section in the 
current flume, and they are (a) uniform gravels with diameters vary from 3 mm to 9 
mm (Exp. G in Table 3-1), (b) mangrove pneumatophore models (for both emergent 
and submerged conditions, Exp. E and S in Table 3-1) and (c) mangrove prop root 
models (Exp. P in Table 3-1). Plexiglass board was placed downstream of the ‘roots 
region’, so that a flat bottom was created for the entire flume. Instantaneous flow 
velocities (u, v, w) were recorded with a three-dimensional ADV (Acoustic Doppler 
Velocimeter) which could be moved with the carriage in both the streamwise (x) and 
transverse (y) directions. 
 
 





                      (a)                                          (b)                                        (c) 
Figure 3-3 Cross sectional view of three roughness models in the NUS current flume, 
(a) uniform gravel bed, (b) emergent mangrove pneumatophore models (1:1 scale), (c) 
mangrove prop root models. 
 
3.2.2 Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter (ADV)  
The velocities in the flume were mainly monitored using one Nortek Acoustic 
Doppler Velocimeter Plus (ADV Plus). ADV is a three-dimensional velocity sensor 
based on the Doppler Effect. The ADV Plus sensor has one transmit transducer and 
four receive transducer, the transmit element can send out a short acoustic pulse and 
the pulse travels through the focus point to the receiver beams, the echo is recorded in 
each of the receiver elements and later processed to find the Doppler shift. With three 
receivers the full three-dimensional velocity vector is measured in a sampling volume 
of typically 0.25 cm3 (cylindrical volume, 7 mm in height and 6 mm in diameter, 
measurements starts from z=1 cm) located 5 cm from the probe (Figure 3-4). With the 
ultra-sound technique and the small probing volume, a high sampling rate of 200 Hz 
can be achieved, which is more than sufficient for many applications. Calibration is 
needed for the speed of sound which depends on temperature and salinity. 
 
 
Figure 3-4 An Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter (ADV) probe measuring underwater, 
with a sampling volume 5 cm away from its emitter. 
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If the ADV is used with a high sampling rate (maximum 200 Hz) and the probe is 
close to any hard object, such as flume bed or aluminum rods, the measurement is 
sometimes affected by electronic noises. In order to avoid those noises, signal-to-noise 
ratio (SNR>15) and correlations (COR>70) are often recommended to be satisfied 
during data collection. The SNR parameter indicates the relative density of acoustic 
‘reflectors’ in the flow and the resulting strength of the signal received compared to the 
noise level of the instrument. During flow measurement, refined kaolin powder was 
added to the flow as the seeding particles, in order to ensure the flow contains a 
sufficient amount of ‘reflectors’. The correlation parameter is an indicator of the 
relative consistency of the measurements within the sampling volume during the data 
collection. Manufacturer (Nortek Company) recommended filtering to exclude any 
measurements with correlation values below 70. 
In turbulent flows, the velocity outputs of ADV are a combination of velocity 
fluctuations, Doppler noise, signal aliasing and other disturbances. Simply, “raw” ADV 
velocity outputs are not “true” turbulent velocities and they should never be used 
without adequate post-processing method (Goring and Nikora, 2002; Wahl, 2003). 
Goring and Nikora (2002) proposed a phase-space thresholding despiking technique 
and the basic concept of their filter technique is that there must be a physical upper 
limit to the acceleration (i.e., change rate of flow velocity) that can occur in a flow, and 
any measurements that have higher accelerations can be excluded from the data. This 
despiking technique was developed for steading turbulent flow situations and appears 
to be a robust method in processing ADV data. With the Goring and Nikora despiking 
filter incorporated in, WinADV (Wahl, 2003) was used to post-process the data in this 
study. WinADV is a software for ADV data post-processing developed at the USA 
Bureau of Reclamation’s Water Resources Research Laboratory and made available in 
the Internet since 1996 (Wahl, 2000). 
 
3.2.3 Capacitance-type wave gauges 
Several capacitance-type wave gauges (KENEK, CH-601, ±0.1% of full scale) 
were used to monitor the water surface level, hence allowing the water surface slope to 
be determined based on measurements at a few longitudinal (x) positions. The wave 
gauge has a length of 0.6 m and consists of a capacitance sensor, a sensor unit and a 
stainless steel support rod (Figure 3-2). The change in electrostatic capacitance depends 
on the depth of submergence. The measured signals are translated through an analog-
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to-digital signal converter and later output on PC. The measurement frequency for 
wave gauge was set at 100 Hz and the duration of data recording is 3 minutes. 
Prior to each run of experiments, wave gauges have to be calibrated to establish the 
signal/water level relationship correctly. An adjustable ruler, with wave gauge fixed on 
it, was used to determine the changes in the submergence of the gauge during the 
calibration. The gauge submergence varied up to ±5 cm with steps of 1 cm and output 
signals was recorded at each level. This calibration was done for all the wave gauges 
during measurements.  
 
3.2.4 Force balance 
In order to measure the drag force of mangrove root models, a force balance (US 
JR3, 67M25 I40) was employed in the NUS flume experiments. The force balance is a 
monolithic aluminum device containing analog and digital electronics systems. Foil 
strain gauges sense the loads imposed on the sensor. The strain gauge signal is 
amplified and combined to become analog representations of the force loads on the 
three axes (x, y, z) and moments or torques about the three axes.  
The force balance is a precision measuring device and may be damaged if proper 
precautions are not observed when it is mounted. The captive button-head bolts are 
used to mount the sensor to a stiff stainless steel plate, which is screwed on an 
aluminum frame fixed on the flume rails (Figure 3-5a). The stainless steel place to 
which the force balance is bolted is flat, and has a thickness of 0.3 inches so that the 
mounting surface is stiff relative to the loads imposed. The design drawing of force 
balance setup in the current flume with all specifications is shown in Figure 3-6. 
The multi-axis force balance has some degree of cross coupling, a condition where 
a force or moment load on one axis can produce a change in the indicated load of other 
axes. The sensor is individually calibrated by manufacturer, with loads applied to each 
axis. The calibration data is used to generate a calibration and decoupling matrix, which 
is used to convert the output voltages to force and moment loading data in engineering 
units. 
Calibration of force balance was performed by applying the known concentrated 
forces (weights) using pulley system on a vertical rigid PVC pipe (length of 20 cm, 
diameter of 5 cm, pipe thickness of 5 mm, stiff) mounted to the force balance. A series 
of increasing known weights (15 g, 30 g, 50 g, 65 g, 80 g, 100 g, 115 g, 130 g, 150 g, 
165 g, 180 g, 200 g, 250 g, 300 g, 350 g, 400 g and 450 g) were applied to the pulley 
thus the pulling forces were changed from 0.147 N to 4.428 N. The rough estimated 
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drag forces on mangrove roots are in the range of this calibration magnitude. Since the 
application of a horizontal concentrated force on the PVC pipe at a given vertical 
distance to the force balance generates a moment around the y axis, additional tests 
were conducted with the force being acted at different elevations, in order to investigate 
the dependence of the loading positions. Forces were applied at the bottom, 1/3 of 
height, 2/3 of height and the free end of the rigid PVC pipe.  
The calibration started from an empty weight, the zero reading in x direction of 
force balance was validated as the applied force was 0 N. Force balance measurement 
was sampled for 30 s duration at 100 Hz and starting 30 s after the known force was 
applied. The results for all calibration cases were consistent and yielded the same linear 
calibration curve, and were independent of the point of application of the force (Figure 
3-7). A calibration was conducted whenever each root model was mounted to the force 
balance. It was found that variations due to sensor drift were not significant within the 













                                                                       (a) 
 
                                                                       (b) 
Figure 3-5 (a) Force balance setup with mounting plate and aluminum frame on the 
NUS flume rails. Photograph shows the drag force measurement in a flow over 
mangrove pneumatophores situation. (b) The force balance with its mounting steel 







                                                 (a)                                                                                                                             (b) 
Figure 3-6 CAD design drawing for force balance setup and mounting in NUS current flume. (a) Cross sectional view of flume, (b) Side view of force balance 




                                  (a)                                                                 (b) 
 
                                  (c)                                                                (d) 
Figure 3-7 Calibration curves for the force balance, study for linearity and sensitivity 
to force induced moments at different applied positions. Pulling force applied at 
different elevations, (a) bottom of PVC pipe mounted, (b) 1/3 of PVC pipe height, (c) 
2/3 of PVC pipe and (d) end of PVC pipe. 
 
3.2.5 Duration of velocity and force measurements 
The instrument record duration of velocity measurement has to be determined with 
an acceptable level of uncertainty. Lim (2013) collected a one-hour long velocity 
measurement for waves with a sampling rate of 200 Hz using the same batch of ADV, 
and then divided into sub-time series with equal durations. He repeated this procedure 
using different sub-division of time interval (10 min, 5 min, 3 min and 1 min), and the 
results indicated even when the sampling duration is 1 min (with 12,000 readings), the 
error compared with the 1-hour duration was still less than 5% of the mean velocity. 
The same test has been taken in this study for current alone. It was found that the 1 min 
sample duration error was less than 3% of the time-averaged velocity since the current 
is much steadier than wave. Therefore, for the sake of consistency, a similar sampling 
duration was adopted for all the experimental scenarios with a sampling frequency of 
100 Hz using ADV Plus and a duration of 2 min in this study. In total, 12,000 readings 
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were collected at one measurement point. The total number of data was close or more 
than other researchers’ (Järvelä, 2005; Nepf and Koch, 1999; Nepf and Vivoni, 2000; 
Wilson et al., 2003). 
The duration of force balance measurement is usually shorter than the duration for 
velocity measurement since the drag force in current flow has no fluctuating effect 
normally. Wilson et al. (2008) used a sampling frequency of 1 Hz and a sampling period 
of 50 s for drag force measurements. Tinoco and Cowen (2013) sampled load cell 
measurements with a frequency of 50 Hz for 30 s, starting 30 s after the force is applied. 
In the force balance measurements presented in this study, the force reading was taken 
for 30 s with a frequency of 100 Hz, and the recording was repeated for five times at 
each flow velocity condition. 
 
3.2.6 Mangrove pneumatophores model 
Based on previous study of geometrical and material properties, pneumatophores 
have the ranges of spatial density (m), diameter (D) and height (k). Pneumatophore 
diameter may be related to its height where a taller root tends to have a larger diameter. 
The summary of field surveyed mangrove pneumatophore geometries is given in Table 
3-2. Two different scales were used to simulate the pneumatophores for the NUS 
current flume. 
The first set of models were made for flow over submerged pneumatophores, 
therefore they had short heights (k=8 cm) and a 1:2 scale. The spatial density of the 
first set of artificial models was m=400/m2 in order to simulate a 100 roots/m2 situation 
in the field. The pneumatophore models were made of mild steel cylindrical rods and 
tag-welded on mild steel base plates with a thickness of 6 mm (Figure 3-8a). It is noted 
the conical shape of pneumatophores found in Sonneratia alba was not considered in 
the design, since it was difficult and time-consuming in fabricating 1,440 cones for the 
channel. The spacing S between two rods in a single transverse (y) row equals to the 
distance T between two adjacent transverse rows, and the ratios S/D and T/D were fixed 
at 8.33. The staggered arrangement was adopted in the simulation of pneumatophores, 
since the grid (or so-called uniform) arrangement is too idealistic.  
After the completion of the flume experiments for submerged pneumatophores 
(Exp. S in Table 3-1), the physical models were extended to be taller with new uniform 
heights k of 30 cm for the emergent pneumatophore experiments (Exp. E in Table 3-1). 
The 30 cm long aluminum tubes with thickness of 1 mm were inserted into the original 
mild steel rods (6 mm in diameter), and made the new rods into D=8 mm in diameter. 
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Every tube was checked to be fitted tightly to avoid possible vibration under the water 
flow. The 30 cm long and 8 mm diameter rods simulated a prototype mangrove 
pneumatophore area still with a spatial density of 400/m2, which was a dense field 
situation. The spacing between rods and distance between rows was kept the same. 
Thus the ratio S/D and T/D became smaller, changed from 8.33 to 6.25. A photo of 
flow through the emergent pneumatophore model is illustrated in Figure 3-8b. 
 
Table 3-2 Mangrove pneumatophores geometries obtained from field studies and 
physical model geometries used in laboratory study. 
Condition Scale m, /m2 D, mm k, cm   mkD 
Field survey \ 80-400 5-20 5-35 0.874-0.998 0.02-2.80 
NUS 
E1 1:1 400 8 30 0.980 0.96 
S2 1:2 400 6 8 0.989 0.19 
SCU E, S 1:1 100 18 20 0.975 0.36 
1E refers to the emergent pneumatophore models. 
2S refers to the submerged pneumatophore models. 
 
 
                           (a)                                                                (b) 
Figure 3-8 (a) Plan view photo of a submerged pneumatophore models (scale 1:2). The 
model was made of mild steel. The thickness of base plate was 6 mm. (b) Plan view 
photo of NUS flume covered with emergent pneumatophore models (scale 1:1). Hollow 
aluminum rods were inserted into the previous submerged model rods in order to 
achieve the extension in root height from k=8 cm to k=30 cm. 
 
3.2.7 Mangrove prop root model 
Prop roots cannot be simulated as simple array of uniform cylinders, because of 
their changing configuration along the vertical direction (z). It is observed in the field 
that, the prop roots are much denser close to the floor. The number of roots is fewer 
with the increasing elevation z. Up to a certain vertical position, only the main stem or 
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trunk exists. Fatimah et al. (2008) proposed an artificial mangrove root system model 
in their study as an alternative solution to solve coastal engineering problems in 
cohesive soil coastlines. The main trunk was simulated as a uniform cylinder with a 
larger diameter and the prop roots were fabricated using smaller diameter rods. Prop 
roots grow from the main trunk at different height positions and they are uniformly 
distributed (Figure 3-9a). The knee roots were also made together with the prop roots 
in their physical model using an arch shape fixed on the base plate of model. The total 
model volume is defined as the geometrical control volume with a dimension of 21.5 
cm×21.5 cm×21.5 cm. Husrin et al. (2012) constructed a “real” tree model made of 
hardened clay based on mangrove tree geometry to study the tsunami attenuation by 
mangrove forests in laboratory. Then the parameterized tree models were constructed 
based on their clay “real” tree model. The parameterized tree models had the same 
submerged volume ratio and frontal area with the “real” one and consist of a group of 
cylinders (Figure 3-9b). The scale they used was 1:20, and the flow characteristics 
inside the prop root models were impossible to measure because of the dense roots and 
low porosity. 
In this study, Figure 3-10 shows the sketch of our artificial prop root model (scale: 
1:7.5) generated using the roots ordering scheme discussed in the Section 2.4.2 (prop 
root ordering and modeling method). A straight and rigid rod with a diameter of 8 mm 
is assumed to be the mangrove’s trunk and tag-welded in the center of an aluminum 
base plate with thickness of 6 mm. The surrounding rods were bent to different 
curvatures based on photogrammetric three-dimensional computer models of real prop 
roots. A root branching ratio RB of 2.8 was adopted in such model and the root diameter 
ratio RD was set to 1.0 since the diameter variation is negligible after scaling down. The 
porosity θ of our proposed artificial prop root model was within the range of field 







                        (a)                                                                (b)           
Figure 3-9 (a) Physical artificial model of mangrove prop roots and knee roots used in 
Fatimah et al. (2008) experiment. (b) Physical “real” clay mangrove models and its 
parameterized prop root models in Husrin et al. (2012) laboratory test for tsunami 
attenuation by mangrove forests. 
 
  
                                         (a)                                                            (b) 
Figure 3-10 (a) Design of the artificial Rhizophora sp. prop root model with its 
dimensions in our study, A-A section is the side view section in (b); (b) Top view and 
side view of the artificial Rhizophora sp. prop root model with its dimensions. 
 
3.3 SCU Current Flume, Equipment and Instrumentation 
3.3.1 SCU current flume and setups 
To perform the laboratory experiments using PIV measurements, a tilting flume in 
Sichuan University was used as seen in Figure 3-11. This flume is made up of two 
reservoirs connected by an open channel measuring 12.5 m in length, 0.5 m inside 
width and with transparent glass walls 0.5 m high. The tilting flume has a flat glass 
bottom to allow the inspection of flow. The flow rate was driven by a centrifugal pump, 
controlled by a voltage regulator (SIEMENS, Micro Master 430). Magnitude of flow 
rates Q were recorded using an electromagnetic flowmeter with measuring accuracy of 
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± 0.2% - 0.5%. Steel wool was placed in the upstream reservoir of flume to minimize 
any unwanted turbulence or swirl at the inflow to the channel. 
The downstream end of the flume has an adjustable triangular-notch weir to control 
the water depth within the channel. Several rails ran along the transverse direction at 
top of the flume which instruments, such as ADV (Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter), 
point gauges and wave gauges, could sit on and move across along both streamwise (x) 
and transverse (y) directions. SCU flume is supported by a fixed pivot and a motorized 
adjustable pivot which allows for it to be tilted (Figure 3-11). 
 
 
Figure 3-11 The current flume at Sichuan University (SCU). 
 
3.3.2 Pneumatophores model and other instruments 
The SCU current flume experiments were designed for detailed velocity field 
visualizations for flows through emergent and depth-limited submerged (or so-called 
shallow submerged) mangrove pneumatophore models. Therefore, the height k of root 
models was fixed at 20 cm, so that both emergent and small submergence (h/k) cases 
could be performed in the flume (Figure 3-12a). The PIV camera sight and laser light 
sheet could be effectively blocked if the root models were too dense. With this in mind, 
the spacing between roots (S) and the distance between rows of roots (T) were 
determined to be 10 cm. The diameter of root models (D) was also enlarged to 18 mm 
in order to keep the prototype pneumatophores geometry and the roughly same spacing 
and diameter ratio (S/D=5.5).  
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The pneumatophore physical model is made of plexiglass tubes, with a thickness 
of 4 mm, thus they were stiff enough against the current flow. Plexiglass tubes were 
carefully glued on the smooth glass bottom of flume, using ultraviolet rays glue. In 
total, roughly 400 plexiglass tubes were manually glued and covered a length of 8 m in 
the flume (Figure 3-12). The ultraviolet rays glue was super adhesive for plexiglass, 
requiring only a little of it to fix the model fairly well without dirtying the new 
transparent bottom glass of flume. The transparency of the bottom glass and sidewall 
glass of flume was crucial for the use of the PIV. Any blur may cause laser light 
reflection and deflection. As can be seen from Figure 3-12, the bottom and sidewall 
glasses were kept clean and transparent, to ensure the reliability of measurements. 
 
 
                                (a)                                                                (b) 
Figure 3-12 (a) Side view photo of mangrove pneumatophore models (scale 1:1) in the 
SCU current flume. The model was made of plexiglass. (b) View from below the 
bottom of SCU flume covered with pneumatophore models (scale 1:1). The rods were 
painted black at the sections for PIV measurements. 
 
3.3.3 Particle Image Velocimeter (PIV) 
The ADV (Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter) has a high-resolution and is able to 
obtain 3D measurements to study current flow velocity fluctuations in the laboratory. 
However, the 5 cm distance from its head of probe transmitter to the remote sampling 
volume gives limitation in measurement when the water is just above the vegetation. 
Moreover, only a local point can be measured at one time, it is tedious and time-
consuming to obtain an integrated velocity field in order to understand the velocity 
spatial variation. 
Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) is the simultaneous measurement of fluid at 
many points in the flow field, using optical imaging techniques. The measurements are 
made in planar slices of the flow field, but they can, in principle, be made over three-
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dimensional volumes. PIV has advantages over other flow measurement methods in 
that it can capture the velocity and direction information at many points over a plane 
of fluid almost instantaneously and non-intrusively. There are many situations where it 
would be almost impossible to do this by other means.  
Figure 3-13 shows the entire PIV system used in Sichuan University. It consists of 
a Power View Plus 4MP 2048×2048 CCD cameras manufactured in Nikon, a US 
NewWave laser (200 mJ/pulsed, maximum at 15 Hz) functioned as the illumination 
source, a Model 610035 Laser Pulse synchronizer and a PC with TSI Insight 3G 
software being installed. 
 
 
Figure 3-13 Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) system and its components 
 
The streamwise, transverse and vertical coordinates are given by x, y and z. The 
respective instantaneous velocity components u, v and w are measured from the FOV 
(field of view) located at a certain elevation (z) or transverse (y) position. The flume 
longitudinal (x) section at x=8.2 m for PIV measurements was selected. The section 
was 6.2 m away from the beginning of the vegetation and it was in the fully developed 
flow region. During the experiments, the pump started driving the flow for each 
experimental scenario and measurements were taken after half an hour when the current 
was steady. Two types of PIV setups were adopted to obtain both vertical FOV (in the 






(a) Setup A: LLS in vertical plane 
 
(b) Setup B: LLS in horizontal plane 
Figure 3-14 Experimental setup of current flume and PIV arrangements, (a) the LLS 
is vertical in setup A, (b) the LLS is horizontal in setup B. 
 
Figure 3-14a shows a PIV configuration where the laser is applied from below 
transparent glass bottom, and a digital CCD camera (PowerViewTM Plus 4MP, Nikon 
2K×2K) is fixed onto a tripod on one side of flume. With a maximum frame rate of 60 
frames per second, the CCD camera provided 2048 × 2048 pixels, 12 -bit images using 
progressive scanning interline transfer technology, with the advantages that the square 
pixels can be useful for post-processing stages. Different focal lengths are used to adapt 
to the specific distance from the FOV (field of view) to lens. A laser beam is converted 
to a planar sheet of light, i.e., laser light sheet (LLS), via a cylindrical lens in the laser 
optics. The LLS is made as thin as possible to remove the effects of out-of-plane 
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velocities. In the PIV setup A (Figure 3-14a), the LLS is projected into the water 
volume vertically during measurements, thus the u and w components of instantaneous 
velocity are evaluated from those images of tracer particles illuminated by the LLS 
(laser light sheet) using the proper PIV algorithm. Where the LLS is projected into 
water volume horizontally (Figure 3-14b), the u and v components of instantaneous 
velocity will be computed from the measured images. 
Once the LLS with a thickness of about 1 mm is illuminated into the water flow, 
two images are taken with a short time between each capture. At time t1, pulsed laser 
sheet illuminates a planar region of the flow and particles are recorded on the CCD 
camera (Frame A), while after ∆t, at time t2+∆t, a second image (Frame B) is taken of 
a second laser light sheet (LLS). The local velocity, i.e. the particle displacement over 
the time ∆t is determined using statistical (cross-correlation) method. In the cross-
correlation calculation, each frame is broken up into a grid of ‘interrogation regions’, 
and the group of tracer particles in every interrogation region creates a unique 
‘fingerprint’ that allows a statistical approach to find the most likely displacement of a 
group of particles. 
The choice of tracer particles in water is one of the most crucial procedures in PIV 
experiments. Nezu and Sanjou (2008) have used Nylon-12 particles of 100 μm 
diameter and 1.02 specific density as the tracer particles. For this study, polystyrene 
with 1.05 specific density was used as the tracer particles in the water, because these 
particles scatter homogeneously in flow and are large enough to obtain good images of 
particles. Each particle images about 3 - 5 pixels in diameter and the spatial density of 
particles was adjusted to ensure there are 5 to 15 tracer particles in each interrogation 
region. The light emission interval ∆t in experiments, which depends on local flow 
velocity, is optimized in the range of 1 to 2 milliseconds to ensure the maximum 
particle displacement is approximately 25% of the size of every interrogation region. 
 
3.3.4 PIV algorithm 
The spatial resolution of PIV is equal to the interrogation size and a smaller 
interrogation region should be used to realize a higher spatial resolution flow field. 
However, smaller interrogation regions may introduce more invalid velocity vectors 
since the interrogation region corresponds to measurement volume size of velocities. It 
is therefore also important to decide the interrogation size reasonably in PIV algorithm. 
An interrogation region of 64 × 64 pixels was chosen in the images processing and it 
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worked well for our flow situation, which was a moderately-seeded flow with similar 
x and y velocity ranges.  
The processing settings were evaluated by outputting processed vector fields, and 
one example is shown in Figure 3-15. The scales of the vectors were adjusted for a 
clear view and the generated vectors appear physically reasonable. There are no ‘red’ 
vectors (invalid vectors) in the measured flow region, and those ‘red’ vectors appear 
only in the black shadow areas (caused by rods) for failed validation. The vector 
statistics in TSI 3G software showed that 99.6% of the vectors in FOV were valid and 
the maximum particle displacement followed the 25% rule of thumb. 
 
 
Figure 3-15 Processed velocity vector field from PIV experiments at x=8.2 m, y= 0.425 
m vertical LLS plane, when the water depth is 25 cm. Three black areas are caused by 
the shadow effect from the frontal rods, LLS projects through the rod in the center of 
figure. 
 
3.3.5 Procedures of PIV measurements 
The SCU PIV experiments investigated depth-limited flow in small submergence 
(1.0<h/k<1.5), passes mangrove pneumatophores. Figure 3-16 shows the arrangement 
of plexiglass rods in a top view at the measured section of flume.  
The illumination longitudinal position of LLS was located at x=8.2 m, which has 
been established as a uniform flow region. In the horizontal plane, LLS was projected 
from the sidewall of flume at different elevations (z), and in the vertical plane, LLS 
was projected from the flume bottom glass at seven different transverse positions (y). 
Figure 3-16 shows the seven measured transverse positions of LLS in vertical plane, 
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which were selected as the typical positions to describe the flow field. For instance, 
LLS1 (y=27.5 cm) was chosen because it located between two rods in the centerline of 
flume; LLS2 (y=30.0 cm) was measured since it was in the open area without any 
frontal rods to block the flow; and LLS3 (y=32.5 cm) was chosen cause the laser was 
projected through one single rod in the middle, which allowed us to observe the flow 
hit the rod and vortex shedding behind it. The rest of LLS positions were chosen sharing 
the same above reasons.  
The areas of FOV (field of view) in the vertical plane were fixed from 20 cm×20 
cm, 25 cm×25 cm and 30 cm×30 cm, depends on the water depths (h) in different 
running scenarios, thus the resolution varied from 0.10 mm/pixel to 0.15 mm/pixel, 
while all the FOV in the horizontal planes had the same area of 30 cm×30 cm with 
resolution of 0.15 mm/pixel. 
 
 
Figure 3-16 Allocation patterns of vegetation elements (plexiglass rods) in top view 
for measurement longitudinal position. LLS1-LLS7 straight lines refer to the vertical 
laser light sheet projected from flume bottom, dots line with area of 30 cm×30 cm 
refers to the laser light sheet in horizontal plane projected from the flume sidewall.  
 
Before taking PIV measurement for flow field in rods environment, images of steel 
rulers were taken with CCD cameras for spatial calibration of images (Figure 3-17). 
Efforts were made to ensure the vertical LLS (or horizontal LLS) was perfectly 
perpendicular to the flume bottom glass (or flume sidewall). Camera focal length was 
adjusted in order to make all the ruler readings appear clearly on the screen, thus the 
plane of LLS could be ensured parallel with the plane of camera lens. During each 
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measured FOV, PIV image pairs with a sampling frequency of 7.25 Hz were acquired 
synchronously with CCD camera for duration of about 90 s. The flow velocity and 
turbulence measurements duration was long enough (about 100 times of a vortex period) 
in examination of the turbulent structures in open-channel flow (Nezu and Nakagawa, 
1993). The same procedure in operation was repeated for all the designed FOV 
locations until a set of data for each condition was obtained, as shown in Table 3-3. 
 
 
                                (a)                                                                 (b) 
Figure 3-17 Calibration PIV images for (a) vertical FOV example when water depth 
h=25 cm (submerged), x=8.3 m and y=42.5 cm (LLS6), (b) horizontal FOV example 
when water depth h=25 cm (submerged), x=8.3 m and z=5 cm. 
 
Table 3-3 Experiment conditions and FOV (field of view) using PIV measurement for 
flow over emergent and submerged pneumatophore models in SCU flume. 
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3.3.6 Fully developed flow region 
It is customary to exclude the initial length of a flume (flow establishment length 
Le) from detailed observations when carrying out an open-channel experimental study 
and the primary focus is on the measurements in the fully developed uniform flow 
region of flume for a given set of hydraulic condition. Raju et al. (2000) investigated 
the flow establishment length Le for uniform flow in a rectangular channel and their 
results indicated the flow establishment length is only related to the aspect ratio (flume 
width B/water depth h) and relative roughness (roughness element height ks/water depth 
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where h is the water depth, B is the rectangular flume width and ks is the equivalent 
roughness element height. Raju et al. (2000) showed the length of flow establishment 
vary from 44h to 100h for flow over glass balls with 15 mm in diameter. 
In this study, velocity measurements were taken along the SCU flume with ∆x=1 
m in order to determine the establishment length for uniform flow. The measurements 
were conducted when the water depth h was 30 cm. The time-averaged streamwise 
velocity U and turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) profiles at x=5 m, 6 m, 7 m, 8 m in SCU 
flume are plotted in Figure 3-18. As can be seen from the U profiles, the mean velocity 
changes by less than 2.0% between x=6.0 m and x=8.0 m, which indicates the non-
uniform term ∂U/∂x=0. The turbulent kinetic energy also changes little within x=6.0 m 
to 8.0 m. Therefore, the current flow at x=6.0 m downstream is uniform. Since the 
above result was obtained when the water depth was the largest (h=30 cm) in our PIV 
experiments, it is conjectured that the establishment lengths Le to uniform flow should 
be even shorter in the other two shallow water depth (h=20 cm, 25 cm) situations based 
on Eq. (3.1). Based on the above observations, the PIV measurement location in SCU 





                                      (a)                                                              (b)  
Figure 3-18 (a) longitudinal evolution of mean streamwise velocity and turbulent 
kinetic energy at x=5 m, 6 m, 7 m and 8 m in SCU flume. (b) Average values with 
standard deviation of mean velocity and TKE based on three longitudinal locations: 









EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF FLOW OVER 
PNEUMATOPHORES MODEL 
Flume experiments were first conducted for uniform current flow over mangrove 
pneumatophore models. The actual roots are modeled experimentally as rigid vertical 
cylinders that pierce the water surface and do not pierce the surface respectively. It was 
noted that for the emergent cases adopted in SCU flume, strong transverse oscillations 
of water surface were observed. This transverse fluctuation in free surface is confined 
between the vertical side walls of the current flume and is studied in Appendix C in 
this thesis. The transverse standing wave in flume is found to be triggered by resonance. 
A simple governing equation using momentum balance is proposed in the Appendix C 
to give a rough prediction of this transverse standing wave amplitude. 
For the submerged pneumatophore models, the surface fluctuations do not occur 
any more. Mean velocities, Reynolds stress and turbulent structures are measured using 
the PIV system in order to get their double averaged (temporal-horizontally-averaged) 
experimental results. The flow properties measured at one point are also compared with 
those measurements of the double-averaged flow field, hence allowing us to study the 
spatial variations of flow properties in mangrove roots. Besides flow properties, the 
drag coefficients of different arrays of pneumatophore clusters are determined using 
the direct force measurements in this chapter. The following contents start with the 
velocity measurements and the results of drag coefficients will be presented in the last 
section of this chapter. 
 
4.1 Mean Flow Structure 
4.1.1 Water surface fluctuations 
Refer to Table 3-1, two water depths were performed in the SCU flume over rigid 
rods, hence allowing two shallow submergences, h/k=1.25 and 1.50 to be achieved. 
Based on the observation of the water levels for these two submergence degrees, the 
fluctuations of water surface were much smaller compared to the previous emergent 
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rods with strong transverse standing wave. As can be seen from Figure 4-1, the water 
surface time series near the flume walls suggested that a transverse standing wave was 
still present and showed the first mode of oscillation. However, the amplitude here 
(about 1 mm) was very much smaller compared to the wave amplitude (about 10 mm) 
in experiments for the emergent rods.  
When the submergence degree was 1.50, the transverse standing wave was barely 
discernible. The measured wave amplitude is roughly the same order as the resolution 
(0.1 mm) of wave gauges (Figure 4-2) and the spectra shows no dominant frequency. 
With such a small wave amplitude and an increased water depth, the influence of the 
vortex-induced transverse surface waves becomes increasingly limited (less than 5%) 
based on the orbital velocity calculations using the linear wave equations. Therefore, 
the vortex induced transverse standing wave is no longer a problem in the submerged 
rods, since the upper flow (above the rods) has a significant damping effect. 
 
 
Figure 4-1 A time-series (100 s-120 s) of water level fluctuations (unit: mm) from the 
walls of the SCU flume (submerged rods, h/k=1.25) and the water level spectra (at left 





Figure 4-2 A time-series (140 s-160 s) of water level fluctuations (unit: mm) from the 
walls of the SCU flume (submerged rods, h/k=1.50) and the water level spectra (at left 
sidewall, y=50 cm) with its peak value location in Exp. C3.0. 
 
4.1.2 Vertical spatial variation of velocity 
The three LLS locations were selected (as shown in Figure 4-3) because they 
represent three typical vertical FOV (field of view) of flow around rods. LLS1 cuts 
through two rods and shows the velocity field between them. However, in the middle 
location of LLS1, a shadow was generated since the camera sight was blocked by its 
frontal rods. LLS2 cuts through an empty space without any rods, hence allowing an 
undisturbed velocity field between longitudinal rows of rods to be obtained. Similarly, 
due to the blockage effect from its frontal rods, there are three shadow areas in the 
visualized velocity field of LLS2. LLS3 cuts through a single rod in the middle of line 
and allows us to investigate the details of flow in front of and behind the rod. Since the 
laser light cut through the middle rod, a shadow area was caused in the middle of the 
contour of LLS3. These shadow areas are plotted into blank areas in the following 
visualization of flow field and all the PIV velocity vectors calculated in the shadow 





Figure 4-3 Locations (18 black dots) for profile extraction from PIV LLS (units: mm) 
at SCU flume x=8.3 m. This top view of rods in SCU flume is a picture zoomed in 
based on Figure 3-16. 
 
It is also noted that a small number of the PIV CCD camera pixels were saturated 
(damaged permanently) during pictures collection. The saturation pixels with fixed 
positions on the contour give noise to the final velocity field, which are not harmony 
with the surrounding velocities. The second-order parameters, such as turbulence 
intensity, are more sensitive to the saturation pixels, thus introduce strong noise to the 
final visualizations. Example of the noise caused by saturation pixels in CCD camera 
in measurement results can be referred to Figure 4-4a, at the position with x=8300 mm 
and z=150 mm. However, since the saturation pixels only take about 0.03% of the field 
of view, and in order to present the most original raw data, no artificial smoothing 
method was applied to the results. 
Figure 4-4 shows the contour of temporal mean streamwise velocity U at three LLS 
locations (LLS1-3). The flow inside the array of submerged rods is slow down 
obviously due to the blockage of rigid rods. Velocity of U inside that region is 
characterized by near constant velocity values, which is similar to the emergent rods 
condition. The mean velocity increases near the top of the rods. These similarities are 
shared by all the three LLS locations, except that the velocity is more uniform at the 
LLS2 location, since it cuts through no rods in the plane. These basic observations of 
the vegetated velocity field appear to be consistent with the earlier researchers, such as 
Nepf and Vivoni (1995). 
Figure 4-5 shows the field visualizations of the temporal mean vertical velocity 
component W, which are seldom reported in previous literature. The red color regions 
(maximum at 2 cm/s) represent the large upward velocity values and the blue color 
(maximum at -2 cm/s) regions present the large downward velocities. Unlike the 
vertical velocity under emergent vegetated flow, the vertical velocity W within the 
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submerged roots models has more variation. The variation of velocity is localized to 
the region near the top the rod and immediately downstream of the rod. When the 
approaching flow passes the rod, the instabilities at the top of rod are created due to the 
mixing of the fast and slow moving waters. These instabilities are able to generate 
strong negative vorticity near the top of rod, which can force the flow downward (blue 
color region). The opposite flow direction occurs when the liquid approaches to the rod 
top, since the flow is actually “climbing” the rod. Figures of vertical velocity 
component W in LLS1, LLS3 and LLS6 also support the notion of flow movement near 







(a) Temporal mean streamwise velocity U at LLS1  
 
(b) Temporal mean streamwise velocity U at LLS2 
 
(c) Temporal mean streamwise velocity U at LLS3 
Figure 4-4 Temporal mean streamwise velocity at (a) LLS1; (b) LLS2 and (c) LLS3 
of Exp. C2.0. Gray areas refer to the rods, blank areas refer to the shadows (frontal rods 




(a) Temporal mean vertical velocity W at LLS1  
 
(b) Temporal mean vertical velocity W at LLS2  
 
(c) Temporal mean vertical velocity W at LLS3 
Figure 4-5 Temporal mean vertical velocity at (a) LLS1; (b) LLS2 and (c) LLS3 of 
Exp. C2.0. Gray areas refer to the rods, blank areas refer to the shadows (frontal rods 
block the camera sight). The LLS locations can be referred to Figure 3-16. 
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4.1.3 Double-averaged velocity profile 
The double-averaged streamwise velocity 〈?̅?〉 was obtained by averaging all the 
temporal-averaged velocities in the horizontal LLS. One streamwise velocity field of a 
horizontal LLS (z=12 cm) in submerged rods is shown in Figure 4-6. The general flow 
pattern is similar to the flow over emergent rods situation presented earlier, with an 
individual primitive vortex street behind each rod and the downstream rod is seemingly 
not affected by its frontal rods. If the observed elevation was increased to z>20 cm, 
above the rods layer, the vortex street disappeared and velocity pattern became the 
normal uniform flow. 
The second averaging scheme (Raupach and Shaw, 1982) was adopted in order to 
find the experimental double-averaged velocity. The velocities (about 128×128) in the 
horizontal LLS were locally time-averaged first to filter out the fluctuations due to the 
turbulence, and then averaged horizontally over that LLS plane only to eliminate the 
variations caused by the rods. Therefore, one horizontal LLS gave one double-averaged 
velocity value, and a total of 8 double-averaged velocities were obtained for the 
experimental run with a submergence of 1.25 (Exp. C2.0) and 10 double-averaged 
velocities for the submergence of 1.50 (Exp. C3.0). The double-averaged streamwise 
velocities were plotted in Figure 4-7 and Figure 4-8 using solid circles. 
In addition, although the results are not presented here, the flow double-averaged 
transverse velocity 〈?̅?〉 was also obtained in this experiment and the magnitudes were 
almost zero (×10-4 in m/s) at all elevations. In the rods layer, the transverse flow 
velocity is actually symmetric respects to vertical axis of rods. Thus the sum of the 
temporal-averaged transverse velocities in the region is zero. In the free flow layer 
above the rods, the area-averaged transverse velocity is also zero due to the uniformity 





Figure 4-6 Time-averaged streamwise velocity U in horizontal LLS at z=12 cm of Exp. 
C2.0. The bulk velocity UQ is identified in the legend. The horizontal LLS area in SCU 
flume can be referred to Figure 3-16. 
 
Six typical PIV measured locations (the black dots in Figure 4-3) are extracted from 
each LLS and compared with the double-averaged velocities. Mean streamwise 
velocity profiles at those selected 18 locations are plotted in Figure 4-7 and Figure 4-8 
for the two different submergences. It is clear that the smooth flume bed drag is much 
smaller than the rods drag. Based on the criterion of vegetation spatial density given by 
Nepf (2012b), the transition limit between sparse and dense vegetation occurs at 
CDmkD=0.1. In this study, the CDmkD=0.36 of cylindrical rods, thus the simulated 
pneumatophores fall in the dense vegetation region (CDmkD>0.23), and the bed was 
shielded from the rods-scale turbulence and the free shear layer was induced at the top 
of rods. 
Mean streamwise velocity profiles (Figure 4-7 and Figure 4-8) in our experiments 
show discontinuities at the interface between free flow layer and rods layer. The 
discontinuity in drag at the top of the rods generates a region of strong shear, hence 
resembling a free shear layer. The shear layer near the top of the array of rods is 
associated with an inflection point. The inflection point was reported to be related to 
Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities, which are caused by the streams of flow with different 
velocities (Finnigan, 2000; Ghisalberti and Nepf, 2002; Raupach et al., 1996). These 
coherent vortices formed via Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities dominate the transport 
across the interface layer and the exchange of momentum between free flow and rods 
flow. Usually, the vortices reach a fixed scale and a fixed penetration depth into the 
rods layer after a distance of about 10k from the simulated vegetation’s leading edge in 




(a) Temporal mean streamwise velocity profiles at 6 locations of LLS1 
 
(b) Temporal mean streamwise velocity profiles at 6 locations of LLS2 
 
(c) Temporal mean streamwise velocity profiles at 6 locations of LLS3 
Figure 4-7 Temporal mean streamwise velocity profiles extracted from 18 observed 
locations at PIV LLS1, LLS2 and LLS3, compared to double-averaging velocity profile 




(a) Temporal mean streamwise velocity profiles at 6 locations of LLS1 
 
(b) Temporal mean streamwise velocity profiles at 6 locations of LLS2 
 
(c) Temporal mean streamwise velocity profiles at 6 locations of LLS3 
Figure 4-8 Temporal mean streamwise velocity profiles extracted from 18 observed 
locations at PIV LLS1, LLS2 and LLS3, compared to double-averaging velocity profile 
of Exp. C3.0. The 18 extracted locations refer to Figure 4-3. 
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4.2 Reynolds Stress 
4.2.1 Double-averaged Reynolds stress 
Figure 4-9 shows the vertical contour results of Reynolds stress ' 'u w  at the three 
typical LLS locations (LLS1, LLS2 and LLS3 in Figure 3-16). From an elevation point 
of view, the Reynolds stress attains a maximum very near the top of the rods, i.e. z=k, 
that corresponds well to the same elevation of the inflection point as shown in the mean 
velocity profiles (Figure 4-7 and Figure 4-8). This finding in vertical distribution of 
Reynolds stress is in agreement with the previous research (Nepf and Vivoni, 2000; 
Nezu and Sanjou, 2008). 
Of particular significance is the sharp increase in the Reynolds stress at the top of 
each rigid rod. This sudden increment is related to the streamwise velocity shear at the 
top of rod, but above all, it is strengthened by the strong negative vorticity downstream 
of the top of rod, which is induced by the instability of w velocity component. The 
existing of vorticity is supported by Liu et al. (2008)’s experiments using Laser Doppler 
Velocimeter (LDV) in the x-z plane, in which the negative vorticity was present at the 








(a) Reynolds stress ' 'u w  at LLS1 (unit: m2/s2) 
 
(b) Reynolds stress ' 'u w  at LLS2 (unit: m2/s2) 
 
(c) Reynolds stress ' 'u w  at LLS3 (unit: m2/s2) 
Figure 4-9 Reynolds stress at (a) LLS1; (b) LLS2 and (c) LLS3 of Exp. C2.0. Gray 
areas refer to the rods, blank areas in contour refer to the shadows (frontal rods block 
the camera sight). The LLS locations can be referred to Figure 3-16. 
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where ρ and ν are the density and kinematic viscosity of water flow, respectively. 
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                 (4.2) 
The second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (4.2) represents the drag force on the 
rods, which is usually represented by the Morison equation with a drag coefficient CD 
in pure current environment. The fourth term on the left-hand side of Eq. (4.2) refers 
to the Reynolds stress of all full three velocity components. In particular, the third term 
on the left-hand side of Eq. (4.2) is the dispersive covariance (or so-called dispersive 
stress) of all full three velocity components, meaning a covariance arising from the 
spatial correlation of quantities averaged in time but varying with locations (Raupach 
and Shaw, 1982). Therefore, the total three-dimensional double averaged covariance is 
expressed as two parts: Reynolds stress and dispersive stress: 
i j i j i ju u u u u u                                            (4.3) 
For a horizontal area flow field, Eq. (4.3) can be written in terms of all full three 
velocity components u, v and w: 
x-yplane x-z plane y-z plane
u v u w v w
u v u v u w u w v w v w
       
                         (4.4) 
However, only the first two terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (4.4) could be 
obtained directly owing to the limitation of using a two-dimensional PIV system. The 
following analysis starts from u and v components first. 
The distribution of the Reynolds stress u v   from the horizontal LLS at z=12 cm 
is shown in Figure 4-10 as an example for illustration. The Reynolds stress (u and v 
components) peaks right behind rods due to the vortex shedding effect. However, the 
area-averaged value at the z=12 cm plane was almost zero (×10-5 in m2/s2) using Eq. 
(4.5), since the peak areas are symmetric respect to the vertical axis of rods (Figure 4-
10). The computed double-averaged Reynolds stress of u and v components using the 
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Eq. (4.5), were found to be zero (the maximum is ×10-5 in m2/s2), not only within the 
rods layer (0<z<k), but in the free flow layer above rods as well (k<z<h). 
  u v u u v v                                         (4.5) 
 
 
Figure 4-10 Reynolds stress u v   (unit: m2/s2) distribution in horizontal LLS at z=12 
cm of Exp. C2.0. Gray areas refer to the rods, blank areas in contour refer to the 
shadows (frontal rods block the laser light). 
 
Similarly, the second term in right-hand-side of Eq. (4.4), i.e. the dispersive stress 
at x-y plane, which is an area-averaged product of the temporal-averaged u and v 
deviations, can be computed as: 
   u v u u v v                                    (4.6) 
The calculated dispersive stress of u and v components were also approaching to 
zero value (maximum is ×10-5 in m/s) at the observed horizontal planes. Because the 
temporal-averaged velocity fields of u and v are symmetric respect to the vertical axis 
of rods, thus, the area-averaged spatial correlation in the horizontal plane becomes 
negligible. In brief, the zero values were obtained in Reynolds stress and dispersive 
stress at the horizontal planes (u and v components) using two-dimensional PIV. On 
the other hand, this suggested that our surveyed current flow was a steady and uniform 
two-dimensional open channel flow. The two-dimensional uniform flow and the 
homogenous arrangement of rods, made the double-averaged spatial variation at x-y 
plane to be negligible.  
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4.2.2 Reynolds stress in uniform two-dimensional flow  
Based on the previous section result, when momentum Eq. (4.2) is applied to a 
steady and uniform two-dimensional open-channel flow, the first two terms, i.e. 
unsteady term and non-uniform term, can be omitted in the momentum equation. In 
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                 (4.7) 
in which, S is the energy slope, fFx is the form drag force exerted on a unit mass of water 
in streamwise direction, fVx is the viscous drag force in streamwise x-direction. Based 
on the two-dimensional assumption, the horizontal averaging depends on only the 
vertical coordinate, i.e., z.  
Above the rods layer (k<z<h), the drag force fFx of rods is zero and the dispersive 
stress is negligibly smaller than the Reynolds stress, which was examined by Nezu and 
Sanjou (2008) experimentally. They concluded that the dispersive stress of u and w 
components can be omitted since they fall within 5% of Reynolds stress (u and w 
components) even within the rods layer. The finding was in agreement with the 
estimation given by Raupach and Shaw (1982) in wind tunnel experiments with plant 
canopies in the atmosphere. Therefore, the first term in the left-hand-side of Eq. (4.7) 
is negligible. If the two-dimensional uniform flow momentum Eq. (4.7) is further 
integrated from z=k up to the free surface h by neglecting the viscous term, it can be 
simplified into: 
 u w gS h z                                            (4.8) 
The Eq. (4.8) is only valid for flow above the rods, i.e., z>k. The term on the right 
hand side is usually defined as shear velocity u* at the rods edge. Therefore, the shear 
velocity in submerged rods flow can be obtained using the double-averaged Reynolds 
stress result at the rods top.  
In this experiment, the average values based on 6 LLS locations (LLS1-6, as shown 
in Figure 3-16) were used to estimate the double-averaged Reynolds stress (u and w 
components). The calculated double-averaged Reynolds stresses (solid dots) in the 
flow under two submergences are shown in Figure 4-11 and Figure 4-12. As can be 
seen from the figures, the penetration depth δe divides the Reynolds stress in rods layer 
into two clear zones. One zone is within the penetration depth, which has values of 
Reynolds stress. The penetration depth has the same thickness as the submerged free 
flow layer, and the Reynolds stress value decreases from a maximum at z=k to almost 
zero at z=k-δe. The other zone is the so-called “emergent zone” deep inside the rods 
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(a) Reynolds stress profiles ' 'u w  at 6 locations of LLS1 (h=25 cm) 
 
(b) Reynolds stress profiles ' 'u w  at 6 locations of LLS2 (h=25 cm) 
 
(c) Reynolds stress profiles ' 'u w  at 6 locations of LLS3 (h=25 cm)  
Figure 4-11 Reynolds stress profiles extracted from the observed locations at PIV (a) 
LLS1, (b) LLS2 and (c) LLS3, compared to double-averaging Reynolds stress profile 




(a) Reynolds stress profiles ' 'u w  at 6 locations of LLS1 (h=30 cm) 
 
(b) Reynolds stress profiles ' 'u w  at 6 locations of LLS2 (h=30 cm) 
 
(c) Reynolds stress profiles ' 'u w  at 6 locations of LLS3 (h=30 cm) 
Figure 4-12 Reynolds stress profiles extracted from the observed locations at PIV (a) 
LLS1, (b) LLS2 and (c) LLS3, compared to double-averaging Reynolds stress profile 
in Exp. C3.0. The extracted locations refer to Figure 4-3. 
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4.2.3 Penetration depth 
Nepf et al. (2007) used an equilibrium parameter to study the penetration depth δe 
based on energy balance, that the shear production feeds energy into the rods vortices 
has to be balanced by the dissipation of the rods drag. The formula for the penetration 






                                               (4.9) 
Note that Eq. (4.9) only applies to the dense rods that form a shear layer, i.e. 
CDmkD>0.23. For CDmkD<0.1 (sparse rods), the shear layer is not formed and the 
boundary layer turbulence is dominated. For 0.1<CDmkD<0.23, although the shear 
layer is formed, the rods scale turbulence penetrates to the bed and makes δe=k. In the 
experiment herein, the rods scale turbulence does not penetrate to the bed since 
CDmkD=0.36. 
It is also noted that, Nepf’s equation for penetration depth is only valid if the 
submergence (h/k) has degrees of 2<h/k<5. If h/k>5, the large-scale boundary layer 
turbulence will be developed, and thus the rod-scale vortices will be no longer 
predominant in the turbulence within and above the rods (Ghisalberti and Nepf, 2004). 
On the other hand, if the submergence ratio h/k<2, Eq. (4.9) for δe is not applicable 
since the interaction with the water surface can diminish the size and strength of the 
rod-scale vortices (Nepf and Vivoni, 2000). Besides, the spatial variation of the 
penetration depth was not accounted in previous research, since most velocity data 
were collected using point measurements under the assumption that the velocity field 
within the dense rods is spatially heterogeneous.  
In our shallow submerged (h/k=1.25 and 1.50) rods flow herein, the calculated 
penetration depths δe are 5 cm for h/k=1.25 and 10 cm for h/k=1.50, respectively. The 
obtained lengths (5 cm and 10 cm) can be supported by using two methods. First, 
profiles of Reynolds stress is used to define the δe. As can be seen from the Reynolds 
stress profiles in Figure 4-11b and Figure 4-12b, their values peak at the top of the rods 
exactly and decay downward into the rods layer. The maximum extent of generated 
vortex penetration, which is taken as the downward distance from the top of the rods, 
corresponds to the elevations (z=15 cm for h/k=1.25 and z=10 cm for h/k=1.50) at 
which Reynolds stress becomes negligible. The extent distance can be regarded as 
penetration depth δe. Second, Finnigan (2000) pointed out that the width of the shear 
layer could be characterized by the vorticity thickness, which was symmetric respect 
to the rods top. Therefore, if the water depth restricts the shear layer growth in shallow 
submerged rods flow (1<h/k<1.5) (Nepf and Vivoni, 2000), the penetration depth δe, 
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which should be half of the thickness of vorticity, thus becomes the same width of the 
upper free flow thickness (h-k). This equivalence is observed in both rods flow 
(h/k=1.25 and 1.50) as can be referred in Figure 4-11 and Figure 4-12. 
 
4.2.4 Spatial variation of penetration depth 
Only one penetration depth δe can be identified using the flow double-averaging 
scheme. However, the experimental observations reveal that the penetration depth is 
also location dependent. It is always true that the penetration depth is zero if the 
observed location is right at the top of rods, since the rod is not permeable. Vortices are 
generated behind the rods top and continuously grew downstream. The size of vortices 
became larger and the layer of vortices became thicker, which made the downstream 
penetration depth be deeper. These penetration depth variations are found in mean 
streamwise velocity profiles at U1.0 to D1.0 at LLS 1 in Figure 4-7a and Figure 4-8a.  
Besides, another interesting spatial variation in penetration depth was found in the 
LLS2, which cut through an empty gap area between rods. LLS2 has been proved to 
have the fastest moving velocity in the whole horizontal area, and now the deepest 
penetration depth was also found to be here (Figure 4-7b and Figure 4-8b). Deeper 
penetration depth means a thicker vortices layer, and therefore, indicates a stronger 
shear layer and mixing effect. The evidence for this maximum penetration depth and 
stronger shear can be supported in the Reynolds stress profiles. As can be seen in Figure 
4-11, the stress profile extracted at LLS2 generally has larger values at the top of rods 
than the other two LLS locations (LLS1 & LLS2), which implies the occurrence of a 
stronger shear layer and deeper penetration depth. 
To summarize this section, under a shallow submerged (1<h/k<1.5) rods flow, the 
vortices in shear layer at the top of rods are confined by the water depth. The size of 
vortices and thickness of shear layer is location dependent. The strongest shear layers 
occur at the unblocked location (LLS2). If the double-averaging scheme (Raupach and 
Shaw, 1982) is taken, the penetration depth can be estimated as the same width of the 
thickness of upper free flow layer. Eq. (4.9) in calculating penetration depth may be 




 4.3 Turbulent Structure 
4.3.1 Vertical spatial variation of turbulence 
The characteristics of flow turbulence are discussed based on vertical PIV LLS 
observations first. The fluctuating component of a parameter is characterized by its 
variance. For flow velocities, the variance is a measure of the kinetic energy present in 
the turbulent fluctuations. The square root of the variance is defined as the intensity 
and is considered as the mean amplitude of turbulent fluctuations, i.e. uꞌ, vꞌ and wꞌ, 
deviate from a normal distribution, which reads as following: 
 
22
i i iu u u                                         (4.10) 
The field distributions of turbulence intensities of u and w at three typical LLS 
(LLS1, LLS2 and LLS3, Figure 3-16) of flow over shallow submerged rigid rods under 
submergence of 1.25 are shown in Figure 4-13 and Figure 4-14 respectively. For the 
distributions of streamwise turbulence intensities, it is found that the intensity is related 
to the local velocity magnitude. Larger velocity brings stronger fluctuations, which can 
be seen from the intensity comparison between upper free flow and rods flow. The 
intensities in upper free flow (>0.03 m/s) are about 3 times larger than they in rods flow 
(>0.01 m/s), and the intensities are linearly proportional to the local mean velocities, 
since the free upper flow velocities of 0.15 m/s-0.20 m/s was also roughly three times 
of rods flow velocities of 0.07 m/s (Figure 4-13). In addition, the vortex behind each 
rigid rod could also enlarge the turbulence intensity, or generate more velocity 
fluctuations. The magnitudes of velocity fluctuations generated by vortex shedding are 
roughly the same order as the turbulence intensities of free upper flow. The maximum 
intensity peaks at the downstream of each rigid rod top, which corresponds to the peak 
value location of Reynolds stress distributions (Figure 4-13).  
For the turbulence intensity |?̅?′| in vertical direction, it is related to the turbulent 
transport between upper free flow and rods flow. Therefore, the strong velocity 
fluctuations occur at the top of rods, which is the location of shear layer as being 
predicted previously. The three vertical LLS (LLS1-3) observations show the same 
magnitude of vertical turbulence intensity at the top of rods, and most of velocity 
fluctuations are generated within the shear layer. Furthermore, the vertical turbulence 
is also induced by the vortex behind each rod. Once the current passes through rigid 
rods, the instabilities can be generated immediately downstream of the rods. These flow 
instabilities are able to enlarge the observed vertical velocity fluctuations near the top 
of each rod.  
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Vertical turbulence intensities in this presented submerged rods flow are about 
50%-70% of the magnitude of streamwise turbulence intensities, although the flow 
temporal mean vertical velocities only take less than 10% of the mean streamwise 
velocities. Therefore the turbulent transport within shear layer is estimated to be an 
important contribution to the total turbulent kinetic energy in submerged rods flow. In 
addition, it is noted that the surface boundary conditions are different for the two 
turbulence intensities of different directions. The vertical turbulence intensities are zero 
at the free surface boundary of rods flow (Figure 4-14), while the streamwise 





(a) Turbulence intensity u  at LLS1 (unit: m/s) 
 
(b) Turbulence intensity u  at LLS2 (unit: m/s) 
 
(c) Turbulence intensity 'u  at LLS3 (unit: m/s) 
Figure 4-13 Streamwise turbulence intensity at (a) LLS1; (b) LLS2 and (c) LLS3 of 
Exp. C2.0. Gray areas refer to the rods, blank areas refer to the shadows (frontal rods 




(a) Turbulence intensity 'w  at LLS1 (unit: m/s) 
 
(b) Turbulence intensity 'w  at LLS2 (unit: m/s) 
 
(c) Turbulence intensity 'w  at LLS3 (unit: m/s) 
Figure 4-14 Vertical turbulence intensity at (a) LLS1; (b) LLS2 and (c) LLS3 of Exp. 
C2.0. Gray areas refer to the rods, blank areas refer to the shadows (frontal rods block 
the camera sight). The LLS locations can be referred to Figure 3-16. 
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4.3.2 Double-averaged turbulent structure 
Under double-averaging scheme II (Raupach and Shaw, 1982), the decomposition 
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                    (4.11) 
The first term on the right hand side of above equation is the MKE term, and the 
energy can be obtained by a product of the double-averaged velocity component 〈?̅?𝑖〉 
presented in the previous section. The middle term is the kinetic energy of the time-
averaged spatial variations in the velocity field, it is seen as MKE by this averaging 
scheme (Raupach and Shaw, 1982), and it is also called as dispersive kinetic energy 
(DKE). In the work of Raupach and Shaw (1982) concerns the case where the length 
scale of the vegetation elements (D) and of their wakes, is much larger than the 
Kolmogorov’s microscale η, so that all the viscous term can be negligible in the budget 
of DKE. Because the Kolmogorov’s microscale η is the smallest scales in turbulence, 
and at such scale, viscosity dominates and the turbulent kinetic energy is dissipated into 
heat. 
Pawelkoziol (2012) investigated the longitudinal sizes of the smallest eddies, i.e. 
Kolmogorov’s microscale η in trees vegetated flow, and the calculated values of the 
micro-eddies are about 1%-5% of the simulated trees diameter (8 mm). In addition, the 
characteristic length scales of our studied mangrove roots or trunks are expected to be 
large compared with the sea grass, which suggests the neglect of viscous term is fine. 
In that case, the energy budget of DKE (dispersive kinetic energy) reduces in a steady, 
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                        (4.12) 
provides that all dispersive fluxes are negligible. Eq. (4.12) means that the wake 
production term of the turbulent fluctuations in time is equal to the work of mean flow 
against pressure differences.  
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If the vegetation is regarded as uniform rods, which is common in most numerical 
approaches, the above work of mean flow against pressure differences is further 
associated with the form drag and the inertial force acting on the rods. Thus, Eq. (4.12) 
represents the rate of work done by the mean flow against the form drag force (only 
current). Denoting the form drag force as FDi, the rods wake production in flow can be 
approximated as (Chen, 2010): 
1










                             (4.13) 
It shows that wake done by the mean flow against the form drag force, converts 
MKE to TKE in the turbulent wakes of rods, and therefore is refereed as the wake 
production term. ηk is the efficiency coefficient of TKE (Naot et al., 1996). 
Based on the above discussion, only the TKE terms are left in Eq. (4.11) and they 
will be shown as the turbulence intensity in our experimental results. Figure 4-15a and 
Figure 4-15b present the square root value of the last term TKE of Eq. (4.11), i.e. 
turbulence intensities of u and v, in x and y directions respectively. The most obvious 
finding is that the wake behind each rigid rod is characterized by high turbulence 
intensities, while the low values of turbulence intensities are dominant in the gaps 
between the rods. It seems the spacing and diameter ratio (S/D=5.5) just at the critical 
value so that downstream wake of each rod is not influenced by its lateral rods. This 
experimental result under such spacing to diameter ratio is in agreement with the LES 
(large-eddy simulations) result of the turbulent flow through staggered emergent rods 
given by Stoesser et al. (2010). In both studies, the streamwise turbulence intensities 
peak downstream of the flow separation from the rigid rod, which resulting in a sickle 
shape distribution of the maximum intensities values. 
The highest transverse turbulence intensities occur right downstream of each rigid 
rod, while it is because the strong oscillating flow inside the vortex. The peak values 
in transverse turbulence have the same magnitude or may be slight larger than the 
streamwise turbulence intensities. It is suggested that the double-averaged turbulence 
intensities of streamwise and transverse velocity components may be closed to each 
other, and this can be proved by conducting the area-averaging for the horizontal flow 
region. The double-averaged results of turbulence intensities of u and v from the 
horizontal LLS at different elevations are plotted in Figure 4-15c for rods flow under 
two submergences. The profiles show that the streamwise turbulence intensity has a 
similar distribution as the Reynolds stress, while the transverse turbulence intensity is 




(a) Turbulence intensity u  at z=12 cm (unit: m/s) 
 
(b) Turbulence intensity v  at z=12 cm (unit: m/s) 
         
(c) RMS of TKE (u and v) at z=12 cm (unit: m/s) 
Figure 4-15 Turbulence intensity at (a) streamwise direction; (b) transverse direction 
(c) RMS of u and v direction in Exp. C2.0. Gray areas refer to the rods, blank areas in 
contour refer to the shadows (frontal rods block the camera sight).  
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However, the horizontal LLS only can offer two-dimensional measurements of u 
and v velocity components, while the turbulence intensities of w velocity component 
can only be obtained by averaging the 6 vertical LLS (LLS1-6, refer to Figure 3-16) 
measurements within the area at different elevations. This is a similar averaging 
approach in estimating the Reynolds stress (u and w components) previously. It is noted 
that both vertical LLS and horizontal LLS measurements have the statistical value of 
turbulence intensities of streamwise u velocity component at the intersecting line, 
which is formed by the two perpendicular laser light sheet (Figure 4-16). The turbulent 
kinetic energy (TKE) values thus can be obtained at the 6 intersecting lines within each 
horizontal flow field.  
Before plotting the TKE profiles, which are averaged based on the 6 intersecting 
line, the averaged turbulence intensities of streamwise u using the 6 vertical LLS 
(LLS1-6, refer to Figure 3-16) measurements are compared with the horizontal LLS 
area-averaged measurements. Thus the difference between the 6 intersecting line-
averaging and the horizontal area-averaging can be examined, since the streamwise u 
measurements are shared by both approaches. As can be seen from Figure 4-17, the 
average values of streamwise turbulence intensities based on the measurements at 6 
intersecting lines (empty square) match well with the area-averaged values based on 
the horizontal LLS (filled square). Some deviations may be found between them since 
the horizontal LLS measurements were not dense enough over depth. Nevertheless, the 
selected 6 intersecting lines (LLS1-6), with three-dimensional measurements, have 




Figure 4-16 The laser intersecting line (with three velocity components information) 
formed by applied horizontal LLS (with u and v information) and vertical LLS (with u 




Figure 4-17 shows the distributions of the double-averaged turbulence intensities 
〈|𝑢′|〉,  〈|𝑣′|〉 and 〈|𝑤′|〉, which are the last term in Eq. (4.11) of three velocity u, v, and 
w components. It is found that the streamwise turbulence intensity 〈|𝑢′|〉 peaks at the 
top of rods, whereas the vertical turbulence intensity 〈|𝑤′|〉 peaks slightly below the 
top of rods. In addition, the vertical turbulence intensity shows a convex pattern (Figure 
4-17b) rather than the concave shape above the rods top, which is different with the 
distribution pattern of streamwise turbulence intensity. Brunet et al. (1994) and 
Ghisalberti and Nepf (2006) also observed this convex patterns of vertical turbulence 
intensities in rods flow. Nezu and Sanjou (2008) regarded this convex as an equilibrium 
state of turbulent kinetic energy in flow, and it indicated the presence of rods (i.e. 
vegetation) in water flow changed the redistribution between turbulence intensities. 
Experimental results of transverse (v) turbulence intensity is seldom reported in 
literature, since the two-dimensional uniform flow is usually assumed. In our results, 
〈|𝑢′|〉 > 〈|𝑣′|〉 > 〈|𝑤′|〉  is observed for both two submergences conditions, and it 
seems that 〈|𝑣′|〉 in transverse direction is more uniform distributed across the water 
depth (Figure 4-17). The rods can also cause a redistribution of the turbulence in three 
components toward isotropy deep inside them (z<k). Experimental observations of 
transverse turbulence intensity herein are supported by Large Eddy Simulation (LES) 
results of turbulent flows over submerged rigid rods (Cui and Neary, 2008). 
On the basis of turbulence intensities obtained in the three velocity components, 
the TKE (turbulent kinetic energy) distributions are shown in Figure 4-17. It is noted 
that the TKE was calculated using the following equation without being multiplied by 
1/2, thus its magnitude is always larger than any turbulence intensities profiles. 
2 2 2
TKE u v w                                     (4.14) 
TKE profile is mainly influenced by the magnitude of turbulence intensity in 
streamwise (u) direction, thus it attains its maximum value at the top of rods also. This 
distribution of TKE obtained using PIV experimental results is compared with the 
profile obtained using ADV point measurement in this study (Figure 4-17b). In the 
Figure 4-17b, an ADV point measurement result of TKE profile (also shown in Figure 
3-18) located at the center of rods area matches well with the PIV result, hence proves 








Figure 4-17 Profiles of double-averaged turbulence intensities of u and v based on 
horizontal LLS planes, lines-temporal averaged turbulence intensities of u and w based 
on 6 LLS lines (LLS1-6) and the square root of the TKE (without multiply by 1/2) 
obtained from both PIV and ADV for (a) Exp. C2.0, h/k=1.25 and (b) Exp. C3.0, 
h/k=1.50. 
 
4.3.3 Phase-averaged turbulent structure 
The double-averaged turbulent parameters so far in this chapter were calculated 
using arithmetic mean of velocity. Although the transverse surface standing wave does 
not exist in the submerged rods flow, the vortex behind each rod may still generate the 
unsteady flow pattern locally. This periodicity in flow due to the wake has to be 
investigated carefully in order to determine its influence to the turbulent properties 
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computation. Figure 4-18 shows a sequence of the mean velocity vectors at the same 
horizontal plane (z=12 cm) as in the emergent rods with transverse standing wave 
(shown in Appendix-C) behind a rigid rod over an entire shedding cycle. It illustrates 
the periodic vortex shedding slows down the local velocity at the rod downstream, and 
changes the direction of flow in the transverse (y) direction locally.  
The periodicity of flow inside the vortex street can be observed more obviously in 
the streamlines plot. Figure 4-19 shows the same sequence of sectional streamlines of 
the observed flow region over an entire vortex shedding. It is found that the vortex 
shedding area, i.e. periodic flow area, has a uniform width slightly larger than its 
upstream rod diameter (D), and the periodicity in flow can only extend to a distance of 
about 2D-3D downstream of the rod (Figure 4-19a). In that case, the occupied area of 
periodical flow behind each cylinder is about 2D2. The total area of the region behind 
each rod forms a parallelogram, which has an area of 30D2 (Area=T×S, where T=5.5D 
is the distance between rows of rigid rods, and S=5.5D is the spacing between two rods 
in one row). Therefore, the weighting of the periodic flow area in the total horizontal 








                              (a)                                                               (b) 
  
                                (c)                                                               (d) 
  
                                (e)                                                               (f) 
Figure 4-18 Sequences of the mean velocity vectors at six times t over a vortex 
shedding cycle (T=0.83 s). The velocity field is selected behind a rigid rod at x=8.35 





                                (a)                                                               (b) 
  
                                 (c)                                                               (d) 
  
                                (e)                                                               (f) 
Figure 4-19 Sequences of the mean flow streamlines at six times t over a vortex 
shedding cycle (T=0.83 s). The velocity field is selected behind a rigid rod at x=8.35 






The influence from local flow periodicity in vortex to the turbuelnce intensities 
magnitudes were studied at the same selected six locations as discussed in the previous 
emergent rods with transverse standing wave. The six selected locations can also be 
referred in Figure 4-19a. It is found that the corresponding frequencies of maximum 
spectrum (about 1.0 Hz) and the maximum spectrum values (less than 1 m/s in 
amplitudes) are dependent of observed locations (Figure 4-20), which is a different 
scenario with the previous standing wave field in emergent rods flow. The strongest 
periodical flow (v) occurs right behind the rod and its amplitude decays with the 
increased distance downstream of the rod. The periodicity in streamwise velocity u can 
be observed only at the two sides (L1 and R1 locations) of the rod.  
The spatial variation of periodicity in u and v at the six locations obtained by 
velocity spectra herein is in agreement with the PIV experiment results of temporal-
averaged turbulence intensities in the horizontal areas. By recalling Figure 4-13, the 
streamwise turbulence intensity uꞌ only peaks at the two sides of rods, whereas the 
transverse turbulence intensity vꞌ obtains its maximum values right behind the rods. In 
addition, the obtained transverse turbulence intensity vꞌ in rods vortex is slightly 
stronger than its streamwise turbulence intensity uꞌ. All of these can be observed in 
both PIV turbulence intensities results in horizontal areas (Figure 4-13) and velocity 













                                   (a)                                                               (b) 
 
                                   (c)                                                               (d) 
 
                                   (e)                                                               (f) 
Figure 4-20 Fourier transforms of time-series measurements of u and v velocity 
components behind a rod at the six different locations: (a) C1, (b) C2, (c) C3, (d) C4, 
(e) L1 and (f) R1. The six locations can be referred to Figure 4-19a. 
 
The same phase averaging method was adopted herein and the first harmonic 
phase-averaged velocity was predicted and subtracted to get the incoherent random 
turbulence. Table 4-1 shows the computed turbulence intensities results of u and v using 
arithmetic averaging (𝑢𝑖 − ?̅?𝑖)  and phase averaging (𝑢𝑖 − ?̃?𝑖)  methods. With the 
reference of velocity spectrum, it is found that about 40% intensity value of transverse 
velocity v was filtered out only at C1 location with the application of phase averaging. 
The periodicities in the rest locations behind the rods are weak and the phase averaging 
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made no difference. For the streamwise velocity u, the periodicity in flow takes about 
20% of the arithmetic averaged turbulence intensities at the two sides of rods.  
The mean difference ratios between the two averaging methods for streamwise and 
transverse turbulence intensities are about 13% and 10% respectively. In that case, the 
periodicity in vortex flow behind rods only makes a difference of less than 2% (by 
multiplying the vortex area weighting of 7% obtained previously) for the calculated 
double-averaged turbulence intensities in a flow region. In other words, it will be 
unnecessary to apply the phase averaging method to extract the coherent motion in 
analyzing the turbulence of current flow over such an arrangement of rods.  
 
Table 4-1 The turbulence intensities of u and v using arithmetic averaging and phase 
averaging at the selected six observed locations in Exp. C2.0 at z=12 cm. 
Locations 
v v  
(m/s) 




u u  
(m/s) 




C1 0.056 0.034 39.3 0.026 0.026 3.8 
C2 0.050 0.042 16.0 0.024 0.023 4.2 
C3 0.039 0.036 7.7 0.027 0.025 7.4 
C4 0.029 0.028 3.4 0.024 0025 4.2 
L1 0.040 0.039 2.5 0.035 0.027 22.9 
R1 0.038 0.036 5.3 0.038 0.031 18.4 
Mean \ 12.7 \ 10.2 
1?̅?, ?̅? indicate the turbulence intensities values were calculated using arithmetic averaging. ?̃?, ?̃? 
indicate the turbulence intensities were calculated using phase averaging. 
2Difference means the difference between arithmetic averaging and phase averaging divided by 
the arithmetic averaging values. 
 
 
In fact, the phase averaging method in analyzing turbulence characteristics of 
vegetated flow is seldom reported in literature. The straightforward arithmetic mean 
was used by many researches, including Liu et al. (2008); Nepf (1999); Stoesser et al. 
(2010); Takemura and Tanaka (2007); Tanino and Nepf (2008b), to analysis the 
turbulence intensities and turbulent kinetic energy of flow through rigid vegetation. 
The highest-turbulence intensities found immediately downstream of the vegetation 
element was regarded as the ‘real random turbulence’ commonly, although part of it 
was caused by those eddies shedding at the downstream of the rod elements in an 
alternating fashion, i.e. the von Karman vortex street (Liu et al., 2008). Therefore, our 






4.4 Drag Coefficients of Clusters of Pneumatophores 
4.4.1 Direct force measurement method 
The flow velocity measurements in experiment scenarios E1.1 and E1.3 “emergent 
pneumatophore” (refer to Figure 3-1, Table 3-1) shows essentially a uniform flow was 
established at x=7.0 m in the NUS flume and the shear stress does not exist in the flow 
through emergent rods. The obtained velocity results will be good validations for 
numerical simulation. However, the drag coefficient of rigid rods, i.e. vegetation stems, 
is always a significant user-defined input value for the numerical models (such as 
Delft3D by Deltares, NewTank by Liu (2007) and Chen (2010)), and only can be 
obtained through experiments. The direct force measurement using load cells, force 
balances or shear plates, is an accurate experiment approach and allows us to find drag 
coefficient without requiring any further simplifications or assumptions. 
In the first stage of this drag force measurements of “emergent rods” in NUS flume, 
one base plate (area of 20 cm×20 cm) with 16 attached rigid rods (D=0.008 m) at x=7.5 
m and y=30 cm (flume centerline) was reversed upside down in order to be mounted 
with the JR3 (67M25 I40) force balance, and thus became an independent drag plate. 
Therefore, the 16 emergent rods were suspended in the water with a gap of about 5 mm 
at the flume glass bottom. It is noted that the spatial density and arrangement of rods 
on that drag plate was exactly the same as the rest of rods model covered in the flume. 
The schematic arrangement of rods on the drag plate can be referred to Figure 3-8. This 
first type of “emergent rods” cluster would give a set of drag coefficients values as a 
function of Reynolds number using different flow rates in flume. The design and photos 
of the force balance set-up in the flume can be referred to previous Figure 3-5 and 
Figure 3-6. 
Second, the first drag plate with 16 emergent rods mounted to the force balance 
was replaced by six more different types of rods clusters successively. The six types of 
rods clusters and their dimensions and arrangements are shown in Figure 4-21 and 
Figure 4-22. The rods clusters on drag plate were designed such that the factors may 
affect drag coefficient would be investigated, including spatial density, arrangement 
pattern (grid or staggered) and the number of rods on drag plate. It is noted that only 
the rods cluster mounted to JR3 force balance were changed, while the rest of previous 
“emergent rods” were left and still covered the rest areas of flume. Therefore all the 
drag force measurements of rods clusters were conducted in a same flow environment, 





Figure 4-21 Drag plates with different arrangements of rods clusters attached to the 





Figure 4-22 Photograph of two rods clusters attached to drag plates with arrangements 
of 9 grid rods (Exp. F1.1, refer to Figure 4-21) and 13 staggered rods (Exp. F2.1, refer 
to Figure 4-21). 
 
The drag force experiments were carried out with adjusted flume bed slopes and a 
fixed water depth (h) of about 0.29 m (note that the rods height k=0.30 m). The bed 
slopes and water surface gradients from x=6 m to x=9 m in uniform flow region were 
confirmed to be almost the same using two point gauges measurements. For every drag 
plate measurement, the flow bulk velocity UQ in the cross-sectional area normal to the 
streamwise direction of the open channel flow was set to 0.05, 0.15, 0.20, 0.25, 0.30 
and 0.35 m/s for all the different rods clusters. The corresponding Reynolds number 
based on the diameter of a single rigid rod (D) of the cluster and the bulk velocity of 
approaching flow ranges from 400 to 3,000.  
 
4.4.2 Direct force measurement results 
The drag force, defined as F(x), which its positive value was set to be the flow 
streamwise direction, was the total drag force on all the solid circular rods attached to 
the drag plate. For each test, the force balance output was recorded for 30 s for five 
times at 100 Hz. The time series for one of the force balance output for experimental 
scenario F2.1 at Re=1600 is shown in Figure 4-23. The F(x) output has a constant value 
of 0.7 N with a fluctuation of ±0.15 N. There was no noise or extreme force values 
during our measurements, thus the averaging was based on the unfiltered raw data. It 
is also noted that the transverse force F(y), or lift force (shown in Figure 4-23), is a 
periodic force applied on the rods clusters. However, the magnitudes of the transverse 
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force were small (10%-20%) compared to the drag force F(x). The time-averaged 
transverse force values were almost zero, which in turn confirms the correct alignment 
of force balance F(x) to the streamwise flow direction.  
The measured direct drag force F(x) results show a quadratic relationship with the 
Reynolds number Re, i.e., the approach velocity (Figure 4-24). The maximum drag 
force was obtained from the first “16 emergent rods” cluster which was used in the 
velocity measurements in experiment scenarios E1.1, E1.3 (refer to Table 3-1), since 
that drag plate has the largest number (16) of attached rods. 
 
 
Figure 4-23 A time-series of force balance output for F2.1 (refer to Figure 4-21) at 
Re=1600. In total, 3000 force or momentum readings were collected for 30 s duration. 
 
 
Figure 4-24 Direct measurement of drag force F(x) (N) as a function of Re for each 
test. Vertical error bars show the standard deviation of mean force values among five 




During the drag coefficient measurements, the approach velocity profiles 10 cm 
upstream of the drag plate with rods clusters (i.e. at x=7.4 m in flume) were also 
examined at the same time. The streamwise velocity was measured using the ADV 
located between two rods (i.e. center area within rods) at y=30 cm (flume centerline). 
The obtained dimensionless mean velocity profiles (U/UQ) with different flow rates 
conditions for different types of rods clusters are plotted in Figure 4-25 
 
 
                                 (a)                                                                 (b) 
 
                                 (c)                                                                 (d) 
 
                                 (e)                                                                 (f) 
Figure 4-25 Dimensionless streamwise velocity (U) profiles of approaching flow to 
the six types of rods clusters in the same rods environment. Measurements were taken 





Two consistencies in the approach flow for different types of rods clusters can be 
found from the Figure 4-25. The first consistency in flow is shown within each test that 
the dimensionless velocity profiles overlap together. The velocity profiles under 
different flow rates (i.e. different Reynolds number) have the constant dimensionless 
magnitudes. The second consistency in flow can be found through the comparisons 
between the six tests. The dimensionless velocity profiles for those six types of rods 
clusters are almost the same (U/UQ=1.2-1.3), which indicates the approach flows for 
the six rods clusters tests were consistent. The entire flow field in the flume does not 
change if the characteristics (such as spatial density, arrangement type and number of 
rods) of only one rods cluster changes.  
 
4.4.3 Drag coefficients of rods clusters 
Using the force measurements from the drag plate, the drag coefficient CD can be 









                                             (4.15) 
where ME is the actual number of rigid rods fixed on the suspended drag plate, we 
have ME=9, 13 and 16 herein for different types of rods clusters. D is the diameter of 
the rods and it is 0.008 m for all clusters. UQ is the bulk velocity obtained using the 
ratio of flow rate Q and flume cross-sectional area. Most experimentalists use the bulk 
velocity for drag coefficient calculation using Eq. (4.15) in emergent vegetation 
models (Takemura and Tanaka, 2007; Tinoco and Cowen, 2013). The reason is that 
the bulk velocity UQ is the double-averaging velocity in emergent vegetated flow, 
since the velocity profile is a constant over the water depth. 
Figure 4-26 shows the drag coefficients CD as functions of Reynolds number Re 
using direct force measurement method for all the rods clusters. Several findings can 





Figure 4-26 Drag coefficient CD obtained from the direct force measurements as a 
function of Re for each test. Vertical error bars show the standard deviation of mean 
force values among five repeats of sampling.  
 
First, the drag coefficients CD obtained from the “emergent rods” cluster roughly 
overplay with the drag coefficients obtained from the F1.2 rods cluster (Figure 4-26). 
Because the spacing between rods of both type clusters are roughly the same (5.0 cm 
in “emergent rods” and 5.7 cm in F1.2). The estimated drag coefficients are about 1.5, 
and they are in agreement with some previous results using direct measurements (shear 
plate). Takemura and Tanaka (2007) reported a drag coefficient of 1.40 for a colony of 
staggered rigid rods with a spacing S/D=3.0-5.0 (S is the spacing between rods, colony 
is a cluster with no surrounding vegetative environment). Tinoco and Cowen (2013) 
obtained drag coefficients of 1.5-2.0 for a cluster of staggered cylinder arrays with 
spacing of S/D=2.89-4.83 (in a vegetative environment). 
Second, the staggered rods have a larger drag coefficient than the non-staggered 
grids of rods. As can be seen from Figure 4-26, F1.1 (grid rods) cluster has drag 
coefficient of 1.0-1.2, which is smaller than its staggered rods arrangement (F1.2, 
CD=1.50). The same change pattern in drag coefficients is also found by comparing 
F2.1 (staggered) and F2.2 (gird) rods clusters. However, the difference between tests 
of F2.1 and F2.2 is not that significant. The different increasing tendency in drag 
coefficient value in staggered and grid arrangement was also discussed by Bokaian and 
Geoola (1984). They found that the drag coefficient of a backside rod was smaller than 
the CD of a front rod. The CD value of the backside rod could recover about 98% of the 
CD on the front rod in a distance more than 20D downstream, if the two rods were grid 
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arranged. However, in the staggered arrangement of the same two rods, the CD of 
backside rod could recover its 98% value even at a close distance of 1D downstream.  
Third, as comparison between drag coefficients of grid rods clusters of F1.1 (4.0 
cm in rods spacing) and F1.3 (2.5 cm in rods spacing), denser rods (with the same 
number of rods) have smaller drag coefficients. However, our finding here is slightly 
different with Takemura and Tanaka (2007)’s results. In their experiments, the drag 
coefficient reduced to 0.8 when the spacing between rods was almost 1D, while the 
drag coefficient presented in this study could reduce to 0.8 if the spacing is about 3D. 
One more finding by comparing test results of F1.3 (9 rods) and F3.1 (16 rods, but has 
the same density and spacing) is that, the drag coefficient is independent of the number 
of rods (ME) as long as the spatial density and arrangement pattern are the same.  
 
4.4.4 Comparison with momentum balance method 
Besides the direct force measurement to compute the drag coefficient, a common 
alternative to estimate the drag on emergent rigid rods is momentum balance, under the 
assumption of steady uniform flow, neglecting free-surface stresses (Tanino and Nepf, 
2008a, b). For a current flow satisfying the above conditions, a drag coefficient CD is 















                                   (4.16) 
where m is the number of rods per m2, m=400 herein for pneumatophore models in 
NUS flume, D is the diameter of rods and it is 0.008 m, θ is the porosity of rods and it 
is 0.980 in this study, Cb is the Chezy roughness coefficient for flume bottom, it was 
adopted as 65 based on our previous experiment of flow over smooth bed (in Appendix-
B). For a uniform flow it is expected that the velocity profile does not change along the 
direction of the flow and the water surface energy slope S equals to the bottom slope 
S0. Nonlinear acceleration may happen if surface slope and bottom slope are not parallel 
perfectly. However, it can be shown that when operating at low Froude numbers the 
acceleration terms are fairly small since the Froude number, Fr2=U2/gh, is much less 
than unity (Fr2=8×10-4 -4×10-2) in this study.  
In order to obtain the energy slope S used in momentum balance using Eq. (4.16), 
two capacity-type wave gauges were placed in the fully developed flow region (x=6m 
to x=9 m) along the flume, sampling at 100 Hz for 3 minutes each time, to monitor the 
free surface. Water surface heights at seven longitudinal locations (x-direction, 0.5 m 
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interval) were recorded, hence allowing the free surface slope to be obtained using least 
square fit.  
The ratios of the estimated drag coefficients using momentum balance and the 
computed CD from direct force measurements for “emergent rods” are presented in 
Figure 4-27. The uncertainties of the ratios are due to the limitation of accuracy in 
monitoring water surface slopes, since the assumed uniform flow region (from x=6 m 
to x=9 m) is too short to have an apparent difference in elevation measurement. It is 
found from Figure 4-27, the direct force measurement using drag plate roughly has the 
same results of drag coefficients as the momentum balance method, thus indicates the 
previous results on drag coefficients of different rods clusters may be reliable.  
 
 
Figure 4-27 Ratios of drag coefficients CD estimated from momentum balance CD (MB) 
and those calculated from direct force balance measurement CD (FB).Vertical error bars 
correspond to the variations in CD (MB) at the 95% confidence interval of energy slope 
measurements. 
 
Augustijn et al. (2008)investigated both conventional and new approaches of 
vegetation roughness descriptions. To compare the drag coefficients descriptions, a 
data set compiled by Baptist (2005) and Augustijn et al. (2008) was used and shown in 
Table 4-2. The set of data summarizes an overview of flume experiments with different 
types of artificial vegetation (rigid and flexible) and hydraulic parameters. It is noted 
that the drag coefficients listed in Table 4-2 were determined in different ways. Drag 
coefficient values were taken from the respective studies or a CD=1.0 was assumed if 
no drag coefficient value was given in that study. It seems that drag coefficient varies 
from 1.0 to 3.0 for different types of vegetation and this will have a significant impact 
on the outcome of the numerical model. Therefore, as pointed out by Nezu and Sanjou 
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(2008), it is still difficult and necessary to evaluate the in situ value of CD for a certain 
type of vegetation experimentally. 
 
Table 4-2 Overview of flume experiments for flow through vegetation (F=flexible, 
R=rigid, m=spatial density, k=vegetation height, D=diameter of plant stems or rods, 
CD=drag coefficient, n=Manning’s coefficient, C=Chezy roughness coefficient) 
Reference  k (m) D (m) m (/m2) CD n C 
Kouwen et al. (1969) F 0.1 0.005 5000 3.0 0.09 9.0 
Ree and Crow (1977) F 0.2032 0.005 1464 1.0 0.10 8.4 
Murota et al. (1984) F 0.058 0.00024 4000 2.75 0.05 12.7 
Tsujimoto and 
Kitamura(1990) 
R 0.0459 0.0015 2500 1.46 0.05 12.1 
Tsujimoto et al. (1993) F 0.065 0.00062 10000 2.0 0.08 8.4 
Ikeda and Kanazawa 
(1996) 
F 0.04 0.00024 20000 1.0 0.04 17.6 
Ree and Crow (1977) F 0.3048 0.005 1076 1.0 0.14 6.4 
Meijer (1998b) 
R 0.45 0.008 64 0.97 0.05 20.5 
R 0.45 0.008 256 0.98 0.06 17.0 
R 0.9 0.008 64 0.97 0.09 12.9 
R 0.9 0.008 256 0.99 0.11 10.1 
R 1.5 0.008 64 0.96 0.15 7.5 
R 1.5 0.008 256 0.99 0.22 5.1 
Meijer (1998a) F 1.64 0.0057 254 1.805 0.28 4.1 
Lopez and Garcia (2001) R 0.12 0.0064 170 1.13 0.05 15.0 
Jarvela (2003) 
F 0.205 0.0028 12000 1.0 0.09 9.4 
F 0.295 0.003 512 1.0 0.08 10.4 
In this study R 0.290 0.008 400 1.5 0.21 4.0 
 
4.5 Chapter Conclusion 
(1) Flow over submerged rods with small submergence 
On the basis of PIV measurements, the mean flow and turbulence structure were 
investigated in shallow submerged rods flow. The double-averaged (i.e. area-temporal-
averaged) measurement results of mean velocities, Reynolds stress and turbulence 
intensities were presented for two small submergences in flow over rigid rods in the 
SCU flume. Some main findings obtained in this study are as follows: 
The double-averaged mean velocity profile obeys the log-law for flow above the 
top of rods interface layer, and it resembles the mixing layer profile near the rods edge. 
The double-averaged mean velocity profile has an inflection point within the rods layer 
and the penetration depth is roughly the same length as the upper free flow thickness, 
since the development of shear layer is restricted by the free surface. The velocity 
profile inside the rods layer is location dependent, while the profile is independent of 
measured locations above the rods layer.  
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The Reynolds stress peaks at the top of rods and this is in agreement with the 
previous experimental results in aquatic vegetation flows. During the double-averaging 
analysis for PIV data, the horizontal dispersive stresses were found to be extremely 
small (<1×10-4 m2/s2) since the spatial variation in velocity is symmetric respect to the 
vertical axes of rods and the main flow is a steady uniform two-dimensional flow. The 
vertical dispersive stress can also be omitted since it takes less 5% of the magnitude of 
Reynolds stress. Therefore, the momentum transfer, i.e. turbulence transport, is mainly 
generated by the vertical Reynolds stress and the double-averaged stress profiles are 
presented. It is found that the momentum transfer occurs from the free flow layer into 
the rods layer and its influenced region within the rods layer equals to the penetration 
depth. The momentum transfer in the rods flow with small submergence is restricted 
by free surface and the rods density. 
Double-averaged turbulent kinetic energy in the shallow submerged rods flow was 
computed by combining the horizontal laser light sheet together with the vertical laser 
light sheet, to have a three-dimensional measurement. The turbulence intensities in 
three directions (x, y, z) vary depending on spatial location and their area-averaged 
values are not the same at a certain elevation, which indicates the turbulence within the 
rods flow is anisotropic. In general, the streamwise and vertical double-averaged 
turbulence intensities peak near the top of rods layer, where the flow is highly sheared. 
However, the transverse double-averaged turbulence intensity is more constant over 
the water depth. There is periodic vortex flow behind each rod. However, this local 
periodicity in vortex flow only makes a difference of less than 1% for the calculated 
double-averaged turbulence intensities in a horizontal plane. Thus it is unnecessary to 
use the phase averaging method to extract the coherent motion in analyzing the 
turbulence of flow over shallow submerged rods.  
 
(2) Flow over submerged rods with large submergence 
Refer to Table 3-1 and Figure 3-1, the water depths in current flow over submerged 
rods were further increased in order to study the larger submergences conditions (i.e. 
experiment scenarios S1.0-S4.0). Through the study of results of this set of experiments 
(experiment results are presented in Chapter 6, Section 6.3, together with the numerical 
results), some findings can be summarized as follow.  
The new rods model in flow fall into “transitional density” with mkD value of 0.19 
for submergence ratios of h/k=1.5-4.5. In that case, the emergent zone, i.e. wake layer, 
does not exist in the measured mean streamwise velocity profile and the shear 
dominated flow extends down to the flume bed. There is velocity gradient over the 
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entire water depth and thus the Reynolds stress decreased from its peak at the top of 
rods to zero at the flume bed. This may cause pollutant mixing and sediment transport 
close to flume bed. Within this shear dominated layer, the periodicity of vortex behind 
rods and spatial variation of velocity are absent. The turbulence structure was found to 
be homogenous even deep within the rods layer, which indicates that the numerical 
model based on double-averaging scheme using k-ε turbulence model should give 
accurate prediction for such flow conditions since the turbulence is isotropic.  
Under different submergence degrees in flow over rigid rods, it was found that the 
peak values of Reynolds stresses and turbulent kinetic energy decrease with the 
increased submergence degrees. This changing pattern is different from that in the 
shallow submerged rods flow with small submergences. The reason is that if the 
submergence degree is small, such as h/k=1.0-1.5, the development of shear layer is 
restricted by the free surface and rods layer. In that case, the shear or mixing effect 
increases with submergence, since the shear layer is able to be better developed with 
less restriction from surface and rods. However, if the submergences are large and the 
shear layers can be fully developed, the shear or mixing effect will decrease with 
increased submergence, because the percentage of mixing layer thickness to the entire 
water depth is getting smaller, thus the mixing effect of flow is getting less significant.  
 
(3) Drag coefficients of pneumatophore clusters 
The drag coefficients of seven different arrangements of rigid rods clusters within 
the pneumatophores environment were obtained using the direct force balance 
measurements and compared to the values obtained using momentum balance.  
It is found that firstly, the drag coefficients obtained from the rods clusters with 
relatively sparse rods are about 1.5, and this value is in agreement with some previous 
results reported in literature using direct measurements as well. Secondly, the staggered 
rods cluster has larger drag coefficients than the linear grid arrangement of the rods 
cluster although they have the same spatial densities and diameters. The drag 
coefficients for the linear grid arrangement of rods clusters are 1.0-1.2 roughly. Thirdly, 
the clusters with denser rods (i.e. large spatial density) have smaller individual drag 
coefficients than the sparse rods clusters. The drag coefficients can reduce to 0.8 if the 
spacing between rods is less than 3D (D is the rods diameter). Fourthly, the drag 
coefficient is found to be independent of the number of rods in a cluster, as long as the 
rods diameter, spatial density, arrangement and spacing between rods are exactly the 
same. The same cluster arrangement has same drag coefficient irrespective of the size 










EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF FLOW OVER PROP 
ROOTS MODEL 
Mangrove prop roots, only can be found in the genus of Rhizophora, are the most 
representative feature of mangrove trees and have been characterized on the basis of 
their geometrical properties in Chapter 2. In this chapter, the simple ideas derived from 
flow through uniform cylinder arrays will be applied to a more complex roughness, i.e. 
prop roots. Artificial prop root models, with natural morphologies, were fabricated and 
deployed in the NUS current flume. Measurements of flow velocities, turbulence and 
flow resistance were made to quantify their hydrodynamic performance.  
 
5.1 Experimental Methods 
Modeling flow within canopies with complex morphologies can be challenging. 
Flow velocity and turbulent properties will thus vary spatially in the canopy, leading to 
some mechanical dispersion. Therefore, it is so far nearly impractical to model these 
canopies directly in laboratories. Lowe et al. (2008) modeled flow in coral communities 
with and without waves in a 12.5 m long by 1.2 m wide wave-current flume at Stanford 
University. The real Porites compressa skeletons, with complex morphologies, were 
used as an experimental reef in their study. As the mangrove prop roots, to the author’s 
knowledge, no comparable models has been proposed or tested on a naturally complex 
prop roots, to investigate the detail flow properties and flow resistance.  
In this chapter, the artificial prop root model was designed by simplifying the 
complicated prop root system for use in laboratory experiments (Figure 5-1c). The 
fabrication of an artificial porous submerged structure was guided by previous 
investigations on the geometrical and material properties of prop roots. In Chapter 3, 
Figure 3-10 shows the artificial prop root model (scale: 1:7.5) constructed based on 
investigations into the characteristics of prop roots. The porosity θ of such model is 
varied between 0.980 and 0.995 at different elevations while the total volume herein is 
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defined using the footprint of flume floor area. The porosity range is representative of 
sparse and young Rhizophora prop roots. The model tree height, ht of the stem of the 
model is 40 cm, and the prop root system has a height k of 20 cm. The prop root 
diameter is scaled to D=4.5 mm, and the main trunk diameter is Dt=8 mm. The spatial 
density of main stems (mt) is 12.2/m2 and the density of prop roots near the flume 
bottom m(z0) is about 233/m2. 
Laboratory experiments were conducted in the recirculating glass wall tilting flume 
at National University of Singapore (Zhang et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2013). Flow rates 
of flume were monitored using an electromagnetic flowmeter with measuring accuracy 
± 0.2% - 0.5%. The flow depth was adjusted using a tail gate at the outlet of flume to 
obtain constant water depths (h) of 20 cm, 30 cm and 40 cm. The artificial prop root 
models cover a 6 m stretch of the flume as shown in Figure 3-1d.  
For each set of experiment shown in Figure 5-1b, measurements of velocities were 
first taken at locations D along the longitudinal direction (x) in the roots area of flume 
with at intervals of 1 m, i.e. x=4 m, 5 m, 6 m, 7 m 8 m and 9 m, in order to observe the 
flow establishment and determine the location of the fully developed flow region within 
the prop roots region. Once the fully developed uniform flow region had been 
determined, velocity readings were taken at eight horizontal locations (Figure 5-1b), 
which could be grouped into locations A, B, C and D at x=7.0 m and locations A, B, C 
and D at x=7.2 m.  
Vertical profiles consisting of 2-minute velocity readings with an interval ∆z=1 cm 
were collected using ADV at a sampling frequency of 100 Hz. The flow rates for all 
the sets of experiments varied from 9.6 L3/s to 38.4 L3/s. The flow conditions for each 
set of experiment are summarized in Table 5-1. Six flow scenarios with varying flow 
rates Q and water depth h were performed. The Reynolds number based on the 
hydraulic radius, (which is defined as Reh=Q/[ν(2h+B)], where B is the width of the 
flume and ν is the kinematic viscosity of water) varied between 9,600 to 27,400 (fully 
turbulent). The water surface slope S was measured using a pair of wave gauges with a 
resolution of 0.1 mm, positioned at different locations between 5 cm upstream and 
downstream of the uniform flow region (x=6.0 m to x=9.0 m). Zero surface slope was 











Figure 5-1 (a) Top view of four measurement positions (A, B, C and D) and their area 
weightings in relation to the prop root model. Photo was taken when the NUS flume 
was dry; (b) Top view of the designed models. Measurements were taken at four 
different positions in the fully developed flow region; (c) A photo for cross-sectional 


















P1.1 Entire roots 
submerged 
0.0096 0.20 0.109 2.7 9,600 640 
P1.2 0.0192 0.20 0.229 8.3 19,200 1,280 
P2.1 3/4 tree 
submerged 
0.0144 0.30 0.122 2.0 12,000 640 
P2.2 0.0288 0.30 0.243 6.3 24,000 1,280 
P3.1 Entire tree 
submerged 
0.0192 0.40 0.118 1.7 13,700 640 
P3.2 0.0384 0.40 0.233 5.3 27,400 1,280 
*The Re(Dt) is the Reynolds number with length defined using model tree trunk diameter. 
 
5.2 Flow Transition 
5.2.1 Approaching flow conditions 
Approaching flow is defined as the incoming flow upstream of prop roots area in 
the flume. Velocity measurements were taken at x=2.8 m (20 cm upstream from the 
frontal edge of the prop roots area) at three transverse locations; y=10 cm (10 cm away 
from the right sidewall looking downstream of flume), y=30 cm (center location) and 
y=50 cm. The general trend of the streamwise mean velocity profiles U at three 
transverse locations are seen to overlap (Figure 5-2), and their relative differences are 
less than 0.5 %, which indicate that the approaching flow to prop roots area is fairly 
uniform and symmetric in y direction. The estimated boundary layer thickness from the 
velocity profile is about 6 cm, and the velocity is roughly a constant outside the 
boundary layer in the vertical direction (z). Therefore, observed spatial variations in 
flow characteristics later in models area are caused by the presence of prop roots.  
The transverse mean velocity V and turbulent kinetic energy TKE are also plotted 
in Figure 5-2. Transverse velocities V take less than 1.5% portion of the main 
streamwise velocity magnitudes, thus they can be neglected compared to streamwise 
velocity U since the secondary flow is weak. Almost zero values of the TKE are found 
outside the estimated boundary layer (z>6 cm), which confirms that there is no strong 
shear in the approaching flow and the honeycombs and pipe straighteners have been 
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                             (e)                                                               (f) 
Figure 5-2 Streamwise velocity profile (U), Reynolds stress/density profile (-uꞌwꞌ), 
transverse velocity profile (V) and turbulence kinetic energy for experiment Exp. P1.1, 
P2.1 and P3.1 at three transverse locations, centerline, 10 cm (right and left) away from 





5.2.2 Flow establishment in mangrove prop roots 
Depending upon the objectives of the study, velocities measurements are usually 
taken in the uniform flow region where repeatability is crucial. In Section 3.3.6 (fully 
developed flow region), the flow establishment length Le for uniform flow in the 
submerged rods was studied. In the experiments for prop roots herein, the length of 
flow establishment was estimated using the same method. Streamwise velocity profiles 
were measured from x=2.8 m (approaching flow) to x=8.0 m with ∆x=1.0 m in all the 
experimental sets. The results of the streamwise velocities at x=6.0 m, 7.0 m, 8.0 m and 
9.0 m are plotted in Figure 5-3. It is found that the nearly uniform flow was established 
in the section between x=7.0 m to 9.0 m, since the mean flow velocity U changed by 
less than 3% between x=7.0 m and x=9.0 m even with the deepest water condition 
(h=40 cm). 
Therefore, a conservative estimation of flow establishment length Le in mangrove 
prop root models is about 4.0 m, which is between 10h to 20h (h-water depth). From 
the Figure 5-3, there are more variations in velocity magnitudes near the free surface 
in Exp. P1.1 and P1.2 than the other experimental scenarios. These variations tend to 
become small with an increased water depth. Thus the flow is less developed when the 
aspect ratio b/h is large at the same longitudinal position of flume. This finding is in 
agreement with the conclusion given by Raju et al. (2000), that the uniform flow 
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                               (e)                                                              (f) 
Figure 5-3 Streamwise velocity profile (U) of experimental runs at four different 
longitudinal locations along the flume length (x=6 m, 7 m, 8 m and 9 m). The water 





5.3 Mean Flow Structure 
5.3.1 Streamwise velocity measurements 
All the results presented hereafter are those pertaining to the uniform flow region 
at x=7 m, 8 m and 9 m. The averaged profiles of the streamwise mean velocity and 
Reynolds stress for the slow flow velocities (Exp. P1.1, P2.1 and P3.1) measured at 
position D are shown in Figure 5-4. About 4 cm from the bottom within the first layer 
of prop roots, where the roots density is m(z0)=233/m2, the Reynolds stresses and 
velocity gradients are both negligible and results show a uniform velocity profile 
somewhat similar to an emergent rods with a constant porosity (Baptist, 2005; Nepf 
and Vivoni, 1995). The value of -uꞌwꞌ is a maximum at the top of the first layer of roots, 
and then varies irregularly through the remaining layers of roots to a value close to zero 
near the free surface. The maximum Reynolds stress at the top of the first layer of prop 
roots provides an indication of the strong vertical turbulent transport close to the swamp 
bed. 
With increasing flow velocity as shown in Exp. P1.2, P2.2 and P3.2 in Figure 5-4, 
the general trend of these profiles are similar to the slower velocity cases. A reduction 
of the spatial density m(z) towards the surface suggests reduced blockage to the flow, 
which leads to faster moving flow velocities. However, two differences are spotted. 
One is the increasing trend of the mean velocity profile within the 1st layer of prop roots, 
which indicates that the mean velocity profile is not necessarily uniform as in an 
emergent rods flow. If the bulk flow velocity is fast, the shear production between 
vegetated flow and free flow are more significant because of an increase in velocity 
gradients at the interface, thus the mixing layer continues to extend into the first layer. 
The other difference is the amplification in Reynolds stress profile (-uꞌwꞌ) gradient and 







                               (a)                                                                 (b) 
 
                               (c)                                                                (d) 
 
                               (e)                                                                (f) 
Figure 5-4 The averaged streamwise mean velocity profile (U) and Reynolds 
stress/density profile (-uꞌwꞌ) of all the six experimental scenarios based on three 
longitudinal locations, x=7 m, 8 m and 9 m. Error bars indicate the standard deviations 
in the three different longitudinal locations. 
 
In the horizontal plane, the velocity measured in submerged vegetation with a 
constant porosity deviate at different horizontal locations and the deviations could be 
considered minor since the upper portion of velocity is not affected (Cheng et al., 2012; 
Zhang et al., 2012). However, such deviations cannot be neglected in the emergent prop 
roots. The streamwise velocity statistics from the ADV probe were examined at four 
different locations A, B, C and D in the uniform flow region (x=7.0 m in Exp. P1.1, 
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P2.1 and P3.1, x=7.0 m and x=7.2 m in Exp. P1.2, P2.2 and P3.2) to obtain the spatial 
mean. In Figure 5-5 at every measurement location, the prop roots cause the streamwise 
velocity profile to fall into a nearly straight line throughout the 1st prop roots layer 
(about z<8 cm), followed by a gradual increase in velocity until it reaches the free 
surface. The results are roughly similar to those obtained by other researchers including 
Wilson et al. (2003), using a three-dimensional sideways looking ADV to measure 
velocity over submerged vegetation, and Nepf and Vivoni (2000), using a LDV (Laser 
Doppler Velocimeter) to measure the flow structure in depth-limited vegetated flow.  
However, the vertical variation in velocity reflects the strong variation in the spatial 
density of the prop roots. We note that position D is in the central open area and 
deserves the greatest area-weighting, whilst locations A, B and C which are located in 
the root system have smaller area-weightings. Because of least blockage to flow in the 
open area, D has the fastest moving velocity, while B and C have the slowest moving 
velocity (Figure 5-5). The general trend of velocity profiles at position A is similar to 
D, except that the velocities have smaller magnitude at A. However, streamwise 
velocities measured at positions B and C for z>10 cm are significantly reduced because 
of the presence of these prop roots. The differences in streamwise velocity magnitudes 
between positions A and D with B and C are smaller in deep water, which reflects that 
their influence on flow becomes less significant with a larger submergence degree.  
The weighted mean streamwise velocity is useful for validating numerical models 
which employ spatially-averaged methods to account for the effects of vegetation. The 
weighted mean streamwise velocity within prop roots is defined as a spatially averaged 
value, based on the above four measurement positions (Figure 5-1a) with their 
corresponding area-weightings. The weightings were determined by the portion of area 
which the measurement position occupies. Position D in the open area occupies 40% 
of the total area and thus has a weighting of 40%, while the other three positions have 
weightings of 20% each (Figure 5-1a). An example is shown in Figure 5-6, where the 
weighted mean streamwise velocity is calculated based on eight different positions in 
Exp. P3.2. The error bars indicate the standard deviations between eight measurement 
positions with area-weightings. Because of the sharp spatial density difference above 
the first layer of prop roots, a logarithmic profile is able to grow at the strong shear 
layer above the 1st prop root layer, although the entire root model does not belong to 
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Figure 5-5 Streamwise mean velocity profile (U) of experimental scenarios at four 
different locations A, B, C and D in the uniform flow region. The readings were taken 







   
(b) 
Figure 5-6 (a) Weighted mean streamwise velocity profile in Exp. P3.2 calculated 
based on eight different spatial locations with area weightings. Error bars refer to 
standard deviations between eight locations. (b) Semi- logarithmic plot for (a) with a 










5.3.2 Transverse and vertical velocity measurements 
The mean transverse (V) and vertical (W) velocities were obtained together with 
the streamwise velocity U. Figure 5-7 shows the contributions from both transverse and 
vertical velocities to the velocity magnitude due to the presence of mangrove prop roots. 
The contributions from V and W are presented as a ratio between the resultant velocity 
√𝑉2 + 𝑊2 and the streamwise mean velocity U, which is formulated as: √𝑉2 + 𝑊2/𝑈. 
For all experimental scenarios, stronger non-uniformity in velocity was observed at the 
positions B and C, while at positions A and D the streamwise velocity was more 
pronounced with less contribution from transverse and vertical directions. 
For fast velocity cases in Exp. P1.2, P2.2 and P3.2, the measured flow has larger 
resultant velocities from transverse and vertical directions. However, the dimensionless 
ratios between resultant velocities and local streamwise velocities are independent of 
the velocities speed since the magnitudes of ratios from low velocities (Exp. P1.1, P1.2 
and P1.3) are similar to high velocities (Exp. P1.2, P2.2 and P3.2) cases in Figure 5-7. 
For large degrees of submergence cases (Exp. P3.1 and Exp. P3.2), the spatial 
variation of velocity tends to be uniform. We observed large ratios at measured 
positions A, B and C drop from 10 - 12% for low submergence degree cases (Exp. P1.1 
and P1.2) to roughly 6 - 8% for high submergence degree cases (Exp. P3.1 and P3.2). 
The general trend of ratio profiles from positions B and C return to zero with an 
increase in submergence degree, especially when the approaching velocity is fast (Exp. 
P1.2, P2.2 and P3.2 in Figure 5-7). This phenomenon is consistent with previous mean 
streamwise velocity profiles, which proves that the disturbance from prop roots to the 
flow field becomes less important with higher submergence degrees. 
The transverse and vertical velocities also reflect the strong variation of velocities 
in prop roots flow. Generally, transverse and vertical velocities have less contribution 
in the upper open area with fewer disturbances from the roots. The resultant velocities 
from both transverse and vertical directions are less than 3% of the streamwise velocity, 
hence they can be neglected. However the secondary current has to be considered if the 
velocity is studied inside or close to mangrove prop roots. For instance, in Exp. P1.2 
the secondary current is roughly 12% of the main streamwise velocity close to the 
swamp bottom (the first layer of prop roots) at some measured locations. Even within 
the sparse roots layers (5 < z < 15 cm), i.e. B and C may still provide 8% of the velocity 
variation. The geometric complexity of mangrove prop roots renders the velocity to be 
highly spatially-dependent, making it difficult to quantify the magnitude of secondary 
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Figure 5-7 The profiles of ratio between the resultant velocity of V and W and 
streamwise velocity U of all experimental scenarios at four different locations A, B, C 
and D in the uniform flow region. The readings were taken at x=7.0 m in Exp. P1.1, 




5.4 Turbulent Structure and Flow Resistance 
5.4.1 Turbulent kinetic energy measurements 
Bending prop roots and stems that protrude out of the water is likely to generate 
turbulence. For a sparse prop root system, the turbulence production related to 
vegetation is comparable to or greater than the bed shear production (Nepf and Vivoni, 
2000). Vegetation induced vortex in the stem wakes drains energy form the mean flow 
into the turbulent kinetic energy. The turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) profiles for the 
six flow conditions are shown in Figure 5-8. The shape of the profile at each measured 
location is different and its magnitude varies considerably with elevation. At position 
D, the highest turbulence energies are found roughly at the interface between dense and 
sparse roots layer (z=10 cm). Similar results are obtained for different degrees of 
submergence. The lowest turbulence energy occurs near the free surface and flume 
bottom.  
From previous vegetated flow studies, highest turbulence are usually found 
downstream of a rigid rod in the emergent vegetation (Liu et al., 2008; Stoesser et al., 
2010), since it is generated by eddies shedding from sides of the rigid cylinder in an 
alternating pattern, i.e. the von Karman vortex street. The turbulence energy produced 
equals to the rate of work done by the mean flow against rigid vegetation drag (Nepf, 
2012b). This is the wake-generated turbulence in emergent vegetation. In submerged 
vegetated flow, the highest turbulence is usually observed near the top of the vegetation 
layer (Ghisalberti and Nepf, 2006; King et al., 2012; Nepf and Vivoni, 2000), and its 
value decreases progressively until reaching zero at the flume bottom or water surface. 
The maximum turbulence energy is generated by the shear layer growth at the top of 
the submerged vegetation, which is characterized by rapid vertical mixing and coherent 
structures.  
The shear-induced turbulence is also observed in flow through prop roots, which 
have density variations in the vertical. Because of the blockage effects at different root 
layers, mean flow travels with different velocities within layers of the prop root, and 
thus the shear layers are generated between the layers. Referring to the streamwise 
mean velocity profiles (Figure 5-3.) and the geometry of the prop root model (Figure 
5-1c), the strongest shear layers are generated at elevation z = 10 cm corresponding to 
the interface between dense and sparse roots layers. Since the wake-generated 
turbulence has much smaller length scale compared to shear-generated turbulence, it is 
rapidly dissipated (Raupach and Shaw, 1982). This causes the turbulent kinetic energy 
in the open area between prop roots, such as position D, to be dominated by shear-
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generated rather than wake-generated turbulence. However, in the upper flow region 
near the main trunks, for instance at positions A, B and C, the wake-generated 
turbulence dominates (Figure 5-8d and Figure 5-8f).  
 
  
                            (a)                                                                (b) 
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                            (e)                                                                (f) 
Figure 5-8 The turbulent kinetic energy profiles of the experimental scenarios at four 
different locations A, B, C and D in the uniform flow region. The readings were taken 





5.4.2 Flow resistance 
A steady uniform flow region was created throughout the experiments, thus flow 
acceleration is not expected and we may employ the modified Morison equation (5.1) 
to compute flow resistance. The bulk drag coefficient CD for the prop root system was 
estimated from the following force balance for flow over emergent vegetation with the 
measurement of water surface slope (Table 5-1), since the water depth h is always 
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where h is the water depth and S is the measured surface slope, which is equal to the 
flume bottom slope here since the flow is uniform. θ is the fluid porosity within 
submerged prop root models, the mi is the root spatial density at elevation zi, and noting 
that mi is not a constant value due to the changing porosities of mangrove prop roots. 
∆z is the vertical thickness for each vegetated layer. D is the diameter of prop roots 
which may be assumed as uniform for typical Rhizophora sp. tree; Dt and mt are the 
parameters of the tree trunk, UQ is the bulk uniform flow velocity through roots and Cb 
is the bed Chezy roughness coefficient. Cb=65 was used based on the experimental 
results of flow over smooth bed. The water surface slopes (Table 5-1) are used to 
compute bulk CD for prop roots models The force contributed by the channel bed also 
can be negligible in a dense mangrove environment (Wolanski et al., 1980). 
A concept of mangrove prop roots length Le is adopted referring to the method used 










                                                    (5.3) 
where θ is the porosity; ∀ is the total control volume; Ap is the projected area of prop 
roots; UQ here is the bulk velocity and ν is the kinematic viscosity of water. 
Figure 5-9 shows the results of drag coefficient as a function of Reynolds number 
for the six experimental scenarios, decreasing from CD=1.8 (at Re=2×105) to CD=1.2 
(at Re=5×105) as Re increases. These values are found to be within the bounds of values 
reported by (USAC) (1984) and Husrin et al. (2012). An approximated Chezy C, with 
a value of 10 (friction factor f=0.60-0.80, Manning n=0.08-0.09), could be estimated 
approximately, which is almost the same as it for pneumatophores (Zhang et al., 2012). 
It shows that both types of mangrove roots offer much higher resistance to flow than 
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normal gravels. The estimated Manning n from this experiment is also in agreement 
with field studies in mangrove swamps with a surveyed Manning n of 0.1 given by 
Furukawa et al. (1997). 
 
 
Figure 5-9 Drag coefficient CD measured in this flume experiment as a function of 
Reynolds number Re; solid line with equation: averaged value of drag coefficient CD 
measured for parameterized mangrove models by Husrin et al. (2012); dashed line: 
drag coefficient recommended by (USAC) (1984) based on model tests in a channel 
flow with uniform cylinders. 
 
5.5 Chapter Conclusion 
(1) Flow through complex prop root models 
Flume experiments were performed for flow over mangrove prop roots with varied 
submergences and bulk velocities. The streamwise and transverse-vertical resultant 
velocity profiles were reported in detail for both transition and uniform flow. For the 
flow transition case, the flow establishment length in prop root models is fairly short, 
about 10h to 20h (h is the flow depth), due to strong disturbances to the flow field in 
the presence of the prop roots. The magnitudes of the streamwise velocities increase 
within the prop roots and peak above the roots near the free surface. The velocity 
profiles are dependent on measurement locations, as the flow velocities have high 
speeds in the open area between mangroves and are slowed down due to the blockage 
effect provided by the prop roots (Zhang et al., 2015).  
Reynolds stress and turbulent kinetic energy varies widely depending on the point 
measurement location. Turbulence energy is the largest at the shear layer between 
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dense and sparse prop roots in the open area of mangroves. If the measurement 
locations are close to the prop roots and main stems, the turbulence energy is attributed 
to wake-generated turbulence, which is typically smaller than shear-generated 
production between roots layers.  
 
(2) Flow resistance of prop roots 
Through the monitoring of water surface slope, we found that mangrove prop roots 
provide a high resistance to flow with an approximated Chezy roughness coefficient 
C=10 and drag coefficient CD=1.2-1.8 in the uniform flow. The Manning n =0.08-0.09 
derived in this experiment is similar to values obtained in mangrove field (Furukawa 












NUMERICAL VALIDATION AGAINST FLUME 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The water flow through mangrove roots is strongly three-dimensional. However, 
the numerical model with simulation of real complex structures is still computational 
power-consuming. It is impractical for large-scale hydrodynamic simulations involving 
large expanses of mangrove forests, such as Johor River (122.7 km long) in Malaysia. 
Therefore, the double-averaging numerical scheme of flow would be more suitable for 
description of flow through mangrove roots.  
In this chapter, flow properties measured at horizontally averaged areas, rather than 
at one single point, are used to validate numerical models using double-averaging 
scheme. The validated model can be further applied to simulation of large-scale river 
systems with mangroves planted. Some results in this chapter, such as input of drag 
coefficients and roots modeling scheme, would be potentially useful for engineers who 
have to model mangrove systems for practical purposes. 
 
6.1 Introduction of Numerical Model 
6.1.1 Governing equations 
The aim in this chapter is to compare the double-averaging numerical simulation 
results to the previously obtained flume measurements. The Delft3D-Flow (Version 
4.00) model, as an open-source software simulates flow hydrodynamics, sediment 
dynamics and morphological processes in shallow water environments (Deltares, 2012), 
was employed in this study to model current flows in laboratory experiments. The 
governing equations in Delft3D-FLOW are the three-dimensional, Reynolds-averaged 
Navier-Stokes equations under Boussinesq approximation and hydrostatic assumption. 
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            (6.2) 
where u, v and w are flow velocities in streamwise, transverse and vertical directions. f 
is Coriolis parameter, and this parameter may be assumed to be uniform, i.e. the earth’s 
curvature effect is not taken into account, if the model domain is smaller than 500 km2. 
ρ0 is reference water density. 𝜈𝑉  is the vertical eddy viscosity coefficient. Px and Py are 
horizontal pressure terms in x and y directions. Fx and Fy are Reynolds stress. 
The forces Fx and Fy in the momentum equations (6.1) and (6.2) represent the 
horizontal Reynolds stresses. In Delft3D-FLOW, however, for Fx and Fy a simplified 
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where 𝜈𝐻 is the horizontal eddy viscosity in horizontal direction (m
2/s). It is noted that 
Delft3D-FLOW solves RANS equations without transient term, and obviously the 
Reynolds stresses terms cannot be outputted, because the turbulence has been 
parameterized by the product of a so called eddy-viscosity with the spatial gradient of 
the mean quantities in this cause. This is a fundamental issue in using Delft3D. More 
complex modelling approach like DNS (Direct Numerical Simulation) or LES (Large 
Eddy Simulation) will be able to give real Reynolds stresses, but they require much 
more computational power.  
 
6.1.2 Vegetation module and turbulence model 
The vegetation module turbulent model in Delft3D-FLOW was first presented by 
Uittenbogaard (2003), as an extension of the 𝑘-𝜀 model and the vegetation effect was 
introduced into the model by adding a depth-distributed resistance force. The 
vegetation is represented by a group of vertical rigid cylinders with a pre-defined spatial 
density (m), height (k) and diameter (D). It is noted that those geometrical properties 
are functions of elevation (z) and thus can be applied in vertical grid layers. Additional 
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terms are introduced in the momentum, continuity equations and the turbulence closure 
model in order to take into account the resistance of the vertical cylinders. 
The vegetation model assumes a uniform flow condition, and the bed and wall drag 
effects are neglected because they are small compared to vegetative drag. The gravity 
correction term for water volume is represented with an area porosity value (1-Ap), i.e. 
the horizontal cross-sectional plant area per unit total area at elevation z, which reads: 
2 ( ) ( )
4
pA D z m z

                                          (6.5) 
The influence of vegetation on drag is modelled by adding an extra source term of 
friction into the momentum-equations, where the extra force term reads: 
0
1
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2
D DF C m z D zz z u z u z z k                   (6.6) 
where u(z) is the average flow velocity, ρ0 is the water density, FD(z) is the drag force 
per unit volume of vegetation (N/m3), CD(z) is the drag coefficient and z is the vertical 
coordinate starting at the bed bottom. 
The vegetation module uses the 𝑘-𝜀 model as turbulent closure and the transport 
equations are solved for both turbulent kinetic energy and energy dissipation. For three-
dimensional models the influence of vegetation leads to an extra source term in the 
equation for turbulent kinetic energy (6.7) and to an extra source term in the equation 
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where σx is the Prandtl-Schmidt number for any variable x, Pk is the shear production, 
Bk is the buoyancy and ε is the dissipation. The drag related source CfkuFD term and 
C2uFD account for the presence of vegetation. The set of standard constants are C1=1.44, 
C2=1.92, C3=1 or 0 (depending on stratification), σk=1.0, σε=1.30, Cfk=1 and τeff is the 
effective turbulence dissipation timescale. It is determined by the minimum of the 
dissipation time scale of free turbulence and the dissipation timescale of eddies in 
between the vegetation stems. νt is the eddy viscosity. Some parameters to describe the 
vegetation characteristics, such as stems height k, diameter D, spatial density m and the 
drag coefficient CD, are specified depending on the vegetation types. 
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6.2 Model Setup and Calibration 
6.2.1 Grids, time step and boundary conditions 
The numerical model was constructed based on the flume experiments described 
in the previous chapters. Different girds were employed for different flume conditions. 
The first numerical model was constructed following the configuration of the NUS 
current flume, with the exception that the mangrove models section in the numerical 
model was extended from 6 m to 40 m, since it was noted that the predicted flow has a 
slower flow establishment rate compared to physical experiments. The dimension of 
the computational domain was x=45.0 m, y=0.6 m and z=0.5 m. The grid resolution of 
∆x=0.1 m, ∆y=0.06 m and ∆z=0.01 m was adopted. The same grid resolution was used 
for simulating the SCU flume experimental results except that the flume width was 
reduced to y=0.5 m. Delft3D-FLOW is under the shallow water assumption, which 
means that the water depth is small compared to the horizontal length scales and that 
the vertical accelerations are assumed to be negligibly small compared to the 
gravitational acceleration. Therefore, the vertical grid size in our simulation models 
was several times smaller than the horizontal grid sizes. In addition, the grid should be 
further refined using higher resolutions around the interface cross sections (dot lines in 
Figure 6-1) between non-vegetated sections and vegetation patches, since the flow 
transition zone has strong hydrodynamic variations. However, the existing grids and 
domains were sufficient for our interest only in the fully developed uniform flow inside 
the mangrove models patches. 
Different gird resolutions were examined by checking the velocity and turbulent 
kinetic energy profiles at some fixed observation points. It is found that finer grids have 
little variation in the profiles compared to our existing grids. The vertical layers can be 
even reduced to ∆z=0.02 m, to maintain the same computed profiles, if a more efficient 
computation is needed. 
In Delft3D-FLOW, a stable combination of second order central and third order 
upwind spatial discretization is adopted, plus an ADI (Alternating Direction Implicit) 
time stepping scheme to discretize governing equations in time. It is remarked that in 
theory that the ADI method in time-step discretization is an unconditionally stable 
integration method in regular grids. However, the Courant number restriction Eq.(6.9) 
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where u is the depth averaged velocity (about 0.05 m/s to 0.15 m/s) and ∆x is the 
minimum grid size (0.01 m), C is the Courant number which equals to 1 here. Thus, 
the time step should satisfy the condition that ∆t<0.07 s and a time step of 0.06 s was 
adopted in our simulations. 
Two open boundary conditions were identified in the model, located at the inlet 
and outlet of flumes. At the inlet, the discharge boundary condition was employed and 
the water level boundary conditions were selected for the outlet (Figure 6-1). The 
sidewall roughness in the model was set to the free slip conditions as the flumes are 
composed of smooth glass. However, with the input bottom slope from measurements, 
the water level in numerical model did not have the exact same slope as the bottom, 
due to the neglect of sidewalls roughness. This gave rise to small acceleration terms in 
current, i.e. the flow velocity is not completely uniform along the channel length. This 
discrepancy (although small, less than 1 cm) was reduced by correcting the input 
bottom slope until the equilibrium water depths inside the vegetation patch were 
achieved along the flume length. Therefore, the steady uniform open channel flows 
were ensured in numerical models.   
 
 
Figure 6-1 Schematized computational domain and grid size in numerical models for 




6.2.2 Mangrove roots input 
The mangrove roots input in numerical model was achieved by the vertical plant 
structures, which describes the number of stems per unit area (m) and the stem diameter 
(D) as a function of elevation (z). The detail input information of geometries were listed 
in Table 6-1 and those diameters, spatial densities and porosity values corresponded to 
the flume experiments presented previously in this thesis study. It is emphasized again 
that the rigid cylinders shown in numerical scheme (Table 6-1) does not mean the ‘real 
structures’ in the model, but are schematic diagrams. The numerical model handles 
vegetation using the double-averaging method (i.e. porous media), thus those 
parameters, such as flow velocity and pressures, are homogenous within the 
computational domain as long as the inputted vegetation is the uniform.  
In the simulation of mangrove prop roots, the vertical domain (z) was divided into 
five computational layers with different spatial densities of vegetation input, i.e., the 
porosity was changing along the elevation direction. Within each layer, the porosity 
value was the same as it in the flume experiments of prop roots. For the input of drag 
coefficients, the drag coefficient CD=1.5 was used in model for flow over mangrove 
pneumatophores, as this value was obtained using both direct force measurements and 
momentum balance (in Chapter 4). The drag coefficient for prop root model could be 
a function of elevation (z), since the geometry of prop root system varies along vertical 
direction. However, only the overall drag coefficient CD=1.2 was obtained from the 
flume experiments of prop roots (in Chapter 5) and thus this value was used for the 
simulation of prop roots in numerical model. An adjustment of ±20% of the drag 
coefficient (CD=0.96-1.44) value was allowed in prop roots computation, to account 
for the vertical variation of drag coefficients when flow passing through the prop roots. 
The same varying percentages of the drag coefficient CD was also adopted by Defina 




Table 6-1 Summary of the geometrical inputs and numerical schemes in simulating 
flow over mangrove pneumatophores and prop roots. 
 
 
6.2.3 Validation with flow over gravels 
The numerical model was first validated using the results of flume experiment for 
flow over uniform gravels bed (without any roots model) in the NUS current flume. 
Refer to Appendix A, a roughness coefficient Chezy C of 39 for uniform gravels was 
obtained from calculations using semi-logarithmic fitting for velocity profiles based on 
turbulent boundary layer theory. Therefore, the obtained C=39 was adopted as the 
surface roughness in bottom boundary condition numerically.  
Additionally, the horizontal eddy viscosity 𝜐𝐻 in numerical computation is mostly 
associated with the contributions from horizontal turbulent motions and forcing that 
are not resolved, i.e. sub-grid scale of turbulence, by the horizontal grid. For the latter, 
the horizontal eddy viscosity 𝜐𝐻
𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘 is introduced as a user-defined input value. The 
same approach is applied for the vertical eddy viscosity 𝜐𝑉 as well. These two user-
defined horizontal and vertical background eddy viscosities were found to be 0.8 m2/s 
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and 1×10-6 m2/s respectively to give good predictions of mean velocity and turbulent 
kinetic energy profiles in our model simulations, including flow over uniform gravels, 
mangrove pneumatophore models and prop root models. The horizontal background 
eddy viscosity coefficient is much larger than the vertical coefficient, since the stress 
tensor is anisotropic in a three-dimensional shallow water flow.  
The model computed velocity and turbulent kinetic energy profiles are compared 
to the flume experiment results of flow over uniform gravels bed discussed in Appendix 
A. Good agreement between the numerical model predicted results and experimental 
measurements was found for streamwise mean velocity and turbulent kinetic energy 
(TKE) distributions along the vertical (Figure 6-2). Comparisons were carried out at 
the same longitudinal locations x=8.0 m of the flume, and it was found that the flow 
has been fully developed (i.e. uniform) in the shallow water condition (Exp. G1.0). 
However, in the deeper waters, such as Exp. G2.0 and Exp. G3.0, the flow was not 
fully established, since the velocity was constant and TKE was zero near the free 
surface region. The above validation with flow over uniform gravels experiments, 
indicated the model is accurate in simulating mean flow and turbulent structures for 





(a) Gravels, h=20 cm 
 
(b) Gravels, h=30 cm 
 
(c) Gravels, h=40 cm 
Figure 6-2 Comparison between numerical results and experiment measured velocity 
and turbulent kinetic energy profiles in the uniform flow regions (x=8.0 m) for flume 




6.3 Numerical Simulation Results 
6.3.1 Flow through emergent pneumatophores 
The models were later used to simulate mean flow and turbulent structure of open 
channel flows through simulated mangrove root models, including the emergent 
pneumatophores (Exp. E1.1-E1.3) in NUS flume, the submerged pneumatophores in 
SCU flume (Exp. C2.0-C3.0) and NUS flume (Exp. S1.0-S-4.0) and the emergent prop 
roots (Exp. P1.1-P3.2) in NUS flume. The experimental observations provided almost 
an overall picture of the normal quasi-steady tidal flow over mangrove roots 
(pneumatophores and prop roots) under different submergences (h/k=1.0, 1.25, 1.5, 2.5, 
3.5 and 4.5). 
The comparisons between flume measurements and numerical results of flow 
through pneumatophore models are shown first. Good agreement between modeled 
profiles and experimental measurements for mean streamwise velocity U was found in 
flow (Figure 6-3). The velocity profile measured at the center area within roots was 
used for model validation since it was the representative measured location in order to 
obtain the area-averaged parameters. The modeled mean velocity profiles are constant 
across the water depth and the flume bed turbulent boundary layer is diminished 
because of the presence of root models, which correspond to the experimental 
observations. Since the velocity gradient inside emergent vegetation is equal to zero, 
thus the observed shear stress also approached zero, which indicates that the turbulence 
transport is negligible over water depth in flow through emergent pneumatophores. The 
numerical predicted shear stress here is in agreement with the flume experimental 
observations as shown in Figure 6-3. 
 
 




(b) Emergent pneumatophores, UQ=15 cm/s 
Figure 6-3 Comparisons between numerical results and experimental measurements 
for mean velocity and shear stress in (a) Exp. E1.1 and (b) Exp. E1.3. 
 
6.3.2 Flow over submerged pneumatophores 
Usually the computations of experimental data of total turbulent kinetic energy or 
turbulence intensities are hard to obtain and are seldom reported in the engineering 
publications, especially due to the requirement of large number of measured locations 
in order to get the area-averaged values (López and García, 2001). However, in this 
section, the mean velocity and turbulent kinetic energy profiles measured using the 
double-averaging method on PIV data were used for comparisons with the numerical 
simulation results. Therefore, those experimental profiles are the real area-averaged 
values which represent the flow characteristics at the entire horizontal domain. Such 
validations against numerical models are much more accurate than using point 
measurements. 
Figure 6-4 shows the comparisons between model results and measured data at two 
submergences for mean flow and turbulent kinetic energy in the SCU flume. It can be 
seen from the figures that the emergent zone with a constant mean velocity deeply 
inside the root models can be captured accurately in the numerical model. The free 
upper flow velocity profiles match measurements as well. Therefore, the velocity 
gradients inside the shear layers under the two submergences are predicted accurately 
in the model.  
The model simulated turbulent kinetic energy results in the free upper flow above 
the root models are in agreement with the physical experimental observations (Figure 
6-4). However, as the TKE profiles inside the emergent zones (0 cm<z<15 cm), the 
model over-predicted the turbulent kinetic energy compared to the measurements. This 
overestimation in turbulent energy was also reported by Defina and Bixio (2005). 
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Similarly, they used the k-ε turbulence model based on double-averaging scheme in 
simulating vegetated open channel flow. They found that the compared results would 
be slightly better if those coefficients in the k-ε turbulence model could be revised. 
Nonetheless, the model is still unable to simulate the concave-shape in TKE profiles 
obtained experimentally when it approaches the flume bed (Figure 6-4). 
 
 
(a) Shallow submerged pneumatophores, h/k=1.25 
 
(b) Shallow submerged pneumatophores, h/k=1.50 
Figure 6-4 Comparisons between numerical results and experimental measurements 
for mean velocity and turbulent kinetic energy in (a) Exp. C2.0 and (b) Exp. C3.0. 
 
Figure 6-5 shows the comparison between numerical simulation results and flume 
measurements for mean velocity and turbulent kinetic energy profiles in submerged 
pneumatophore models with different submergences (h/k=1.5, 2.5, 3.5 and 4.5) in the 
NUS flume. As mentioned previously, the submerged pneumatophore models used in 
the NUS flume belong to the transitional density of vegetation (mkD<0.23), thus the 
numerical predicted mean velocity and turbulent kinetic energy profiles show that the 
shear layer penetrates to flume bed and the wake layer (i.e. emergent zone) does not 
exist. The turbulent kinetic energy still peaks at the top of pneumatophore models, 
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while it vanishes fast towards the flume bed. The numerical model herein has a better 
performance in prediction of TKE profile compared to the previous shallow flow (h/k 
=1.25 and 1.50) over dense pneumatophore models (Exp. C2.0 and Exp. C3.0).  
It is believed that the turbulent kinetic energy is related to the shear at the mixing 
layer on top of vegetation, and the shear determines the mixing mechanism in water 
flow. In the cases of dense vegetation with small submergences (in Exp. C2.0-C3.0, 
h/k<1.5 and mkD=0.36), the mixing layer development is restricted by the free surface 
and the wake layer. In that case, the shear or mixing coefficient increases with 
submergence degree, as the shear layer is able to be well-developed with less restriction 
from the free surface and wake layer. This explanation can be seen from the turbulent 
kinetic energy variation in Figure 6-4, as its maximum value at top of root models 
increases from 10 cm2/s2 to 15 cm2/s2.  
However, in the cases with transitional density of vegetation (mkD=0.19<0.23) 
under large submergences (h/k=2.5, 3.5 and 4.5), the shear layers are fully developed 
and penetrate to bed, since there is no restriction from free surface and the wake layer. 
In that case, the shear or mixing coefficients decreases with the submergence degree 
increases, since the percentage of mixing layer thickness to entire water depth is getting 
smaller, thus the mixing effect is getting less significant across the water depth. This 
changing pattern can be supported in Figure 6-5, as the maximum value of turbulence 








(b) Submerged pneumatophores, h/k=2.5 
 
(c) Submerged pneumatophores, h/k=3.5 
 
(d) Submerged pneumatophores, h/k=4.5 
Figure 6-5 Comparisons between numerical results and experimental measurements 
for mean velocity and turbulent kinetic energy in (a) Exp. S1.0, (b) Exp. S2.0, (c) Exp. 




6.3.3 Flow through prop roots 
The setup of prop roots in numerical model is different as the previous simple array 
of uniform cylinders for mangrove pneumatophores. The porosity of prop root models 
is not only changing along the water depth (z) direction, but varying in the horizontal 
plane (x-y) depends on their arrangements as well. Therefore, the flow and turbulence 
characteristics through prop roots are highly anisotropic. In that case, the area-averaged 
mean velocity and turbulent kinetic energy were assumed to be the arithmetic averaged 
values based on the eight different measurement locations results in Exp. P1.2, P2.2 
and P3.2 (refer to Figure 5-1) and four different locations in Exp. P1.1, P2.1 and P3.1. 
Therefore, the error bars shown in Figure 6-5 indicate the standard deviations through 
the averaging calculations of measurement results at eight or four different locations. 
In a previous study, Nezu and Sanjou (2008) found that even the value of the drag 
coefficient of uniform vertical vegetation elements in open channels is not constant in 
the vertical (z) direction. Dunn et al. (1996)also observed that the drag coefficient 
reaches its maximum at distances roughly at one third of rod-like elements height with 
a mean value close to CD=1.13±0.15. However, numerical computations were usually 
performed with a constant in drag coefficient close to 1.0-1.5 (Defina and Bixio, 2005; 
Kim and Stoesser, 2011; López and García, 2001). In our numerical predictions of 
mean flow through prop root models herein, a ±20% adjustment of drag coefficient 
CD=1.2 was allowed until the best fit of experimental measurements is obtained. By 
doing that, as can be seen from the comparisons in Figure 6-6 the numerical models 
have satisfied predictions in the mean velocity under different current velocities (UQ=8 
cm/s and 16 cm/s) and submergences (h=20 cm, 30 cm and 40 cm).  
For the second-order parameter turbulent kinetic energy, the experimental results 
show strong spatial variations (i.e. the error bars), especially when the current flow is 
fast (Exp. P1.2, P2.2 and P3.2). As can be seen from the comparisons between 
numerical results and experiment measurements for turbulent kinetic energy profiles in 
prop roots (Figure 6-6), the model performance are limited and only the orders of 
magnitudes of turbulence energy are correct. It seems that this homogenous porous 
media assumption using double-averaging method in numerical model is far away from 
the real physical prop root models. By considering the limitation of numerical model, 
the predictions of TKE profiles were tuned such that at least the sections of profiles 
close to flume bed can be matched with experimental observations, since the turbulence 
near bottom could be related to sediment transport. It is found that the prop roots are 
more efficient in reducing near-bed turbulence compared to mangrove pneumatophores, 




(a) Prop roots, h=20 cm, UQ=8 cm/s 
 
(b) Prop roots, h=20 cm, UQ=16 cm/s 
 





(d) Prop roots, h=30 cm, UQ=16 cm/s 
 
(e) Prop roots, h=40 cm, UQ=8 cm/s 
 
(f) Prop roots, h=40 cm, UQ=16 cm/s 
Figure 6-6 Comparisons between numerical results and experimental measurements 
for mean velocity and turbulent kinetic energy in (a) Exp. P1.1, (b) Exp. P1.2, (c) Exp. 
P2.1, (d) Exp. P2.2, (e) Exp. P3.1 and (f) Exp. P3.2. Error bars indicate the standard 




6.4 Chapter Conclusion 
Numerical simulations using three-dimensional Delft3D-FLOW based on double-
averaging method were applied to simulate the experimental scenarios. Comparisons 
between experimental results and numerical predictions clearly demonstrates the 
accuracy of double-averaging model in dealing with vegetated channel flow, as the 
numerical model can reproduce the vertical profiles of mean velocity, shear stress and 
turbulence energy. Therefore, the calibrated numerical models in this study can be 
further used to assess mangroves influence to tidal flow in a large-scale domain. 
Moreover, the numerical predictions of flow through mangrove prop roots show that 
the model can estimate the mean flow structure accurately even for some complex 
vegetation with non-homogenous geometries and arrangements.  
In general, mean velocity profiles are fairly accurately simulated by numerical 
model for both mangrove roots in all the flume experimental scenarios. Turbulence 
characteristics are poorly predicted for emergent pneumatophores and prop roots. This 
is mainly because the numerical model based on porous media assumption is not able 
to effectively account for the anisotropic turbulence in such environment. It is noted 
that there is almost no spatial variation of the experimental data presented in this study 
for numerical validations, because the flow parameters were computed using the PIV 









SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
7.1 Research Summary 
Mangroves are a specific type of evergreen forest that can be found along the 
coastlines and rivers of tropical and subtropical regions, particularly along estuaries 
where rivers discharge freshwater and sediment to the sea. These mangroves provide 
important ecological and economic functions to the local societies. Since 30 years ago, 
many interdisciplinary researches on mangrove ecosystem have been carried out, but 
the study of physical processes and hydrodynamics has been scarce and most of them 
were conducted in the fields, which is relatively difficult to draw a general conclusion. 
In addition, in many large-scale numerical studies, the mangrove fringed estuaries and 
coastlines were treated as rigid reflected boundary rather than an absorber of water and 
a sink for sediment. 
In view of those shortcomings, a series of experimental study of current flow over 
mangrove roots has been conducted in the Hydraulic Laboratories at the National 
University of Singapore and Sichuan University. The main objective was to collect 
detailed data of geometrical and material properties of mangrove roots, and study their 
influences to the riverine current flow. Two types of the most common mangrove roots 
found in Southeast Asia, pneumatophores and prop roots, were modeled in the 
laboratory flumes based on their different geometrical characteristics. Different 
submergences were performed in flume tests to simulate the tidal current under the 
quasi-steady assumption. Mean flow and turbulent structures were investigated and the 
roots induced current flow resistances were also deduced from both indirect and direct 
measurements. The hydrodynamic data were further used to validate the numerical 
simulations. In the course of the experiments with emergent pneumatophores, vortex 
induced transverse standing waves were encountered and the phase averaging method 





The investigation into the geometrical and material characteristics of mangrove 
pneumatophores and prop roots, shows that for both mangrove roots in a normal tidal 
environment, they can be regarded as rigid structures under the riverine hydrodynamic 
loadings. For pneumatophore, its Young’s modulus was found to be roughly 800 MPa 
using both tensile and three-point bending tests. For prop roots, it was found that they 
have branching ratio RB equals 2.3-3.4 and diameter ratio RD equals 1.1-1.4, which is 
independent of their ages and local environments. Mangrove prop roots have a higher 
Young’s modulus of roughly 15 GPa, which is the same order of magnitude as values 
found in bamboo.  
For flow over mangrove pneumatophores, on the basis of PIV measurements, the 
velocity profile inside the roots is location dependent, while the profile is independent 
of the measured locations above the roots layer. During the double-averaging analysis 
for PIV data, the horizontal dispersive stresses is found to be extremely small (<1×10-
4 m2/s2). The vertical dispersive stress can also be omitted since it takes less 5% of the 
magnitude of Reynolds stress. Thus, the momentum transfer, i.e. turbulence transport, 
in mangrove pneumatophores, is mainly generated by the vertical Reynolds stress. The 
turbulence intensities in three directions (x, y, z) in flow vary depending on spatial 
location and their double-averaged values are not the same at certain elevation. The 
turbulence within the roots is anisotropic. The streamwise and vertical double-averaged 
turbulence intensities peak near the top of roots, where the flow is highly sheared. As 
the flow resistance, the drag coefficients obtained from the roots clusters with relatively 
sparse roots are about 1.5. The staggered roots cluster has larger drag coefficients than 
the linear grid arranged cluster. Clusters with denser roots (i.e. large spatial density) 
have smaller individual drag coefficients than the sparse clusters. 
In flow through prop roots, magnitudes of the streamwise velocities increase within 
the prop roots and peak near the free surface. The velocity profiles are dependent on 
measurement locations, as the velocities have high speeds in the open area between 
prop roots and are slowed down due to the blockage effect provided by those roots. 
Moreover, Reynolds stress and turbulent kinetic energy varies widely depending on the 
point measurement location. As the flow resistance, we found that mangrove prop roots 
have drag coefficients CD=1.2-1.8 in the uniform flow. 
Comparisons between the experimental results and numerical predictions clearly 
demonstrates the accuracy of double-averaging model in dealing with pneumatophores 
vegetated channel flow. Therefore, the calibrated numerical model Delft3D-FLOW in 
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this study can be further applied to assess mangroves influence to tidal flow in a large-
scale domain. However, turbulence characteristics are poorly predicted for prop roots. 
This is mainly because the numerical model based on porous media assumption is not 
able to effectively account for the anisotropic turbulence in flow within such complex 
roughness models.  
The conclusions for both mangrove roots hydrodynamic studies are also listed in 














7.3.1 Mangrove roots structure studies 
The study on geometrical and material properties of mangrove roots provides a 
physical basis in simulating those roots in laboratory and computer. One implication is 
that the hydro-elastic model may not be necessary for mangrove roots simulation as 
long as the flood is not concerned. However, our surveyed mangrove trees were relative 
young and isolated, since field work were mainly conducted in Singapore coastal 
regions due to limitations in research permission and project duration. Mangrove 
forests found in Singapore thus may be no longer complete ecosystems compared to 
some large natural mangrove forests in Malaysia or Thailand. Therefore, more field 
works are required in those natural forests area in order to draw a more general 
conclusion for mangrove roots in Southeast Asia.  
In addition, compared to the soil condition in swamps, mangrove roots should be 
more difficult to be broken or failed because of their rigidity. Thus, the failure of 
mangroves during a tsunami or flood may be caused by uprooting or sliding in the 
swamps, due to the weak boundary conditions in soil. However, this mangrove roots 
stability in swamp was not explored in this study due to the complexity in studying the 
combination of swamp soil (plastic material) and roots underneath structure (elastic 
material). In that case, further geotechnical study on mangrove roots stability in 
swamps can be interesting in the future, including some pull out test of mangrove roots 
and numerical computation using finite element method.   
 
7.3.2 Mangrove hydrodynamic studies 
In this study, the mangrove pneumatophores were modeled as rigid rods in flume 
experiments. However, real pneumatophores in mangrove swamps are much more 
complicated than rigid rods. It is necessary to further study the following fundamental 
topics on basis of the present rigid rods assumption and furthermore to be applied to 
turbidity and sediment transport researches. 
 
1) Effects of flexible mangrove pneumatophores. In fact, some young mangrove 
pneumatophores are soft and flexible at the root tip section, which will lead to 
different velocity profile and coherent motion. Some special flow structure, 
such as Monami phenomena (Ghisalberti and Nepf, 2006; Nezu and Sanjou, 
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2008), will occur in the flexible vegetated flow. It is also noted that the root 
rigidity may not be homogenous along its length.  
 
2) Effects of mangrove roots arrangements. In the prop roots study, we have used 
the non-homogeneous model by changing the roots spatial density along the 
elevation. In the real mangrove swamps, prop roots may form root clusters. 
However, the prop roots in our study were placed uniformly without 
considering the overlapping or intersecting of roots. Different arrangements of 
mangrove roots may cause the secondary current in mean flow and make 
turbulence be more anisotropic.  
 
3) Effects of wave and current interaction. Most mangroves grow in estuaries 
which has free connections to the open sea, thus mangroves are subject to both 
river environments and maritime environments, including tides (quasi-steady 
current), waves and the influx of saline water. The hydrodynamics in 
mangroves should be influenced by the wave and current interactions. Till now, 
there is a lack of experimental data on wave-current interaction in vegetation, 
which should deserve more contribution.  
 
4) Applications in large-scale hydrodynamic and morphodynamic model. The 
calibrated mangrove roots models should be introduced into the large-scale 
hydrodynamic and morphodynamic models, such as Singapore Region Model 
and Johor River Model, with mangroves being simulated in coastal areas or on 
floodplains. The sidewalls of the model domain should be set as wet and dry 
boundaries rather than rigid non-slip reflecting boundaries. Mangroves not 
only impose extra source terms of friction in the momentum equation in 
hydrodynamic computation, but also function as absorbers to sink sediments 
in the transport equation in morphodynamic computation.  
 
7.3.3 Mangrove environmental studies 
In mangrove swamps, high suspended sediment concentrations are observed in and 
around mangrove roots with maximum value of 400 mg/L. In addition, the grain sizes 
inside mangrove swamps are also low with values between 20 μm and 200 μm (Dekker, 
2006). During the small submergence of mangrove pneumatophores and prop roots in 
a tidal period, the flow velocity and shear stress on channel bed has been reduced based 
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on our experimental results. Especially in the emergent case, the near bed shear stress 
and bed shear stress become negligibly small and thus the suspended sediment will 
settle down on the river bed. Therefore, it is conjectured that mangrove roots increase 
sedimentation and decrease erosion due to a reduction in flow velocity and shear stress 
near bottom. The consequence of this conjecture for river and estuary management is 
that mangroves can stabilize river banks and coastlines.  
However, till now, there is much work needed to quantitate sediment transport 
within regions of mangroves. In the laboratory experiments, there is still no reliable 
method to estimate the mean bed stress in vegetated water flow and whether the mean 
bed stress is the sole relevant parameter in sediment transport is still unknown (Nepf, 
2012b). In the field studies, the observation for swamp soil sedimentation and erosion 
is extremely hard and time-consuming since the order of magnitude for sediment 
accretion is mm/year. The feedbacks between mangrove roots, flow hydrodynamics 
and morphodynamics are still needed to be understood. Mazda et al. (2007) gave an 
entire picture (Figure 7-3) of the links and connections with each other for forming 
riverine mangrove ecosystems through physical processes (some components of the 
links considered in this study are shadowed), and it is shown that there is still plenty of 
work ahead.  
 
 
Figure 7-3 Links between mangrove topography characteristics, physical processes 
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PRELIMINARY TESTS OF FLOW OVER GRAVEL BED IN NUS 
FLUME 
 
1. Alignment and positioning of instruments  
Experimental raw data are very often contaminated by inconsistencies in the flow 
conditions in laboratory and instrument error (Lim, 2013). In order to overcome these 
problems, the accurate alignment of instruments must be ensured and this aspect can 
be verified with some preliminary tests in the flume. On the other hand, one of the 
objectives in this study is to obtain the flow resistances induced by mangrove roots and 
compare them with normal roughness element, such as uniform gravels. In view of the 
above issues, the flume experiments of flow over uniform gravels and smooth bed were 
conducted in NUS and SCU current flume respectively. 
The flume experiment of flow over gravel bed was conducted in the NUS flume 
(Figure 3-1a). The rough flume bed was simulated, with gravels having average 
diameters of 3-9 mm placed from the inlet x=0.0 m to x=9.0 m on the glass bottom of 
current flume. The measurements were obtained at x=2 m, x=4 m, x=6 m and x=8 m, 
along the centerline (y=30 cm) of flume. Different water depths (h) were performed to 
investigate the flow patterns and turbulent structures. The detailed flow conditions of 
the experiment of gravel (i.e. Exp. G) can be seen from Table A-1. 
 
Table A-1 Hydraulic properties of flow over uniform gravels flume bed experiments 
Rum Q (L/s) h (cm) Mean U at centerline1 (cm/s) Re Fr 
G1.0 12 20 11.31 22,620 0.081 
G2.0 18 30 10.96 32,880 0.064 
G3.0 24 40 11.21 44,840 0.057 
1 Mean U at centerline means the magnitude of velocity is obtained from time-averaged velocity profile 




The axes of the velocity probe have to be aligned as accurately as possible with the 
predefined axes of the flume, in order to ensure a correct interpretation of all the 
velocity components. The verticality of the velocity probe, i.e. ADV, was adjusted with 
a handheld leveling ruler until a satisfactory vertical alignment was achieved. Several 
vertical velocity profiles as presented in Figure A-1 at different longitudinal (x) 
locations and in Figure A-2 at different transverse (y) locations of flume show the probe 
was mounted vertically since all the time-averaged vertical velocity W were very close 
to zero. It is noted that the “verticality” of probe here refers to the flume coordinates. 
The probe is perpendicular to flume bottom, which may have a slope, rather than 
perpendicular to the ground. Because the flume bottom slopes used in this study were 
all smaller than 0.03, i.e. θ=1.72° (cosθ=0.9995), the water depths h, although should 
be measured perfect vertically, were thus approximately measured perpendicular to the 
flume bed. 
On the other hand, the alignment of ADV with x- and y-axis was adjusted by 
making the x-axis be the direction of the current moving, i.e., streamwise direction. 
Since the probe was mounted at the centerline (y=0.5B) on the flume carriage, the v-
component mean velocity should be zero if the x-axis reference of the probe was 
precisely aligned with the direction of the current. This condition of alignment was also 
satisfied in the flume as can be seen from Figure A-1 and Figure A-2. The time-
averaged transverse velocity V only takes less than 1% of the streamwise velocity U. 
As the uniformity of inflow current, it has been checked before every experimental 






(a) x=2.0 m 
 
(b) x=4.0 m 
 
(c) x=6.0 m 
Figure A-1 Mean velocity profiles U, V and W along the x, y and z directions and 
Reynolds stress profile for flow over uniform gravels at longitudinal locations (a) x=2.0 





Figure A-2 Mean velocity profiles U, V and W along the x, y and z directions for flow 
over uniform gravels at longitudinal locations x=8.0 m when water depth h=40 cm in 
the NUS flume. Velocities were averaged at three transverse locations, y=15 cm, 30 cm 
(flume centerline) and 45 cm. Error bars refer to the standard deviations between the 
three transverse locations. 
 
2. Flow resistance of uniform gravels bed 
In the current flow over gravel experiments, the average height or thickness of the 
gravel bed measured from the flume glass bottom was obtained using a point gauges. 
It was found that the average gravel layer height k was about 0.95 cm. The classic 
logarithmic velocity profile is presented in Eq. (1.1) and Jackson (1981) proposed that 
d=0.7k (k-roughness element height) gives a good estimate for the displacement height 
d. Negara (2009) used this 0.7 times relation in his experiments for the same batch of 
gravels and in the same flume as in this study. Therefore, the theoretical bed was 
defined at the 0.7k elevation (about 0.7 cm above the glass bottom) in this study, where 
the location is z=0, i.e. 0.3k below the surface of the average gravel layer.  
The boundary layer thickness was estimated using the turbulent boundary layer 
development over a rough plate theory. The layer development over the gravels was 
considered to start from the flume inlet from where the gravels were placed. The 
measurement points within 1.0 cm from the surface of the gravels were dropped due to 
the strong noise from the ADV. For the boundary layer upper limit, only the measured 
velocities within a level at 2/3 of the estimated boundary layer thickness δ were used 
for the logarithmic fit of the velocity profiles. Mean velocity profiles were plotted in 
the semi-logarithmic graphs with lg (z) vs U. This procedure was done iteratively until 
a highest regression coefficient was achieved. An example of semi-logarithmic graph 
is shown in Figure A-3 below. 
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Referring to Table A-2, the overall mean value of z0 is 0.097 cm with standard 
deviation of 0.012 cm. The calculated shear velocity is 1.053 cm/s based on Eq. (7.1). 
The equivalent Nikuradse sand grain roughness kn=30 z0 was calculated to be 2.90 cm. 
The calculated shear velocities u*, friction factor f and Chezy coefficient C in the 
experiments of flow over uniform gravels bed are also shown in Table A-2. The 
equations used for calculations are listed as: 
                                        (8.1) 
                                                (8.2) 
                                                (8.3) 
where u* is the shear velocity; κ is the von Kármán constant, equals to 0.4; U is the 
depth averaged streamwise velocity in the flume; f is the friction factor and C is the 
Chezy roughness coefficient. 
As can be seen from the results listed in Table A-2, when the flow is developing 
from x=2 m to 8 m, the shear velocity is getting smaller and when the water depth (h) 
becomes larger, the friction factor f is getting smaller. For the Chezy C, the roughness 
of gravels also can be simply calculated by using Strickler equation which reads as: 
                                                  (8.4) 
                                                     (8.5) 
where ks is the dimension of a physical roughness element, ks=0.95 cm was obtained 
using point gauges measurements previously, n is Manning’s roughness coefficient and 
h is the water depth. The Chezy C is computed as 39 when the Strickler equation is 



























Figure A-3 Semi-logarithmic plot of the velocity profile at the centerline of the NUS 
flume at a longitudinal position x=4.0 m downstream of the inlet with a 40 cm water 
depth (h) for flow over gravel bed. 
 
Table A-2 Calculated shear velocities, friction factor and Chezy C in the experiments 
of flow over uniform gravel bed in NUS flume. 
Location (m) 
zo (cm) u* (cm/s) R2 f1 Chezy C1 
h x 
0.2 m 
2 m 0.098 1.144 0.964 
\ \ 
4 m 0.090 1.067 0.985 
6 m 0.087 1.062 0.990 
0.071 33.2 
8 m 0.081 1.071 0.992 
0.3 m 
2 m 0.114 1.159 0.965 
\ \ 
4 m 0.119 1.181 0.925 
6 m 0.099 0.962 0.971 
0.062 35.6 
8 m 0.104 0.975 0.965 
0.4 m 
2 m 0.100 1.147 0.988 
\ \ 
4 m 0.080 0.973 0.990 
6 m 0.098 0.959 0.993 
0.057 37.1 
8 m 0.095 0.932 0.977 
Mean 0.097 1.053 0.975 
0.063 35.3 
Standard Deviation 0.012 0.090 0.019 
1Friction factor f and Chezy C are the roughness coefficients defined for uniform flow, thus they 






PRELIMINARY TESTS OF FLOW OVER SMOOTH BED IN 
SCU FLUME 
 
1. Comparison between ADV and PIV 
The experiments for current flow over a smooth glass bottom were conducted in 
the SCU flume. The motivation was to check the flow uniformity in this new 
constructed current flume and obtain the roughness coefficient of smooth glass bottom. 
Water depth of 30 cm was performed to investigate the flow velocity patterns. The 
velocity profiles were taken using an ADV at x=2 m, x=4 m, x=6 m and x=8 m 
downstream of the inlet. Three velocity profiles were taken respectively at 2 m and 8 
m downstream of the inlet at the center and 10 cm on both side of the flume centerline 
(y=15 cm, 25 cm and 35 cm). For locations x=4 m and x=6 m, velocity profile 
measurements using ADV were taken only at the centerline of the flume (y=25 cm) 
(Figure B-1). A PIV measurement in velocity was taken at x=8 m at the flume centerline 
as shown in Figure B-1.  
Figure B-2 shows the velocity profiles at the three transverse locations at 2 m and 
8 m downstream of the inlet. It can be seen that the flow boundary layer was still 
developing at x=8 m in flume due to the small roughness effect from the smooth glass 
bottom. The uniformity of the flow in y direction was satisfied at both locations since 
the differences between velocity magnitudes at three transverse locations are fairly 
small. The velocity is a bit faster at the centerline, about at most 4.0 % faster than the 
velocities on either side of the centerline. The boundary layer can be estimated using 
the same methods discussed in the previous section for flow over gravels bed. The 
boundary layer (not fully developed yet) at x=8 m is estimated to be 7.0 cm based on 






Figure B-1 Measurement locations for flow over smooth glass bed in SCU flume. 
 
 
Figure B-2 Streamwise mean velocity profiles at the three transverse locations (y=15 
cm, 25 cm and 35 cm) at x=2 m and x=8 m for flow over smooth glass bed in SCU 
flume. 
 
The PIV measurement were taken at x=8 m, y=25 cm (centerline of flume) for a 
vertical 30 cm×30 cm LLS (laser light sheet), in order to confirm its accuracy and 
reliability by comparing with the overlapped ADV measurements at the same position. 
The streamwise mean velocity profiles, turbulent kinetic energy and Reynolds stress 
profiles at the same measured locations using both ADV and PIV are shown in Figure 
B-3. Differences between mean velocity measurements is less than 2.0%, thus both 
instruments give nearly the same values for the first order parameter, i.e. mean velocity. 
However, PIV measures only two dimensions (x and w), which makes the measured 
turbulent kinetic energy smaller than ADV (a three-dimensional instrument) 
measurements. For Reynolds stress profile, PIV and ADV can match well since only u 





(a) U and TKE 
 
(b) U and Reynolds stress 
Figure B-3 Measurements comparison between ADV and PIV at x=8 m, y=25 cm 
(SCU flume centerline). (a) Mean streamwise velocity and turbulent kinetic energy 
profiles; (b) Mean velocity and Reynolds stress profiles. Error bars indicate standard 
deviations of time-averaged data of PIV. 
 
2. Flow resistance of smooth bed 
For the roughness determination, it was decided to use the measured points up to 
2/3 (about 4.4 cm) of the estimated boundary layer thickness to apply logarithmic fit of 
the velocity profile obtained from PIV. The bed roughness (z0=0.0015 cm) and shear 
velocity (u*=0.50 cm/s) were obtained through the plotting of semi-log diagram (Figure 
B-4), hence allowing a Chezy roughness coefficient C of 68 and friction factor f of 
0.017 to be derived for the smooth glass bottom. It is noted that the above calculations 
of roughness were estimated using the uniform flow theory based on equations (8.2) 
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and (8.3) shown in the previous Appendix A, although the current flow herein was not 
fully developed yet.  
The friction factor f obtained in this current flume is slightly larger than the value 
reported by White (1979) for glass (f=0.012). This difference may due to the strong 
shear near the flume bottom since the flow was still developing. The final uniform flow 
over glass bottom should have a smaller friction factor f. 
 
 
Figure B-4 Semi-logarithmic plot of the velocity profile at the centerline of SCU flume 
at a longitudinal position x=8.0 m downstream of the inlet with a 30 cm water depth (h) 





TRANSVERSE OSCILLATIONS IN CUURENT FLOW 
THROUGH RIGID EMERGENT RODS 
 
1. Introduction 
1.1 Phenomenon of transverse oscillations 
The transverse surface wave phenomenon, generated by vortex shedding from the 
rigid cylinders in open channel flow, was first reported by Zima and Ackermann (2002). 
In their experimental tests, one-inch diameter cylinders were spaced densely over a 
long area of the flume. Under certain flow conditions, the observed wave amplitudes 
could be 35% of the mean flow water depth, and a theory-based formula was used to 
determine the relationship between the vortex-induced surface wave amplitude and the 
flow conditions. However, the frequencies of vortex shedding and water surface 
fluctuation were not measured experimentally in their study. Ghomeshi et al. (2007) 
conducted laboratory flume experiments with rigid rods installed in the bed with 
fourteen different arrangements and the dimensional analysis was employed based on 
observed data to find a relationship between the wave amplitude and some other 
significant parameters, including Strouhal number St, rods diameter D and the spacing 
between rods. 
The transverse standing waves in current flow over rigid cylinders were also 
reported by Tinoco and Cowen (2013) through their flume experimental analysis of 
temporal resolution of the drag plate. The drag plate measurements accurately captured 
the high-frequency variations due to the transverse standing wave, providing a valuable 
insight into how the wave motion affects the drag on rigid cylinders. Zhao et al. (2014) 
conducted flume experiments to investigated the free surface fluctuations induced by 
an array of rigid cylinders in various open channel conditions. They concluded four 
types of surface patterns based on experimental results, including plane surface without 
significant fluctuations, transversely oscillating surface, longitudinally oscillating 
surface and locally disturbed surface. They believed the transversely oscillating surface 
appears to be standing waves and can be well described by velocity potential equations. 
It was found the free surface fluctuation reached its maximum when the standing wave 
changed from its first mode to the second mode. 
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It is believed that vortex-induced surface waves in flumes have not been fully 
recognized as few references are found in the literature. Most previous work has 
focused on wave amplitudes prediction and the verification of resonance using only 
water surface monitoring data. The influence of this standing wave motion on the main 
current flow and its induced periodic velocity characteristics were hardly considered. 
In this chapter, we attempt to fill in the gap on vortex-induced standing wave in a 
laboratory flume using physical experiments. The measurements were taken for surface 
oscillations and flow velocities and the data were analyzed under the resonance 
condition. A new formula was proposed using momentum balance to predict the 
vortex-induced surface wave amplitudes and its estimations were compared with the 
experimental data. It is found that the vortex-induced transverse standing wave has 
significant influence on main current flow through emergent vegetation, and therefore 
it should be avoided in flume experiments. The turbulent quantities would be affected 
by the standing waves arising from resonance or near resonance conditions. However, 
the wave generated periodic influence could be eliminated through the phase averaging 




Figure C-1 Transverse standing waves in SCU flume for 1st and 2nd mode of vibration, 
five rods are placed in flume for one row (the drawing of rods diameter is not in scale).  
 
1.2 Resonance theory 
Consider a free stream of current velocity U that passes a cylinder of diameter D. 
The periodic vortex shedding occurs behind the cylinder when the Reynolds number, 
defined in terms of the approach velocity U and the diameter D, of the cylinder is 
greater than 40 approximately. When the vortex behind each cylinder is shed, the 
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resulting pressure forces are transmitted through the water resulting in reflections from 
neighbouring cylinders and triggering the formation of transverse surface waves 
because of the reflecting sidewalls of the flume. The frequency of vortex shedding (fs) 
is calculated by the following equation (Strouhal, 1878): 
                                                 (8.6) 
where U is the free stream velocity, D is the diameter of rods and St is Strouhal number. 
For a cluster of rods arranged in staggered rows if the fluid is gas the Strouhal number 
is based on the two ratios: the distance between the rigid rods in a row (S) and the 
distance between the rods rows (T), and their relationships are presented in Figure C-2 
below (Blevins, 1977). The condition that both ratios were larger than 4.0 is adapted of 
rods in the SCU flume; and this has been reported in other vegetated flow experiments 
(Cheng and Nguyen, 2011; James et al., 2004; Liu et al., 2008). The condition falls in 
the range where the Strouhal number St has a constant value St=0.20. It is also noted 
that Strouhal number (St) is a function of the cylinder Reynolds number (Re). However, 
St is nearly a constant, around 0.20, for Re values between 300 to 3.0×105 (White, 1979). 
 
 
Figure C-2 Strouhal number map for staggered rods in gas experiment (White, 1979) 
 
For the SCU flume with rectangular cross-section (width B and flow depth h) as 
shown in Figure C-1, the natural frequency of oscillation is derived from the small-
wave amplitude theory (Dean and Dalrymple, 1984), using the possible wave length 









k=2π/L and the frequency f=1/T. The properties of the standing waves between the 
flume sidewalls may be estimated with the following equations:  
                                          (8.7) 
                                (8.8) 
where the forcing function arises from the vortex shedding, then combining Eq. 
(8.6)and Eq. (8.8) the ratio of the vortex shedding frequencies, i.e. forcing frequency fs 
and the transverse standing wave natural frequency f in the flume becomes: 
                              (8.9) 
If the frequency ratio equals unity, it means the forcing frequency fs is equal to one 
of the natural frequencies f of the transverse standing wave. The condition of resonance 
is created because of the shedding of vortices, and thus the energy content (wave 
amplitude a) of the standing wave is amplified.  
For the first-order mode (n=1) oscillation of transverse standing wave and deep 
water (kh>𝜋) conditions are assumed, we have tanh (kh) =1. Thus Eq. (8.9) simplifies 
to the following equation: 
                      (8.10) 
As can be seen from the above equation, if the water depth is greater than the width 
of the flume, the resonance function is no longer dependent on the water depth h. If the 
current flume is narrow (h/B close to 1, narrow flume is commonly used in laboratory 
experiments) and the geometries (diameter D) of simulated vegetation are fixed, the 
approaching velocity U is uniquely defined. The vortex-induced transverse standing 
wave in emergent rods is independent of water depth h in flume. 
On the other hand, for the shallow water assumption (kh<π/10) and the first-order 
mode of oscillation of the standing wave, we have tanh (kh) =kh. The previous Eq. (8.9) 
is simplified as shown below: 
                          (8.11) 
It is noted that the above resonance condition in inducing transverse standing wave 
is more likely to occur in a wide open channel (B>>h), which is more common in the 
field. The resonance function is dependent on the water depths h. 
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2. Experimental Results 
2.1 Transverse wave frequencies and amplitudes 
Experiments of flow over emergent pneumatophores were conducted using two 
types of rods models in the NUS flume and SCU flume. The dimensions and flow 
properties of the two experimental scenarios are listed in Table C-1. Fundamental 
frequency f and forcing frequency fs were also computed using Eq. (8.6) and Eq. (8.8). 
The transverse surface wave amplitudes were monitored using three capacity-type 
wave gauges which were fixed at two sides and centerline of flume in the uniform flow 
region (Figure C-4). For each experimental scenario, water levels were measured for 
three times and each time had a recording duration of 3 minutes with a sampling 
frequency of 100 Hz. The measured average wave amplitudes a of the transverse 
standing waves in NUS and SCU flumes are shown in Table C-1.  
 
Table C-1 Flume dimensions and flow properties in NUS and SCU experiments, with 
the modes of vortex-induced standing waves obtained through theoretical analysis. 
Condition 
Forcing frequency fs Natural frequency f 
Ratio 
UQ1 D fs B h n a (cm) f 
NUS2 
0.05 0.008 1.25 0.6 0.295 1 0.12 1.09 1.14 
0.15 0.008 3.75 0.6 0.295 \ 0.15 3.78 0.99 
SCU2 
0.10 0.018 1.11 0.5 0.195 1 0.91 1.15 0.97 
0.15 0.018 1.67 0.5 0.195 2 0.74 1.75 0.95 
1The UQ is cross-sectional bulk velocity, obtained from Q/A, with Q is read from flowmeter. 
2The units for the parameters (except for a) shown in Table 4-1 are in SI units, m, m/s and Hz. 
 
 




Based on the channel experiments carried out by Zima and Ackermann (2002), 
their flume results indicated the greatest surface wave amplitude occurred when the 
frequency ratio fs/f was between 0.7 and 1.3. The consistency of the frequencies is 
checked with time-series water level data and surface elevation power spectra in our 
experiments. The coincidence in spectral peak values for the experimental scenarios in 
water surface measurements is shown in Figure C-4 to Figure C-5.  
For the SCU experiment scenario with bulk velocity U of 0.1 m/s, it was the first 
mode vibration with a frequency of 1.15 Hz according to the theoretical analysis. The 
frequency corresponding the peak value in the spectra analysis was found to be 1.12 
Hz (Figure C-4), which was just 2.7% smaller than the predicted frequency value. The 
measured standing wave amplitudes at the two sides of the channel showed a phase lag 
of just half a wavelength, which confirmed that the vibration mode in the channel was 
1st mode. The spectrum analysis of the second experimental scenario in SCU flume 
with bulk velocity of 0.15 m/s is shown in Figure C-5. The measured frequency 
corresponding to the spectral peak was 1.74 Hz, which was fairly close to the theory 
predicted 1.75 Hz at the second mode oscillation. The time-series data of water level at 
two sides of channel indicated that there was no phase difference in the two surface 
levels, which is typically observed for the second mode standing wave. However, the 
wave shape was not a perfect sinusoid as the amplitude changed with a certain pattern 
(Figure C-5). This could be due to the spatial variations of current velocities in the 
flume, including flow establishment and wall boundary layer, which triggered a range 
of different forcing frequencies fs. These forcing frequencies may induce different 
modes of surface oscillations while the monitoring data was a superposition of them. 
A higher mode vibration example is shown in Figure C-6 which is the flow over 
emergent rods in NUS flume with a bulk velocity of 0.15 m/s. The coincidence in the 
frequencies between the resonance theory predicted value 3.78 Hz and the measured 
value 3.68 Hz can still be found. However, no patterns of the transverse surface wave 
shape could be traced due to the high mode vibration, which generated many wave 
crests and wave troughs in the flume transverse direction that could not be described 
properly. It is also noted that the amplitude values found in NUS flume experiments 
are much smaller than the SCU flume experiments, and it might be due to the smaller 
rod diameter (D=6 mm, m=400 rods/m2 in the NUS flume and D=18 mm, m=100 
rods/m2 in the SCU flume). Because the vortex size generated from flow passing a rigid 
cylinder is determined by the cylinder diameter and Reynolds number (Blevins, 1977). 
If the rod diameter is small, the vortex with small size may cause high energy 
dissipation (the relation might be written roughly as ≈τU≈U 2/D), thus the large wave 
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energy (i.e. wave amplitude) will not be produced in the current flume. Therefore, the 
following results and discussion in this chapter are all based on the SCU flume 
measurements with strong transverse standing wave conditions. 
 
 
Figure C-4 A time-series (150 s-170 s) of water level fluctuations (unit: mm) from the 
walls of the SCU flume (emergent rods, h/k=1.0, UQ=10 cm/s) and the water level 
spectra (at left sidewall, y=50 cm) with its peak value location in Exp.C1.1. 
 
 
Figure C-5 A time-series (80 s-100 s) of water level fluctuations (unit: mm) from the 
walls of the SCU flume (emergent rods, h/k=1.0, UQ=15 cm/s) and the water level 





Figure C-6 A time-series (60 s-65 s) of water level fluctuations (unit: mm) from the 
walls of the NUS flume (emergent rods, h/k=1.0, UQ=15 cm/s) and the water level 
spectra (at left sidewall, y=60 cm) with its peak value location in Exp. E1.3. 
 
2.2 Influence to main current flow 
When many rods are present in the flume and it is assumed that their spatial density 
does not affect the standing wave field to any significant extent, this implies that the 
rod diameter is also small compared to the wavelength. The volume occupied by the 
rods is not accounted and the porosity (θ) is expected to be high in our study. Assume 
a transverse standing wave has amplitude a, wave number k and frequency number 𝜎 
with the first mode of oscillation with wave crest at y=0 and trough at y=B=L/2 (B is 
the flume width and L is the wave length, refer to Figure C-1), we have the following 
equations for water surface and transverse orbital velocity based on Airy linear wave 
theory: 
                                                 (8.12) 
                          (8.13) 
                       (8.14) 
Eq. (8.13) and Eq. (8.14) allow the velocity field of transverse standing wave 
induced by vortex in the current flume to be solved. For the experiments conducted in 
SCU flume where the current bulk velocity was 10 cm/s, the water depth h was 20 cm 





















and the measured wave amplitude was 0.91 cm, hence allowing the wave particle 
velocity components v and w to be obtained. Examining the transverse v and vertical w 
velocity components as a function of position, it is clear that they are 90° out of phase. 
The maximum values of the transverse velocity v appears at the centerline of flume 
(y=0.5B) if it is the first mode oscillation, while the maximum vertical velocity w occurs 
at the sidewalls (y=0 or y=B). 
The variation of the standing wave velocity components (v and w) with depth is 
best viewed by plotting the velocity profiles, showing that both velocity components 
decrease exponentially. In Figure , the velocity components are plotted for three phase 
positions - node, anti-node and one more position in between the node and anti-node. 
As can be seen from the Figure a, the first mode transverse standing wave in SCU flume 
from the linear wave theory has fairly large velocities in both transverse and vertical 
directions. The ratio between maximum wave orbital velocity component v to the main 
current bulk velocity UQ reaches the maximum of 80% at the mean free surface. The 
averaged ratios to the main current mean velocity in the SCU flume are around 40% in 
the lower flow region (0<z<h/2) and nearly 60% in the upper flow region (h/2<z<h). 
Therefore, the contributions from wave orbital velocity to the PIV or ADV measured 
total velocities cannot be neglected and must be subtracted or filtered out from the 
measured total velocities in order to depict the original flow field. Since the magnitude 
of wave velocity is proportional to the wave amplitude based on linear wave theory, 
thus its influence to main current flow gets less significant with the decreased wave 
amplitude (Figure b, Figure c).  
 
 





(b) SCU flume, UQ=15 cm/s, a=7.4 mm 
 
 
(c) NUS flume, UQ=5 cm/s, a=1.2 mm 
Figure C-7 Relative transverse standing wave velocity magnitudes of experiments in 
(a) SCU with bulk velocity=10 cm/s; (b) SCU with bulk velocity=15 cm/s; (c) NUS 
with bulk velocity=5 cm/s. The maximum v and w refer to the velocities generated by 
the standing wave in the cross-sectional plan of flume. Herein the y-direction refers to 
the transverse direction of flumes.  
 
The ensuing experimental results from the PIV tests serve to support the previous 
theoretical analysis and show that the mean current flow will be affected seriously by 
the vortex-induced transverse standing wave when it is formed. The maximum 
transverse velocities v at flume centerline (y=0.5B) and LLS5 (refer to Figure 3-16 at 
y=0.25B), and the maximum vertical velocities w at LLS5 (y=0.25B) and LLS7 
(y=0.05B) measured by PIV are compared with the previous theoretical calculations, 
and their comparisons at different elevations are shown in Figure . It is found that, 
although experimental and theoretical results have the same variation patterns, the 
experimental velocity measurements are smaller than the calculations based on the 
linear wave theory. The difference should be caused by the interaction with main 
current flow in the experimental situation, which was not considered in the linear 
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standing wave assumption. The transverse and vertical orbital velocities of wave 
motion are reduced due to the interaction with longitudinal main current flow, which 
generates a resultant velocity combined with wave and current.  
 
 
Figure C-8 Theoretical calculations and PIV experimental results of the ratios of the 
transverse standing wave induced velocities v and w, and the bulk current velocity UQ. 
Continuous lines refer to theoretical calculations, dots refer to experimental data. 
Maximum values for v and w were obtained from the horizontal and vertical PIV LLS 
(laser light sheet), respectively. 
 
2.3 Less disturbed horizontal time-averaged velocity field 
Time-averaged velocity measurements at lower elevation may have less influence 
from the vortex induced transverse standing wave based on Figure . Moreover, the 
smooth boundary layer induced by flume bed is thin (<<5 cm) in emergent rods flow, 
and can be neglected because of the presence of dense rods (Baptist et al., 2007; Nepf 
and Vivoni, 2000). Therefore, the time-averaged velocity field at z=5 cm is shown in 
Figure C-9 in order to better understand the spatial variation in velocity with less 
disturbance from transverse standing wave. The maximum streamwise velocities are 
observed where the flow accelerates around the rod two sides. 
Since the ratio of rods spacing S (the rods spacing S in a single row equals the rows 
spacing T herein) and rods diameter D is 5.5, the rod immediately downstream is not 
affected by vortex shedding from the rod upstream (Nepf, 1999). Thus, the drag 
coefficient and approaching velocity for every single rod in the velocity field as shown 
in Figure C-9 are the same. The bulk velocity area, UQ=10 cm/s, is identified as the 
yellow color in the time-averaged streamwise velocity field, which dominates the 
largest portion in the field. Besides, the slow velocity area (green color) behinds each 
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rod, so-called Kármán vortex street, does not touch the rod downstream. The ratio of 
5.5 is quite generous to have a primitive undisturbed Kármán vortex street behind each 
rod according to the flow structure and drag characteristics studies of a colony-type 
emergent cylinder model by Takemura and Tanaka (2007). In their study, for the ratio 
S/D large than 3, the primitive Kármán can be generated behind rods and the “large - 
scale Kármán vortex street” of a cluster of cylinders will not be formed downstream. 
 
 
Figure C-9 Time-averaged streamwise velocity U in horizontal LLS at z=5 cm in SCU 
flume of Exp. C1.1. The bulk velocity UQ is identified in the legend. Gray areas refer 
to the plexiglass rods, blank areas in contour refer to the shadows (frontal rods block 
the laser sight). 
 
In addition, since the vortex induced standing wave generates orbital velocity v 
with a certain period, thus those transverse orbital velocities can be cancelled out if the 
duration is long enough. A time-averaged transverse velocity (V) field at higher 
elevation (z=12 cm) is shown in Figure C-10, which its level of legend has been reduced 
to smaller range -0.02 m/s to 0.02 m/s. Most of the flow areas have the zero values in 
transverse velocities, indicates the dominant v belongs to wave motion has been 
canceled out. The normal flow motion around rods is still kept. The approaching current 
flow is separated into two equivalent liquids with opposite directions and then the two 
liquids come back immediately after the rods. The oscillating flow that takes place 
when water past the rods is also cancelled out since the vortices are created and 





Figure C-10 Time-averaged transverse velocity V of a horizontal plane at z=12 cm in 
SCU flume of Exp. C1.1. The flow direction was from top to bottom. Gray areas refer 
to the plexiglass rods, blank areas in contour refer to the shadows (frontal rods block 
the laser light). 
 
2.4 Less disturbed mean streamwise velocity profile 
The vertical LLS6 (Figure 3-16) was selected for the study of mean streamwise 
velocity profile U in the emergent rods. The selection of the vertical LLS6 was based 
on the following reasons. First, LLS6 was at a distance of 75 cm away from the smooth 
sidewall of flume, thus the influence of the sidewall boundary layer effect should be 
fairly limited according to the previous study of flow over smooth bed in SCU flume. 
Second, the streamwise velocity at LLS6 was less affected by the vortex induced 
transverse standing wave, since it was close to the sidewall boundary (y=0.15B) where 
the standing wave orbital velocity v near the wall was small. 
As can be seen in Figure C-11, the mean streamwise velocity U does not vary too 
much along the elevation (z). At every point measurement location, the rods cause the 
velocity profile to fall into a nearly vertical line throughout most of the intermediate 
depth, followed by a rapid decrease in velocity until it reaches the flume bed. These 
general experimental observation are in agreement with those obtained by other 
researchers including Liu et al. (2008) using a LDV. In a low-density array of rods 
(CDmkD<0.04), since the normal turbulent boundary layer is dominant, the velocity is 
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weakly spatial dependent. On the other hand, if the array of rods is extremely dense, 
such as a tight colony of vegetation, the velocities may also be weakly spatially 
dependent, since the primitive Kármán vortex street does not exist. However, in the 
mangrove pneumatophores where the spatial density is such that 0.1<CDmkD<1.0, the 
velocity is spatial dependent. For those velocity profiles taken more than 3D 
downstream of the rods, such as D6 and D8 (Figure C-12), they are roughly the same 
order as the bulk velocity (±10%) because of the self-recovery of flow after the vortex. 
In addition, the staggered pattern of rods complicates approaching flow for downstream 
rod, makes the velocities at U6 and U8 (Figure C-12) be 30 % faster compared to the 
bulk velocity. That arises from the superposition of the fast separating flows from the 
neighbor rods upstream. The results support the notion that the mean velocity is 
dependent on measured locations in a certain density of vegetation, such as mangrove 
pneumatophores. Caution has to be exercised using a single measured velocity profile 
to represent spatial-averaging values for adoption in numerical models. 
 
 
Figure C-11 Time-averaged streamwise velocity U in vertical LLS6 at y=75 cm in the 
SCU flume of Exp. C1.1. The eight vertical dot lines indicate the eight extracted 






Figure C-12 Time-averaged streamwise velocity profiles in emergent rods in the SCU 
flume of Exp. C1.1. Profiles were extracted from eight different locations, with an 
interval ∆x=2 cm along LLS6. The free surface was at z=19.5 cm. 
 
2.5 Periodic flow pattern 
Figure C-13 shows a sequence of the mean velocity vectors at a horizontal plane 
behind a rigid rod over an entire shedding cycle, which illustrates the periodic flow 
patterns in the combination of wake and transverse standing wave. It is noted that the 
unsteady flow patterns should be the same at any horizontal plane since the flow is 
nearly uniform across the water depth (z-direction) in emergent rods. In Figure C-13, 
the velocity vectors are the resultant velocities of streamwise (u) and transverse (v) 
velocities and the current flow directions are from top to bottom for all diagrams. The 
surface standing wave was induced by the resonance between the flume fundamental 
frequency and vortex shedding frequency, thus the same period (T=0.87 s, as shown in 
Table C-1) is shared by standing wave and vortex shedding. However, it seems that the 
vortex evolution is significantly influenced by the orbital velocity (v) of standing wave, 
therefore the vortex streets are noticeably absent. 
The influence on the vortex shedding from transverse standing wave is more 
obvious in the streamlines plots. Figure  shows the sectional streamlines of the periodic 
mean flow at six time instants over an entire vortex shedding, i.e. a standing wave cycle, 
since the same period is shared. The stream lines were computed using Tecplot 
(Version 360, 2013R1) by integration in a series of small steps along the direction of 
the local mean velocity vector based on Figure C-14 from different starting points in 
the observed flow field. The streamlines show the existence of the periodic velocity, 
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i.e. orbital velocity, which are obviously associated with the transverse surface standing 
wave since it dominates almost the entire flow field. From previous Figure C-13, the 
computed maximum orbital wave velocity (v) makes up 40% -50% of the magnitude 
of main current flow velocity U at the observed horizontal plane (x=8.35 m, y=flume 
centerline and z=12 cm). This ratio of about 0.5 is further supported in Figure c and 
Figure f with a plotted right triangle (u=2v) hypotenuse which follows the sectional 
streamlines. Therefore, the entire current flow field (u) has been significantly affected 
by the presence of transverse standing wave (v), and the estimation of the influence 





                              (a)                                                              (b) 
  
                              (c)                                                             (d) 
  
                                (e)                                                            (f) 
Figure C-13 Sequences of the mean velocity vectors at six times t over a vortex 
shedding cycle, i.e., one transverse standing wave cycle (T=0.87 s). The velocity field 
is selected behind a rigid rod at x=8.35 m, y=flume centerline and z=12 cm in emergent 








                            (a)                                                                  (b) 
  
                               (c)                                                                 (d) 
  
                               (e)                                                                 (f) 
Figure C-14 Sequences of the mean flow streamlines at six times t over a vortex 
shedding cycle, i.e., one transverse standing wave cycle (T=0.87 s). The velocity field 
is selected behind a rigid rod at x=8.35 m, y=flume centerline and z=12 cm in emergent 




3. Formula for Wave Amplitude Prediction 
3.1 Previous formulae 
The transverse vortex-induced wave amplitude (a) is significant as the standing 
wave influence to main current flow is proportional to the wave amplitude based on 
Airy linear wave theory. Zima and Ackermann (2002) recorded the transverse wave 
amplitudes using two flumes with 15 cm and 45 cm widths and two sizes of rods with 
the diameters equal to 12.7 mm and 25.4 mm respectively. They proposed a formula 
using force balance, to predict the dimensionless wave amplitude (a/h) that may occur 
in a channel with emergent rigid vegetation. The formula is presented as follow: 
                                       (8.15) 
where Ca is a constant of coefficient and equal to 1.13, St is Strouhal number and it is 
related to free stream velocity U and rods diameter D, ∆ is the length occupied by one 
row of rods, B is the channel width and N is the number of rigid rods in a single row. 
Their formula appears to provide a rough approximation for predicting the 
dimensionless amplitudes tested in their current flumes, although sometimes the 
difference could be 30%-60% with experimental data.  
Ghomeshi et al. (2007) conducted a series of experiments to investigate the 
amplitude of wave formation in a 1.2 m wide flume, all of which had a diameter of 24 
mm, installed in the flume bed covering fourteen different arrangements. In total thirty 
four experimental cases were tested. An improved formula (with vibration mode n 
being added) was obtained from dimension analysis, which the data of one variable 
were separated and analyzed individually when the other variables remained constant. 
However, their proposed formula lacked the physical support and merely sought the 
best curve fitting for their measurement data in estimating the amplitude of channel 
transverse standing wave.  
 
3.2 Proposed formula using momentum balance 
In this study, a new equation based on linear wave theory and momentum balance 
is proposed to predict the vortex-induced standing wave amplitude. Assume surface 
standing wave has amplitude a, wave number k and frequency number σ with the first 
mode of oscillation with wave crest at y=0 and trough at y=B=L/2 (B is the flume width 













Eq.(8.12) and Eq. (8.13), can be used for water surface and transverse orbital velocity 
computation. 
The emergent rigid rods offer resistance to the main streamwise flow in the x 
direction and the standing wave motion in y direction. The orthogonal current and wave 
interaction around the emergent rods is rather complex. However, the flow continuity 
equation is always satisfied at all times. Therefore, a control volume is taken as half of 
the flume cross-section from its one sidewall to an assumed porous wall placed 
vertically at the middle of the flume, i.e. y=B/2. For the control volume shown in Figure , 
there is no inflow into the left side of control volume as it is flume sidewall boundary 
and the outflow at the middle porous wall can be given as Q(t) for a length ∆ (in x 
direction) occupied by one row of rods. 
The volume of liquid in the control volume is: 
                                           (8.16) 
Applying the continuity equation, 
                                                                             (8.17) 
The total outflow volume ?̅? that passes through the porous section at mid-flume 
over half a wave period is shown in Eq. (8.18). It is noted the total flow through the 
middle section for a whole wave period is zero as the flow motion is symmetric to the 
centerline of flume. 
                                                               (8.18) 
The averaged flow velocity during the half wave cycle is assumed to be uniform 
over the depth of the porous wall at mid-flume and it reads as: 
                                                                                  (8.19) 
For the first-order oscillation standing wave in SCU current flume experiments, we 
have a=0.91 cm, L=100 cm, T=0.89 s, h=20 cm (Table C-1), thus ?̅?=3.3 cm/s, which 
is about 33% magnitude of the main current flow velocity (UQ=10 cm/s). This result is 
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Figure C-15 The control volume (dots line) of a transverse standing wave motion (1st 
order oscillation) and the external forces acted on it. 
 
Referring to Figure C-15, the one-dimensional momentum equation along flume y-
direction, i.e. transverse direction, is adopted for the control volume. The water 
pressure distribution at the left sidewall may be linearized and evaluated as the pressure 
field under a standing wave as if there are no rigid rods in the domain. The pressure at 
the mid-flume wall follows the hydrostatic pressure distribution as it is at the anti-node. 
There is a resultant force of F(t) acted on the control volume to account for the forces 
on the rods. The momentum equation for the transverse direction can be written as: 
                                           (8.20) 
For the first item on the left hand side of above Eq. (8.20), it is the rate of change 
of momentum within the control volume. The total v-component momentum within the 
standing wave at any given instant of time assuming no cylinders is written as: 
                                             (8.21) 
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                                (8.22) 
In Eq. (8.21), for Part II that we have: 
              (8.23) 
Thus the Part II in Eq. (8.21) can be further approximated as: 
                           (8.24) 
For the first item on the right hand side of Eq. (8.20), which is the total pressure 
force at y=0 at the sidewall. The standing wave pressure field is written as: 
                                                  (8.25) 
Therefore, the total pressure force at the left sidewall (y=0) of the control volume 
is computed as: 
                            (8.26) 
The first term on the right-hand side of the pressure equation Eq. (8.26) is the 
hydrostatic term. The second and the third term refer to the dynamic pressure, which is 
a result of two contributions: the presence of the free surface displacement (the 2nd term) 
and the vertical acceleration of the wave motion (the 3rd term). 
As the pressure force at the mid-flume, it is the hydrostatic pressure (the 1st term) 
only, as the mid-flume locates at node with zero in the surface displacement and also 
zero in the vertical acceleration. The pressure force at mid-flume is computed using Eq. 
(8.27): 
                                                                                          (8.27) 
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Therefore, the momentum equation of Eq. (8.20) is calculated by substituting of all 
the above items, and we have: 
 (8.28) 
The equation can be further simplified into: 
        (8.29) 
Upon averaging over half a wave period that we have: 
                                                                           (8.30) 
It can be shown that neither item on the right hand side of Eq. (8.30) is negligible 
since they have roughly the same order of magnitude. There are three forces acted on 
the rigid rods in the transverse direction as shown in Figure , and they are lift force 
caused the main current, drag force caused by transverse standing wave and inertial 
force caused by wave itself. The depth-averaged velocity v(t) at mid-flume y=B/2 at 
any time is obtained based on Eq. (8.17) as reads: 
                                                                (8.31) 
Therefore the ratio of standing wave drag and inertial forces on the assumed porous 
wall at mid-flume is written as: 
                                          (8.32) 
If we use drag coefficient CD=1.5 and inertial coefficient CM=1.0, the ratio of wave 
induced drag and inertial forces approaches 0.5, which indicates that these two forces 
are in the same order of magnitudes. It can also be shown that the lift force component 
FL arising from the main current flow in flume is larger (about 5-10 times) than the 
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drag component arising from the standing wave as the wave induced depth-averaged 
velocity ?̅? takes about 30% of the magnitude of main current bulk velocity UQ. Thus, 
the lift component arising from the main current flow in flume is taken as the only one 
significant external force in the momentum balance in Eq. (8.30), and we have the 
following equation: 
                                                (8.33) 
In the end the ratio of standing wave amplitude and water depth can be expressed 
as the following equation: 
                                     (8.34) 
If we recall the resonance condition Eq. (8.9)  in previous section for the occurrence 
of the vortex-induced standing wave, the above Eq. (8.34) for the prediction of wave 
amplitude can be further simplified. If the deep water (kh>𝜋 or h/B>1) is assumed, the 
Eq. (8.34) remains the same form since the resonance of flume natural frequency and 
flow forcing frequency is independent of water depth. However, if the shallow water 
(kh<𝜋/10 or h/B<1/10) is assumed, the Eq. (8.34) and Eq. (8.11) can be combined 
together to cancel the water depth h, and finally the equation to predict the vortex-
induced standing wave in wide vegetated open channel is written as: 
                              (8.35) 
The CL is the lift coefficient of the main current passing through smooth rods and 
β is the momentum coefficient. This momentum coefficient β can be found as β=1.04 
using the integral of a hyperbolic velocity distribution equals the average velocity 
across the depth. A simple form of the wave amplitude equation for a/h is obtained as 
following by introducing the constant coefficient Ca to account for the negligible of 
wave drag and inertial forces and replace those constants shown in Eq.(8.35). The final 
result of our proposed formula Eq. (8.36) is different with the equation proposed by 
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                                       (8.36) 
It is noted that in Eq. (8.36), the dimensionless surface transverse wave amplitude 
(a/h) is proportional to the square root of the spatial density (N, ∆) of rigid rods model 
and the 1.5 power of the rod diameter (D). However, when the spatial density gets too 
high or the rod diameter gets too large, it is conceivable that such rigid rods can result 
in damping of the transverse standing wave. In that case, the flow attributed to the wave 
can no longer be described by linear wave theory. More flume experiments with 
different spatial densities and diameters of rods model are needed if we want to know 
the limit in applying the linear wave theory. 
 
3.3 Results of wave amplitude prediction 
Figure C-16 shows the comparison between the equations estimated a/h and the 
experiments measured data (Ghomeshi et al., 2007; Tinoco and Cowen, 2013; Zima 
and Ackermann, 2002). This part of the data is the water surface monitoring when the 
first mode or second mode vortex-induced transverse waves existed in the current 
flume. As can be seen from the Figure a, a coefficient Ca=1.40 in Zima’s formula shows 
a rough agreement with those measured amplitudes values. However, the regression 
coefficient (R2) is only 0.49, indicates the limitation of Zima’s formula in predicting 
wave amplitude. Ghomeshi et al. (2007) also proposed a formula on estimation of wave 
amplitudes. Their formula was fitted and extracted based on statistical analyses of 
measured data, which lacks the physical meaning. In addition, their proposed equation 
had the same prediction situation as Zima and Ackermann (2002)’s study for specific 
measured wave amplitudes (oscillation mode n=1). 
In this study, our new proposed formula shows a better prediction in standing wave 
amplitudes (a/h) with a higher regression coefficient (R2) of 0.65, especially for the 
small amplitudes (Figure C-16b), which indicates the proposed Eq. (8.36) may be more 
reliable than Zima’s equation. The solid physical derivation of our equation also 
provides the reason why rigid emergent vegetated flow in tested flume happened to 
produce such wild standing wave amplitudes. 
To summarize, the transverse surface wave in current flume is triggered by 
resonance between the shedding frequency and the flume natural frequency. A new 
theoretical equation based on momentum balance in flume transverse direction was 
proposed, in order to predict the vortex-induced transverse standing wave amplitude. 












experimental observation satisfactorily, and it has a seemingly better performance in 
amplitudes prediction than some previous formula (Zima and Ackermann, 2002). Thus, 
the occurrence and amplitude of vortex-induced surface wave in flow over emergent 
rigid rods can be predicted using the proposed formula if the rods and flume geometries 
(diameter D, spatial density and flume width B) being known. The higher mode 
transverse wave pattern will be more complex and needs a further study. 
 
 
(a) Equation proposed by Zima and Ackermann (2002) 
 
(b) Equation proposed in this study 
Figure C-16 Comparison between the relative amplitudes (a/h) calculated from the 




4. Phase Averaging 
4.1 Phase averaging method 
The time-averaged parameters, such as the mean streamwise velocity U at lower 
elevations of the flow, still can be computed and presented without disturbance from 
the transverse standing wave motion. However, the second-order parameters need to 
be further processed since they are fairly sensitive to the wave orbital velocity, 
including the Reynolds stress and turbulence intensities. The velocity in the flow 
through emergent rods with the presence of surface standing wave was observed to be 
highly periodic. Figure C-17 shows an example sequence of 10 s transverse velocity (v) 
measurements at the location C1, which is about D (D - diameter of rigid rods) 
downstream of the center of the rigid cylindrical rod (Figure a), using PIV data in flow 
through the emergent rods. It is found that the instantaneous velocity at location C1 
exhibits a periodicity, and its frequency of about 1.1 Hz is close to the natural frequency 
of flume (f=1.15 Hz) and the estimated shedding frequency (fs=1.11 Hz, in Table C-1). 
Therefore, the signal of periodic velocity measurements can be phase-averaged to 
obtain the second-order parameters in the flow.  
The phase averaging method has been widely used for the organized motion, such 
as the quasi-periodic flow velocity due to the von Karman vortices. Successful 
applications in literature include the works of Wah (2004) in extracting the coherent 
and incoherent turbulent structures in the wakes of a single cylinder and two tandem 
cylinders, and Braza et al. (2006) in analyzing the turbulence properties in unsteady 
flows around bluff body wakes. In this study, the phase averaging method was adopted 
to extract two periodic motions, i.e. vortex and orbital velocity due to surface standing 
wave, in order to obtain the turbulence characteristics. 
 
 
Figure C-17 A sequence of transverse velocity v measurements using PIV in SCU 
flume and its predicted phase velocity sequence. The transverse velocity v was taken at 




The transverse flow is classically decomposed into a phase averaged velocity (I) 
and a random fluctuation (II) as (Reynolds and Hussain, 1972): 
                                         (8.37) 
The phase averaged quantity (I) is then a sum of a time-independent mean flow (III) 
and a quasi-periodic velocity fluctuating component (IV) as shown in Eq. (8.38). The 
Fourier series expansion can be applied for the quasi-periodic transverse velocity 
fluctuation (IV), and thus the flow phase averaged velocity I is written as: 
                (8.38) 
where Ts is the period of the standing wave, an and bn are the Fourier coefficients. If 
only the first harmonic phase averaged velocity is predicted, we only have n=1, 
therefore the Fourier coefficients are determined as: 
                                 (8.39) 
where a1 and b1 are the first-order Fourier coefficients and Tr is the time length of 
measurement. Assume t=k∆t, where ∆t is the time interval in velocity measurements of 
flow using instruments (∆t=1/100 for ADV and ∆t=1/7.25 for PIV measurements). 
Thus the integral in Eq. (8.39) can be discretized as the following equation: 
                          (8.40) 
Once the two Fourier coefficients are determined based on measurement data, the 
amplitude and initial phase can be computed and substituted into a sinusoid function to 
account for the computation of periodic velocity. Finally, the Eq. (8.38) for phase 
averaged velocity can be written as: 
           (8.41) 
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One example of a time sequence of computed phase averaged velocity is shown in 
Figure C-17 (dotted line). The filtered random velocity fluctuation is calculated using 
Eq. (8.37) with the two coherent motions, i.e. vortex and standing wave field, being 
extracted from data. In other words, the record of velocity was digitally band-pass 
filtered with the frequency set at the vortex shedding frequency fs or the natural 
frequency f, of the flow condition, since they are the same. In Eq. (8.41), the period Ts 
of vortex shedding or transverse standing wave is identified with the frequency where 
the spectrum is maximum (Figure C-18). 
 
  
                                (a)                                                                 (b) 
  
                                (c)                                                                 (d) 
  
                                (e)                                                                 (f) 
Figure C-18 Fourier transforms of time-series measurements of u and v velocity 
components behind a rod at six different locations: (a) C1, (b) C2, (c) C3, (d) C4, (e) 




4.2 Phase averaging results 
Figure C-18 shows the spectra of streamwise velocity u and transverse velocity v 
at six different locations behind a rigid rod. The six locations are depicted in Figure a. 
C1 is a rod diameter (D) downstream of the rod center, and C2, C3 and C4 are 3D/2, 
2D and 5D/2 downstream of the center of the rod respectively. L1 and R1 are about 
D/2 away on the left and right sides of C1 location. Since the periodicity of transverse 
standing wave for the entire region is more dominant compared to the periodicity of 
local vortex shedding, the corresponding frequency of maximum spectrum (about 1.1 
Hz) and the maximum spectrum values (about 2-3 m/s in amplitudes) are independent 
of locations. 
Table C-2 shows the computed turbulence intensities of u and v using arithmetic 
averaging (𝑢𝑖 − ?̅?𝑖) and phase averaging (𝑢𝑖 − ?̃?𝑖) methods. The absolute difference 
in intensities values between the two methods was divided by the arithmetic averaged 
intensity value in order to obtain a dimensionless ratio of difference, which was also 
listed in Table C-2. It is found that about half intensity value of transverse velocity v, 
i.e. velocity fluctuation of v, was filtered out with the application of phase averaging. 
In other words, the real random fluctuation in flow transverse velocity vꞌ (or real 
turbulence) is about 50% of the calculated value using arithmetic averaging. However, 
since only the transverse velocity v was affected by the transverse surface standing 
wave, the phase-averaged streamwise turbulence intensity uꞌ has much less difference 
compared with the normal arithmetic averaged values. Some obvious difference of 
about 30% can only be found near (L1 and R1 locations) or behind (C1 location) the 
rod. For the rest locations (C2, C3 and C4), there is almost no difference (<10%) in 
calculating the streamwise turbulence intensities uꞌ between arithmetic averaging and 
phase averaging. This result corresponds to the streamwise velocity spectrum showing 
(Figure C-18), which has no peak value in amplitudes for locations C2, C3 and C4. It 
indicates that the periodicity of streamwise velocity is fairly weak in those locations. 
It is noted that the turbulence intensities results after phase averaging presented in 
this section is only for one mid-depth elevation (z=12 cm) at the flume centerline area. 
The overall flow field in emergent rods with transverse standing wave is highly three-
dimensional. Based on the phase averaged results at some other elevations (z) and 
transverse (y) positions, it is found that the period of oscillated velocities is spatially 
independent and only one resonance frequency (i.e. the vortex frequency) is shared. 
However, the amplitudes of the periodic velocities depend on their spatial locations. 
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For instance, the amplitude of periodic velocity v near the flume sidewall is very weak. 
This variation of amplitudes can be explained using the linear wave theory in the flume 
as discussed previously. 
 
Table C-2 The turbulence intensities of u and v using arithmetic averaging and phase 













C1 0.104 0.070 32.7 0.061 0.044 27.9 
C2 0.107 0.047 56.1 0.045 0.044 2.2 
C3 0.074 0.042 43.2 0.038 0.035 8.0 
C4 0.046 0.029 37.0 0.034 0033 2.9 
L1 0.102 0.048 52.9 0.059 0.040 32.2 
R1 0.091 0.0415 54.4 0.058 0.039 32.8 
Mean \ 46.1 \ 17.7 
1?̅?, ?̅? indicate the turbulence intensities values were calculated using arithmetic averaging. ?̃?, ?̃? 
indicate the turbulence intensities were calculated using phase averaging. 
2Difference means the difference between arithmetic averaging and phase averaging divided by 
the arithmetic averaging values. 
 
In Chapter 5, the flow turbulence intensities results without transverse standing 
wave at the same locations will be presented. It will be found that the values of 
turbulence intensities after phase averaging herein are roughly the same as the 
intensities values in the flow without standing wave. This agreement will indicate the 
rationality of applying phase averaging method to get the real turbulence results in the 
periodic flow. 
 
5. Conclusion and Recommendation 
Laboratory experiments were conducted in this Appendix-C to study the transverse 
vortex-induced standing wave in flow over emergent rods. The transverse standing 
wave in current flume is triggered by resonance between the shedding frequency fs and 
the flume natural frequency f. The calculated standing wave frequency using wave 
dispersion equation agrees with the measured dominant frequency in flow surface 
monitoring. A theoretical equation based on momentum balance in flume transverse 
direction was proposed in this study, to predict the vortex-induced transverse standing 
wave amplitude. The equation provides a rough estimation of the transverse standing 
wave amplitude which match the experimental observation satisfactorily. However, 
because the orthogonal interaction between the transverse wave and main current in 
v v v v u u u u
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flume in the presence of emergent rods gave a complex flow structure and, for lack of 
a rigorous theory, the linear wave approximation would be burdened with limitations. 
Through this study in Appendix-C, we suggest that the resonance between forcing 
frequency and flume natural frequency should be avoided when the flume experiment 
of emergent vegetation is planned. The degree of influence to the main current flow 
can be estimated using linear wave theory and our proposed equation for wave 
amplitude. If the transverse standing wave cannot be avoided and its influence to main 
flow is significant, some precautions before measurement have to be taken, such as re-
design the size of vegetation model or create the absorber sidewalls in flume. However, 
in the shallow submerged rods flow, although the vortex-induced standing wave may 
still exist, it has a limited influence to main current flow since its wave amplitude is 
much smaller.  
Additionally, it is noted that the surface wave found in laboratory may not be 
observed in the field, as the channel sides in the field are not perfect vertical reflecting 
boundaries. For instance, during the field trips in mangrove swamps where the mild 
slopes of the river banks are populated with mangroves, the vortex-induced standing 
waves in tidal current flow have not been observed by the authors. 
 
